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CQWABUNIGA, DUDES. TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES RETURN 
Essential Reviews 

Phantasy Star Online, 

Burnout 2, Return to 

Castle Wolfenstein, The 

Sims, State of Emergency, 

Inside Pitch 2003, 

MotoGP, and more. 

XBOX NATION IND ’ENIT 

/Core Gang, Sega GT 

Online, The Movies, 

Freedom: Soldiers of 

Liberty, The Hulk, Fallout. 

Most ambitious game ever conceived? 
World’s first hands-on with the epic RPG. 

Bfi STREET V( a I 
Electronic Arts brings the ruckus once again 
with its masterful blacktop extravaganza. 

miDim ii 
Rockstar races onto Xbox in a most frantic ' J % 
online automotive offering. / 

CQUftTEH-STRIHE 
The world’s ifiost popular online game gets the 
Xbox treatment. Shoot to thrill on Xbox Live. 

; 

L_ Tim Schafer 
Psychoanalyzing the chief 
psychonagt, XBN style. 

// 

* 
I O.TO.GI. B.C. O.TO.GI. 

Now with a full 50% more The samurai masterpiece 
gre&some dinosaur killings, slashes its way onto Xbox. 



Blood and Gore 

Violence 

OVERTHROW HITLER'S Evil EMPIRE 
You are 8.J. Blazkowicz, a US Army Ranger recruited by the OSA and the Allies' top specialist in covert 

operations, heavy weapons and assassination. Hitler's head of the SS, Heinrich Himmler, is twisting science 

and the occult into an army capable of annihilating the Allies. The balance of victory is in your hands. 

■ 'Siued-a host of enemies into oblivion j 
with- a brutal arsenal of authentic ! 

! - and experimental weapons. 

Battle through tie entire 
single-player campaign in 
split-screen co-op mode. 

jagein an epic.story-dfjven 
smgje-player campargn 
across over Sbjlevetsi 

Take on up to 15 others via Xhox UveT 
fighting as 1 of 4 interdependent enaraeters; 

each retyincua the others to survive. 

Clear bunkers with heavy weaponry. 
dynamite structures and call in air strikes fn the 
■)- r rv squad-based multiplayer experience. 

idsoftwarSfe nervesoftwarexom 



‘There’s no doubt about its greatness, from start to 
finish, it’s a gripping, epic, cinematic-adventure.” 

—Official'Xbox Magazine 

“ft is the definitive 

Xbox Live experience.’ 

■Official Xbox Magazine 
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CUBA, THE 

THE NATION’S CHOSEN FEW 

WE ARE SWIFT, SILENT, AND INVISIBLE 

WE FIGHT, SO THAT PEACE MAY REIGN. 

SQ UAD-BASED BATTLEFIELD COMBAT 

With a new single-player campaign, 12 

TOTAL BATTLEFIELD EXPERIENCE 

Ubi Soft 

>0#3 .Red Storm Entertainment. All Rights Reserved.^Island Thnnder, Red Stifrm, and Red Storm Enter! 
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A NEW ENEMV 
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huntthemdown. 



I WILL HUNT THEM DOWN. 

<oimii jtia im itamim w/c ijiienvereii ;i conspiracy that threateiteii la Oe&trny the entire frontier the corporations 

*f.tiaKa into a iiaitiefieiti ihj!B r.miu-u-a ms ifiuuti i was trainer! aitif spent ten lung years in prison. Now I'm out. As a bounty 

trauei the galaxy hrmymy sown criminals tor cash, Ant the only thins I'm alter... is revenge. 
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FUZZY MOPPET EDITION 
If Hyruled the world. 
p j Amid a]| qf tftg marketing, 

■ press releases, and E3 
_I preview ROMs flooding the 
flea-ridden marsupial circus that is 
Xbox Nation HQ, one game has 
consistently occupied both mind and 
television set. That game is The 
Legend of Zelda: The Wind Waken. 

A harmony of aesthetics, design, 
and control, the title achieves a level 
of immersion simply unsurpassed in 
the form. It maintains a rigid sense of 
visual consistency without repetition. 
It weaves its tale through pure, 
refined, gameplay. It allows for 
complex physical interactions while 

and a delicate learning curve. On 
nearly all counts, The Wind Walker is 
an interactive masterwork. 

And yet, it is merely a start. 
“I want to stab somebody” hip 

hop artist and volunteer Xbox 
evangelist Murs pointed out in an 

interview with XBN several months 
back. “I love Zelda, but at this point I 
don’t want to go around talking to 
villagers. I want to go around stabbing 
villagers.” And this is very much the 
reality: Unless we are psychologically 
engaged, as adults, we would simply 
rather stab things than deal with them 
on a cerebral, emotional plane. What’s 
missing, essentially is a narrative that 

than, “If you can find the green 
amulet, I will be forever Joyous,” and 
themes more contemplative than 
good vs. evil, black vs. White. The 
time has come, it seems, for 
videogames to come of age. 

To this end, several of the most 
promising titles known to be in 
development—across all platforms— 
grace the pages of this magazine. 
Fable (formerly Project: Ego) is 
pioneering developer Lionhead’s first 
proper contribution to the world of 

console games, and in a grand style: 
It is clearly the most ambitious RPG 
ever created, and seemingly the most 
dynamic. One’s actions in Fable not 
only affect the surrounding world, but 
also the psyche and physical 
appearance of the character he or she 
inhabits. Psychonauts is the first work 
from Tim Schaefer and his talented 
team at Double Fine Productions, and 
appears to be the first legitimate 
attempt to bridge the gap between 
console-style physical interaction and 
a more intelligent, introspective 
narrative. Liohead’s pre-Stone age 
epic B.C. ruminates on the evolution 
of mankind, while From Software’s 
forthcoming O.TO.GI brilliantly pieces 
together fragments of Japanese 
folklore into subtle, visual art. 

that there isn’t a place for stabbing. 
We love stabbing. 
Evan Shamoon 
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Prepare TO BE BLASTED 

OUT OF THE WATER!* 

An epic role-playing game on sea and land 

Gorgeous graphics and realistic weather effects 

Open-ended gameplay set in exotic locales 
: 

Exciting high seas battles and thrilling duels 

Inspired by the feature film coming July 9th 
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□: 
1 Rudeboy doesn’t know how 
| to wrestle, he just knows how 
1 to get bloody. Because this 

sick bastard and a bunch of backyard 
wrestling pals are featured characters in 
the upcoming Xbox game Backyard 
Wrestling, Xbox Nation decided to 
reflect on some of the more tender 
moments from Mr. Rudeboy’s past. 

Xbox Nation: How do you get so 
bloody? 
Rudeboy: 1 cut myself. We use barbed 
wire, we use florescent light tubes. 

XBN: Isn’t there some poisonous 
powder in florescent lights? 
Rudeboy: Yeah, it’s some sh*t, I guess, 
it can get you really sick. 

XBN: What's the bloodiest you’ve ever 
been? 
Rudeboy: I was in the hospital after my 
second match with Abdullah the Butcher 
due to loss of blood. I had to be stitched 
up, it was crazy. Normally when I wrestle 

Abdullah it’s buckets of blood all over. 

XBN: What hurts the most? 
Rudeboy: Getting stapled with a staple 

Getting thumb tacks in the palm of 
your hand, that f*ekin’ kills, but the 
occasional paper cut does too 
[Laughs]. One match in Pittsburgh, 
Mad Man Pondo stapled a dollar bill to 
my forehead and whoever bought the 
staples bought them way too big and 
it hit my Pekin’ skull, it stuck in my 
head, I had to go to the hospital to get 
it taken out. The people at the hospital 
and the doctor were like, “What the 
f*ck just happened to you?" I come in 
there and they’re like, “I think it’s a car 
accident victim.” Cause I was covered 
head to toe in blood, they were freak¬ 
ing out, but it was all good though. 
The fans were happy and that’s all that 

XBN: You excited about the game? 
Rudeboy: When they came to me and 

y mess Rudeboy is out of his damn mind 

said, “Rudeboy, we’re gonna make you 
as a character," I’ve never been more 
fckin’ honored man! After doing this so 
Peking long, someone finally saying 
“You know what, you’re the sh*t man!" 
And the paycheck wasn’t bad either. 

their throat, right when they’re asking 
for an autograph or picture, I don’t wait 
for sh*t, because I’m only in the city for 
one minute, 1 ain't trying to courtship 
you or marry you or Pekin' fall in love, 
just Pck and that’s it. 

XBN: Have you seen the game? 
Rudeboy: I did man, we went out and 
did this event out in Los Angeles, it 
was a press conference. Me and 
Pondo wrestled in front of Access 
Hollywood and all these different 
media and they were just like, “What 
the Pck?” Cause we were beating the 
shit out of each other with florescent 
light tubes and like you said man, 
there’s some gasses in it where they 
were afraid to be around the ring and 
I’m like, “Hey man, I’m breathing this 
sh*t in man, what the Pck?” 

XBN: How long before you kiss a girl? 
Rudeboy: It’s crazy man, cause I meet 
b*tches that are fans of mine, and right 
when I meet ’em I got my tongue down 

XBN: Can I get some trash talk? 
Pretend you’re going to wrestle me. 
Rudeboy: Okay, what’s your name? 

XBN: Nate. 
Rudeboy: Nate, Nate, Nate. You’re 
trying to step in the ring with the Peking 
king of hardcore man, you’re gonna get 
the sh*t slapped out of you. I’m gonna 
be sending you back home to your 
Peking momma, that’s right. Oh your 
moms? Yeah I know her, she ain’t sh*t 
too.That’s basically how it goes. 

XBN: Rudeboy!?! This ain’t Jamaica, 
this ain’t reggae. I’m gonna put a tutu 
on you and ride you around like a 
bear in the circus! 
Rudeboy: [Laughs] That’s awesome. 

016IXBN 
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Exploring the Scientific (Liquid Crystal) Method 
Words : Che Chou Illustration : John Pham 

We often pin the brilliance of 
a good game to a single 
designer or producer, as if he 

or she were the sole reason for its 
success. Why? Because as is the case 
with movies, it’s easier to attribute 
cause and effect when there’s a face 
to praise or a culprit to blame. Dead or 
Alive: Xtreme Beach Volleyball is the 
brainchild of one outspoken Tomonobu 
Itagaki; Oddworld: Munch’s Oddysee 
emerged from the creative mind of 
Lome Lanning; John Carmack is the 
demonic code master behind Quake 
III...and so on and so forth. 

But when the production costs of 
videogames nearly eclipses those of 
major Hollywood studio budgets, 
reality dictates that no individual could 
possibly create a game completely 
solo in this day and age. Much like 
big-budget movies, videogames 
require a platoon of talented folks to 
assemble. But is bigger always better? 

During a recent interview, Tim 
“Psychonauts” Schafer, mastermind 
behind one of Microsoft’s most 
promising Xbox titles, lamented that 

the world will probably never witness 
another eureka-esque moment like 
when Alexey Pajitnov invented digital 
crack in the form of Tetris. 

“It’s such a simple concept, but 
then again, nobody else thought of 
it,” he says. “Technology isn’t the limit 
here. It’s imagination.” Schafer may 
be right. With production values, 
costs, and manpower growing 
exponentially with each generation of 
consoles, the world may never again 
see a game as simple or as irritatingly 
perfect as Tetris. 

What makes Tetris such a godly 
game is its purity of vision. Pajitnov 
had a brilliant concept that he alone 
was able to execute, updistracted by 
the desire to push technological 
envelopes, and untainted by the input 
of others. As many games edge ever 
closer to emulating movies, their 
noninteractive brethren, the creative 
focus is compromised in a number of 
ways. If Schafer could have his way, 
he’d revive text adventures as the 
savior to gaming’s diluted excess. 

In our own search for less so that 

we may find more, we wander into the 
world of hand-held liquid crystal 
display (LCD) games, a forgotten form 
of video entertainment that captures 
the essence of action gaming in all its 
simplicity. Driven mostly by Nintendo’s 
electronic fleet of Game & Watch titles 
in the early-to-late ’80s, LCD games 
are usually defined by their monochro¬ 
matic graphics, simple animations, and 
limited backgrounds. 

But it’s these very hardware 
restrictions that gave birth to more 
artistic forms of innovation. Since 

LCDs lacked the ability to render 
graphics on the fly and resorted to 
flashing pre-drawn images onscreen, 
creators had to 'ay out all conceivable 
instances of movement and interac¬ 
tion for every object purely through 
visual design. Powering an LCD game 

on and off occasionally gives one a 
glimpse into the elegant jigsaw-like 
balance of each title’s many gameplay 
elements. And even though it’s 
considered primitive by today's 
standards, the control in these LCD 
titles remains remarkably responsive 
and intuitive. 

Of course, it would be insane to 
suggest that low-fidelity LCD games 
are somehow better than the best 
titles on your Xbox today. Rather, 
we're merely pointing out that, 
although completely outdated, these 

old Game & Watch titles offer a 
design elegance no technology can 
truly replace. 

What many developers need to 
remember is that, even when it comes 
to videogames, sometimes less is 
simply more. 

Hand-held liquid crystal display 
games capture the essence of 
action gaming in all its simplicity. 

SXBN 
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il® Championship ©2003 Epic Games. Inc, Raleigh 
Unreal Championship was created by Digital Extra 

All other trademarks are the property of their re 
of Microsoft Corporation In t 

Best 
Xbox Life Game: _ q W 

Unreal 
Championship* 7 

Unreal Championship is 

amazing 
...the game 

for Xbox Live! 

Game that makes us # 

most excited 
about Xbox Live!" 

_Officiol Xbox Magazine 

Top Ten 
Xbox Games 
of B 2002 

-Unreal 
Championship 

#i 
_Gamers.com 

l >• 
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LinuXbox 
A software hack for the masses 

For those keeping track of the 
ongoing Xbox-Linux project 
(http://xbox-linux.sourceforge.net/), 
an accessway into the Xbox BIOS 
has been discovered which presently 
requires nothing more than a save 
game from the otherwise unremark¬ 
able game 007Agent Under Fire. 
This is the first step in freestyle 
home development, which would 
make it possible for anyone to write 
software (emulators, for example) 
that wouldn't have to go through 
Microsoft's key-signing process to 
run on the console. If you were 
planning on writing your own 
solution to part B of the project and 
nabbing your take of the $200,000 
reward, Xbox-Linux is accepting 
applications until December 31. 

It might be a little late to learn 
hardware hacking from the ground 
up, but if you think you have what it 
takes, you might want to pick up 
Hacking the Xbox by Dr. Andrew 
Huang. Huang was the first to 
discover a key security hole in the 
Xbox, essentially enabling everything 
that is being done in Xbox hacking 
today. In the book, Huang explains 
everything from what kind of solder¬ 
ing iron is best, to what the unused 
memory spots on the Xbox mother¬ 
board are for. Alongside explaining 
the technical aspects of the guts of 
the Xbox, Huang also discusses 
legal and ethical concerns for would- 
be hackers, and explains why 
hacking the Xbox is necessary in the 
face of Palladium and so-called 
“trusted computing.’’ The original 
publishers of the book (Wiley & 
Sons) have backed out, citing 
concerns regarding the Digital 
Millennium Copyrights Act (DMCA), 
which left the intrepid Huang to 
publish the book on his own. Expect 
a full book review in the next issue, 
or if you like you may order it directly 
from Huang himself at 
http://hackingthexbox.com. 

CUCUPIBERSLICE 
t NBA Street Vol. 2 commentator Bobbito Garcia hates CDs 

feBall Bobbito Canola is many people, and I met the warmest, most faking it, ot 
things. From 1990 to 1998, he inviting, most beautiful people I’ve ever using hip.Ji 

l__J was one half of the legendary met in my entire life, -There was a point 
Stretch Armstrong arid Bobbito radio j. where I was: in a car, and these kids rar 
show, voted the Best Hip Hop Radio oeside us grabbing our hands through 
Show of All Time by The Source the window like we were the fucking 
magazine. He is perhaps the foremost Beatles. They knew so much- about 
authority bn sneaker culture, with i 
book on the subject coming out la 
this year titled Where'd You Get Ti 
from Testify Books. He is an musk 
columnist for Vibe Magazine. He.is 
world-class DJ. He’s a basketball 
performer who has done halftime 
shows in NBA arenas arid televisii 
commercials. He is a dancer with 
world-renowned Rock Steady Cre 
is also the announcer for Electronic Electronic 
Arts’ NBA Street Vol. 2, and this is why culture for 
we took some time to say what up. of its prodi 

is no longer cutting edge; it was a 
movement that was so beautiful for si 
long, arid at this point it’s no longer a 

< hand secret.. .everybody knows about it. At 
home." it's always noen meant to be an iriclu 
African sive culture. But as accessible as hip 
can hop is. the only people who are really 
ove. Sent into it- -the ones who are really down i—but they hr 

through my 
lost searching for it. 

unknown artist when everyone is like 
“listen to this rapper, buy this album.’ 

Look at the difference between Ct 
and vinyl—that is a subjective decisic 
bn Which one sounds better. Most 
people allow themselves to be 
marketed to say. “No, GDs are better 
can fast-forward the track, I can add 
five CD changer...” But analog sounc 
actually—and this is pure physics—a 

-opting hip-hop 

Stretch [Armstrong] did a college radii 
show for eight years as a labor of love 
When we were invited to be on Hot 9 
the number-one Commercial hip-hop 
radio station in the world, a lot of 
people criticized us for being sellouts 
But I defy that; if anything, that’s the 
main objective ir. anyone’s life, to get 
the point where you do your craft so 
well that you got paid for it. So yeah, 
rattier myself do it and bring the tlavc 
of NYC to that game responsibly and 
correctly, rather than someone Who’s 

ve ever had DJing? 
asberg; South Africa. 

xperience you’’ 

perform out there post-apartheid, s 
people were in this crazy mood, a 
thousand people in ‘ho club. Accor 
to all accouts, it was the most 
integrated party that anyone had e\ 

Africans, 30 percent1 
say...country 

i defeated 

Henry Rollins: Bounty Hunter 
Hard rock front man (Black Flag, Rollins 
Band) and spoken word artist Henry Rollins 
ftps signed onto votes the lead rale in the 
upcoming game Mace Griffin: Bounty Hunter. 

Lost in the bargain bin 
Crave, now focused on “bargain titles,” will 
no longer publish Irrational Games’ upcom¬ 
ing adventure The Lost Irrational expects to 
announce a new publisher shortly. 

Random choices 
A Virginia man has been sentenced to five 
months in U S. prison and fined $28,500 for 
selling imported Xbox mod chips. The 
Microsoft crackdown has.begun;. 

Sniping: back on track 
Konami will release Silent Scope Complete 
for Xbox in November. The game will 
combine all three titles in the series, and. 
will have lightgun support as well- 
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2002 -IGN.COM'S AWARD 
FOR BEST RACING GAME. 

“THE FASTEST, HIGHEST RISK RACING EXPERIENCE 
ON THE PS2.” - IGN.COM 

2002 - GAMESPOT’S AWARD FOR BEST 
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America’s latest conflict. Sales charts in the weeks 
dominated by military shooters, ranging from the thematically realistic (Black 
Hawk Down) to the patriotically suspect (Command & Conquer: Generals). 
Jumping on the war-wagon are companies looking for a slice of our unstop¬ 
pable military machine: In a rush to register title trademarks, SCi, developer of 
the Conflict: Desert Storm series, nabbed “Back to Baghdad,’’ while Sony 
upped its soullessness quotient considerably by staking out the catch phrase 
“Shock and Awe,’’ only to withdraw its application a week later in a flurry of 
public relations damage control. Looking to stay competitive, Activision also 
announced its own brand of patriotic shooters under the umbrella brand Call to 
Duty. War is on the forefront of the American psyche and publishers are more 
than happy to fuel the public blood thirst. On the frontlines of video warfare, 
Xbox Nation examines some of the games looking to liberate (and occupy) 
the Xbox in 2003. 

Tom Clancy’s Rainbow Six 3: Raven Shield_ 
Developer: Red Storm Entertainment_Release: September 2003_ 
Publisher: Ubi Soft_Kill: A smorgasbord of Euro-trash 

Operation Flashpoint: Cold War Crisis_ 
Developer: Bohemia Interactive_Release: November 2003 | 
Publisher: Codemasters_Kill: Pinko-commie Soviets 

It’s a well-known fact novelist Tom Clancy is a freak. But it’s thanks to his overac¬ 
tive paranoia that Xbox owners get to “double-tap’’ terrorists in the latest Rainbow 
Six outing, Raven Shield. Staying true to the series’ hardcore realism pedigree, 
Raven Shield lets players outfit a multinational group of soldiers who must tango 
with all types of unsavory paramilitary swine. What keeps armchair commandos 
coming back to the Rainbow series is the pre-mission planning aspect, which 
calls upon coordination with up to four squads of counter-terrorists. Since most of 
the sorties take place indoors, Raven Shield is more about close-quarters combat 
than the war-torn battlefield setting of Ghost Recon. Aside from the ability to play 
on Xbox Live, players can also now see the in-hand gun model during gameplay, 
a first for the Rainbow series. Ah yes...delicious firearms. 

With an ’80s revival kicking into high gear, there’s something unintentionally hip 
about a shooter that takes, as its point of departure, the,pre-Glasnost regime of 
the Reaganomics era. Developed by Prague-based Bohemia, Flashpoint is a fasci¬ 
nating reinterpretation of Cold War tensions from those who were once a part of 
the great Soviet empire. Playing this deep, dynamic army simulator is a bit like 
watching remixed versions of glorified war movies such as Red Dawn and Top 
Gun, only devoid of all irony. Flashpoint garnered awards on the PC for its unpre¬ 
dictable A.I., vast environments, and go-anywhere-pilot-any-vehicle gameplay; 
we imagine the Xbox version will remain faithful to its predecessor. Graphically, . 
the game isn’t much to look at, but when you're staring down the barrel of a 
Kalashnikov on Xbox Live, who’s got time to whine about shitty art? 
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Publisher: Electronic Arts Kill: Evil Japs 

Seeing as how the Medal of Honor franchise has already sold an obscene amount 
of copies across all major platforms, it’s surprising EA didn’t bust a Rising Sun- 
style maneuver on us sooner. If Medal of Honor's European theater, with its 
Normandy beach assaults and Nazi shoot-a-thons, is the Saving Private Ryan of 
gaming, then Rising Sun stands as its Thin Red Line companion piece. Set in the 
Pacific islands circa 1941, players star as all-American Joe Griffin whose tour of 
duty takes him from Pearl Harbor to the bridge over the river Kwai. Ten single¬ 
player missions can be played either solo or co-op, while the Splitscreen Versus 
mode allows players to tweak A.I. and environments to recreate some truly bloody 
battles. Unfortunately, EA has been mum about Xbox Live, which, if lacking from 
Rising Sun, could seriously hurt this game in the face of competition. 

Soldier of Fortune 11: Double Helix _ 
Developer: Gratuitous Games Release: Summer 2003 
Publisher: Activision_Kill: Everybody with extreme prejudice 

A dab of viscera here and there for the sake of escapism never hurts, but Soldier 
of Fortune II is generous bucketfuls of limbs and sloppy entrails dripping down 
your face. There’s nothing wrong with over-the-top, low-fi gore; it’s just worrisome 
some players out there might actually be attracted to Fortune for the opportunity 
to rearrange somebody's face with a hunting knife. Why? Because they’d be miss¬ 
ing the point; look beyond the gore, and players will find that Fortune offers an 
intense solo game with a variety of missions. And despite the game’s pseudo¬ 
realism, the game’s accessibility put it more on the level of Quake than an actual 
combat sim. With a slew of online modes (Deathmatch, Capture-the-flag, etc.), 
Fortune should give players plenty of ammo to wait out the long days 
before Counter-Strike. 

Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon; Island Thunder Muzzle Flash 
Developer: Red Storm Entertainment Release: Summer 2003 Developer: Victor Interactive Release: Out now in Japan 
Publisher: Ubi Soft Kill: Cuban drug lords Publisher: Victor Interactive Kill: Yourself 

As an Xbox Live launch title last November, Ghost Recon gave Xbox owners a 
taste of the realistic shooter genre currently ruled by games such as Counter- 
Strike on the PC and SOCOM on the PlayStation 2. This summer, fans get to 
revisit online warfare with Island Thunder, a discounted stand-alone addendum 
featuring an eight-level solo campaign, as well as 12 multiplayer maps (four of 
which were decided by Recon fans’ online votes). The new single-player cam¬ 
paign takes place in Cuba (hence, the island), where players hunt down drug lords 
who, presumably, are tunneling all manner of recreational chemicals through Vice 
City, FL. Although the Live experience will remain mostly unaltered, Island Thunder 
features minor improvements such as icons to indicate who’s speaking, as well 
as—check this out—a real-time scoreboard to pull up during battle. 

One might be lead to assume that, based on the game’s gruff and generic action 
hero, general lack of style, and Max Payne-style over-the-shoulder perspective, 
Muzzle Flash is the haphazard work of some mediocre developer based here in 
the United States Bzzzt! Wrong. Not only was Muzzle Flash developed in Japan, it 
also served as a showcase title for the launch of Xbox Live in Asia. But reinforcing 
the cliche that one should never judge a book by its cover. Muzzle Flash offers up 
redemption where it counts: in the gameplay. What makes the game so strangely 
addictive, provided one can overlook its crappy appearance, is how open-ended 
each mission truly is. Muzzle Flash combines non-linear level goals with surpris¬ 
ingly insidious A.I. for a challenging good time. And no, the game never ceases to 
look like ass. No word, as of yet, on a stateside release of Muzzle Flash. 



POP QUIZ 
Getting soused on warm sake with Tim Schafer, head 
psychonaut and founder of Double Fine Productions □ Each issue, Xbox Nation sits down with a 

game design luminary to rap about the 
serious art of making fun videogames. Our ; 

interview format is different, but straightforward. We 
show a designer a series of in-game screenshots and 
let him tell us not only the name of the game, but its 
relevance to his body of work. By discussing various ” 
external influences, we hope to provide insight on the 
interviewee’s design philosophies and beliefs. And if j 
nothing else, it’s an excellent way to drink on the 
company tab. | 

This month, Pop Quiz takes place in the heart of 
Japaniovvn, San Francisco, where Xbox Nation is 
buying the rounds, and Tim Schafer; lead designer ‘ 
on Psychonauts—Microsoft’s most promising 30 : 
platformer this side of Munch's Oddysee—is happily 
throwing back the shots. Schafer, the founder and 
scoutmaster for Double Fine Productions, began 
designing: 2D PC adventure games at LucasArts, 
then known as Lucasiilm. His original concepts, 
which spawned classic romps such as Full Throttle 
and Grim Fandango, gave Lucasfilm the mid-'90s 
renaissance the company needed to bloom and |i 
ultimately prosper. 

Psychonauts, Schafer’s first console title, and 
commercial release in years, is an Xbox platformer 
set in the meta-worlds ol mock-Freud.anism and oop 
psychology. (See our preview story on page 73.) Our 
chat with him on the life and death of adventure 
games went a littie something like this.,.. 

Tim Schafer__ 
Title: Studio Director, Double Fine Productions 
Current Xbox Project: Psychonauts_ 
Past Projects: Day ol the Tentacle (PC), Full 
Throttle (PC), Grim Fandango (PC)__ 



Mystery House 
Publisher: Sierra On-Line 
Developer: Sierra On-Line 
Platform: Apple II_ 
Year: 1980 

Tim Schafer: Oh Jesus...wait, hold on, you’re trying 
to find [a game] that’s old like me. And this game 
looks likes it’s older than me. I’ve never seen this 
game in my life. 

Xbox Nation: Well, you’re in a house and the game is 
called.. .Mystery House. 

Schafer: Ohhh! Well I told you I never played it. 
Partly because I never had an Apple II, I was an Atari 
guy. But I’ve definitely heard of Mystery House. Now 
get this filthy Sierra crap out of my sight! 

XBN: It’s one of the first graphical adventure games 
ever made. Can you tell us about the graphical 
adventures that you’ve played and if they’ve influ¬ 
enced your design career? 

Schafer: Well, I was really into text adventures. I 
remember the feeling I had when I was in 7th grade, 
when someone told me there were these games that 
give you a complete description of where you were, 
and you can type whatever you want, and do 
whatever you want. So I really bought into that. And 
then you get the game and it’s just like simple 
syntax: “Go west. Look shield." 

XBN: How important were graphics to the genre? 

Schafer: I actually skipped over that whole part. I 
don’t think I ever played a graphical adventure. I only 
started playing graphical adventures as research to 
get the job at Lucasfilm games. 

borrow their computer to play the game. I finished it 
in time for my second interview. I liked it. I also 
bought Zak McKraken. 

XBN: Even though you weren’t really into the genre? 

Schafer: Well I’ve always liked the text stuff, because 
writing was always really important to me. I still have 
this fantasy of writing an Infocom style text adven¬ 
ture, where you could just sit there in this room and 
bang out this sort of experience. The creator would 
have total control of the game. 

XBN: How important is writing to Psychonautsl 
Schafer: I think it’s really important. I think it’ll be one 
of the most distinguishing things about it, and 
definitely one of the things missing from most 
console platformers. There are a lot of really rich, 
complicated platformers out nowadays, and I have 
sort of this cold feeling when I’m playing them, like I 
don’t really care why I'm collecting all this crap. 

Year: 1987 

Schafer: Okay, this is immediately recognizable—it 
looks like leisure Suit Larry. 

XBN: Yup, the first R-rated mainstream 
adventure game. 

Schafer: Awesome, I have played Leisure Suit Larry. 
The tip-off was that there’s some sort of a blonde¬ 
haired chick back there. The thing I liked about this 
was that it was also a graphical adventure with a 
score. You have to score. I also played Leisure Suit 

death of adventure 1 blame Mysf for the 
games., Single-handedly, nothing killed the genre 
more than this game. 

XBN: Which games did you play for research? 

Schafer: That Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade 
game. I didn’t even have a PC at the time. I had to 
take the game, which I got free from the first inter¬ 
view, and go down to the local computer store and 

Larry in the back of that same computer store. 

XBN: We picked this because one, it’s a graphic 
adventure, with puzzles in the same vein as your 
titles like Day of the Tentacle. It was also one of the 
first mass-market games to cater to a 
mature audience. 
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Schafer: A lot of old infocom text adventures were 
written by adults for adults, there was really no 
concept of kids playing these games. 1 think it’s 
because early graphics in videogames looked like 
comic books, because their colors and shapes were 
so simple, they naturally attracted a younger crowd. 

XBN: How do you feel about console games these 
days skewing to a more mature audience? 

Schafer: Well, I like the idea that they’re going more 
mature...except that it’s so not true! I read an inter¬ 
view where Jak & Daxter 2 is getting an M-rating 
because it’s got a character with the name Pecker, 
and because Daxter says ass. I don’t really see 
games as getting more mature. 

XBN: Unlike Japan, there really aren’t any overtly 
sexual games in America. 

Schafer: Leisure Suit Larry has a feeling about it 
that’s like porn. You can almost hear the cheesy 
music, which you don’t have in [Grand Theft Auto 3], 
GTA3 is all like Sopranos-style—there’s this air of 
classiness, or something legitimate about beating 
people up now. That’s why I'm nostalgic about the 
bygone era of Leisure Suit Larry's innocent porn. 

Myst__ 
Publisher: BrOderbund 
Developer: Cyan__ 
Platform: PC, Mac, Amiga, PlayStation, Jaguar 
Year: 1994 

Schafer: I blame Myst for the death of adventure 
games. Singlehandedly, nothing killed the genre more 
than this game. I know a lot of people who liked 
Myst, but I never played it because it’s got no 
characters in it. It just seems kind of dead to me 
because it was all about environments. The problem 
is that the game sold so well, a lot of other compa¬ 
nies sprung up to cash in on this type of game. 
Everyone was like, “Well, Myst made a lot of money, 
let’s make a game like that.” The problem was, 
nobody knew how to make it as well as the guys 
who made Myst. So you had a bunch of bad adven¬ 
ture games that nobody bought, and then came 
these declarations that “adventure games are dead.’’ 
Basically, a lot of people lost money on this venture. 

XBN: Is there something pure about Myst’s lack of 
conventional words to tell a story, its reliance on 
images and movement to convey an experience? 
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Schafer: Myst seems like the ultimate fantasy for a 
storyboard artist. There’s something pure about it, 
sure, but that's also why to me, it just wasn’t my kind 
of game because it lacked language, characters, 
dialogue, and expression. I’ve always thought that 
people liked games like Myst because it had a kind 
of adult dignity to it. It’s the same stigma for video 
games, except video games fall into the same ghetto 
as comic books, in terms of being treated like it’s just 
a thing for kids. Myst looked like “fine cinema.” You 
could feel like “I’m a grown-up, I’m playing Myst. I’m 
exploring this adult world.” 

Developer: AM2 
Platform: Dreamcast 
Year: 2000 

Schafer: Aha, this is that guy from Shenmue, am I 
right? Okay, I have not played this. Someone I know 
was describing this game to me, saying how 
awesome it was because you can go into a room, 
open a cupboard, grab the rice maker, take it out, 
and open this other cupboard and put the rice maker 
into there, and you can go and leave for days and 
the rice maker will still be in that cupboard! Urn, sorry 
but that’s like the most boring thing I’ve ever heard in 
my life, I got tired just hearing the description of that. 
It just sounded tiring to play. Was I wrong? Is it fun? 

XBN: Shenmue is basically what became of the 
adventure game genre. It has a story to tell, and the 
way players discover that narrative is, like many text 
and graphical adventures before it, through hitting 
these plot checkpoints and activating the next event. 

Schafer: I think there are things about graphical adven¬ 
tures that shouldn’t come back. The old games were 
clunky and had tedious interfaces and alienated a lot of 
gamers. It used to be that there were some things you 
could only get in an adventure game, like good charac¬ 
ters, good writing, and crafted, hand-drawn artistic 
graphics. That’s just not true anymore. There are inter¬ 

dialogue in some games; and there’s really great 
graphics in all games, so.. .graphical adventures don’t 
have a monopoly on those things anymore. 

XBN: Will games make a return to good writing in 
order to differentiate itself from the competition? 

Schafer: in the really old days, programmers would 
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do everything. They would do the music, and all the 
graphics, like Space Invaders or Pac-Man for the 
Atari 2600. After a while, people started to realize, 
hey, we need an actual artist to come and design 
these characters, and hey, we need actual musicians 
to compose music for our games. Let’s get actual 
voice actors to do the voice acting... but it’s just now 
that we’re getting games with actual writers doing 
dialogue and story. 

XBN: Aside from writing, a lot of really interesting and 
visual characters spring to life in your games. 

Schafer: I like to write, but I also like the collabora¬ 
tion I have with artists. I like working with 
programmers too, but I find that you tend to get 
better games if you let the artist do whatever they 
want, and the programmer has to try and keep up 
with the art. As long as the programmers are up to it, 
I think it always leads to better results. 

Mario Sunshine _ 
Publisher: Nintendo 
Developer: Nintendo 
Platform: Gamecube 
Year: 2002 

Schafer: I loved Mario 64. That game changed my 
life. Mario Sunshine, however, I just didn’t have the 
same reaction to. Maybe I didn’t get far enough into 
Sunshine, but Mario 64 had this feeling of magical 
worlds, each one different than the next, and each 
one just completely unique and self-contained. That’s 
what we’re trying to do with Psychonauts. Each level 
is a totally different art style. Mario 64 was definitely 

Daxter and do comparisons with what’s out there. 
Just watching the way their character jumps on the 
screen versus the way our character jumps on the 
screen and the way that every game solves that 
height issue...like the way in Jak & Daxter where you 
jump but you can’t really turn that much. Whereas in 
Racket & Clank, you can jump and spin in the air and 
go in different directions. There are lots of things to 
consider in a platformer. 

Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee 
Publisher: Infogrames_ 
Developer: Oddworld Inhabitants 
Platform: PlayStation 

Schafer: Ah, this is one of the early Oddworld 
games. I got more into Munch’s Oddysee than the 
Abe ones. Actually, I didn’t really play the 2D 
Oddworld games at all. 

XBN: The Oddworld games are basically straightfor¬ 
ward platformers made really compelling because of 
its good art direction. 

Schafer: The thing about Oddworld is that the series 
really achieves an artistic vision for the r games, and I 
don’t mean just the graphics. The whole thing is one 
coherent and conceptual piece. I think it’s great. 

XBN: How important is art direction to games? 

Schafer: [Jokingly] Well, it’s never mattered to me 
much. Actually, I think you can have a game that 
doesn’t look that great but is super fun to play. 

A lot of those old Infocom text adventures were 
written by adults for adults, there was really 
no concept of kids playing these games, 
one of the inspirations for Psychonauts. 
XBN: How much have games like Mario directly influ¬ 
enced Psychonauts’ gameplay and controls? 

Schafer: We use a lot of games for reference. Mario 
gets away with a lot because he's that little guy and 
you expect certain, funny physics from him. We have 
these meetings every Tuesday and Thursday where 
we go over every single move in Psychonauts and try 
to decide whether these moves look and feel right. 
Then we’ll go and play a recent game like Jak & 

People need to realize that you can achieve really 
good gameplay and really good art. It’s important 
for the higher goal of a game, which is the immer¬ 
sive experience. Good art is integral to that. If you 
have something that looks janky, Or bad, you're 
forcing the player out of this fantasy world. It 
doesn’t matter what the art style is—whether it’s 
realistic or cartoony—as long as it’s consistent, 
you’ll be pulled into this world and forget about 
your life while you play the game...at least for a 
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Pop Star Sean "Puff Daddy/P.Diddy” 
Combs plans to make a videogame 
about Sean Combs, the New York 
Post recently reported. 

The game has yet to find a devel¬ 
oper or publisher yet, but a press 
release from Combs’ marketing 
company states the title will be some 
sort of tycoon simulator. Players will 

money on marketing campaigns, and 
tries to carve out an empire. 

“The line between the entertain¬ 
ment and marketing and advertising 
world has virtually disappeared,” 
Blue Flame Marketing's press release 
said. "And this new game will have 
Sean ‘P. Diddy’ Combs’ likeness in a 
top-of-the-line video game, which will 
reach the elusive youth and urban 
markets.” 

Puffy joins Vin Diesel and Hugh 
Heffner on the list of celebrities 
recently attempting to grab a chunk 
of the videogame pie. Mo’ money, 
mo’ problems? 

games & d pop cultur 

Check into the Game Hotel. They ain’t got no porter, and they ain’t got no bell. 

□ Although the Electronic 
Entertainment Expo is still the 
main event for game develop¬ 

ers, with conferences scheduled 
through its duration, it’s hardly an ideal 
place to ponder the less commercial 
aspects of videogaming culture. The 
sound of 50,000 gunshots and explo¬ 
sions is a little off-putting, for a start. 

For a little fun, relaxation, and intel¬ 
ligent discourse, gaming luminaries 
would be better off checking into 
Gamehotel—an international series of 
events and conferences for (deep 
breath): “contextualizing various 
aspects of gaming's cultural 

landscape.” According tp the organiz¬ 
ers, “Gamehotel connects a vibrant 
selection of protagonists from the 
international videogame and digital 
pop culture scenes who explore 
promising threads of innovation and 
diversity in game culture.” Gamehotel 
is a serious attempt to treat videogam¬ 
ing as an art form, rather than just a 
commodity. It’s the brainchild of media 
company TNC Network, and is based 
on the understanding that the most 
innovative games are inspired by a 
wider digital culture that surrounds 
them—from fields as diverse as 
electronic music, graphic design, and 

all facets of digital pop culture. 
Essentially it’s an intimate gathering 

where developers, selected for their 
open-minded approach to game 
design, can rub shoulders with other 
digital creatives and share ideas. The 
first event recently took place in Paris, 
and future events are scheduled for 
Germany, Seoul and Tokyo, with a 
U.S. date being discussed. As the’ 
industry swells, Gamehotel could be a 
much-needed counter-balance to the 
industry’s play-it-safe, marketing- 
fueled agenda, especially when true 
innovation seems a rare commodity 
these days. See www.gamehotel.net. 

BflnmnG the mncHinE...T0 death 
Does Xbox hardware in arcades once again signal the coin-op’s last days? □ Chihiro is the name of the 

fearful-yet-spunky young 
protagonist in the anime 

Spirited Away. It’s also the name of 
Sega’s new arcade hardware—based 
Very closely on Xbox’s. 

Sega and Microsoft announced their 
plans to develop games for Chihiro 
boards back in 2001, and the first 
arcade cabinet using the hardware, 
House of the Dead III, snuck into 
arcades last December. Crazy Taxi 3 
followed this spring. 

Sega has also inked a deal to make 
arcade games like F-Xero, built around 

a Gamecube-based hardware setup. 
And Sega’s merger buddy Sammy still 
produces games on hardware called 
Atomiswave, which is based on the 
old-school Dreamcast consoles. 

This raises a few very important 
questions the corporate main-stream 
media continues to ignore. First: Wasn’t 
Sega supposed to be getting out of the 
hardware business? Second: Is this the 
final nail in the coffin for arcades? 

What do Crazy Taxi III and House of 
the Dead 3 have in common, aside 
from the number three and the fact that 
they both represent formerly majestic 

game franchises outliving their 
welcome? The answer, is that both 
titles appeared on the Xbox console 
before they hit arcades. House was a 
highly touted Halloween release to 
consoles that hit arcades last 
Christmas. Crazy Taxi 3: High Roller 
was out in summer 2002, yet didn’t 
make it to Chuck E. Cheese until spring 
of this year. 

Ever since the Atari 2600 days, the - 
measure of a console was how well it 
could recreate the arcade experience. 
This continued up through Tekken Tag 
on the PlayStation2. But with Chihiro, 

the arcade versions appear to be little 
more than an afterthought; graphics 
and gameplay are almost identical to 
their console predecessors. 

It’s a sobering time in the coin-op 
biz. “We’re not the horse anymore— 
we’re the cart,” says Pete Gustafson, 
Sales Director for Sega Enterprises. 
“Our customers, the arcade operators, 
used to get very vocal and angry when 
we’d try and sell them a coin-op game 
that was soon to be released for 
consoles. Nowadays, they’re getting 
the games after they hit consoles and 
there’s not even a murmur.” 

fySony: Anti-War? 
To see one of the more inspired advertise¬ 
ments in Internet history, check out: 
http://www.eurogamer.net/fifes/sonytvad.mpg 
it will warm the cockles of thy heart. 

Revolution Softwam, famous for the Broken 
Sword series on PC, has canned its upcom¬ 
ing Xbox game Good Cop, Bad Cop. Work 
continues, however, on Broken Sword 3. 

Acclaim’s 1, Gladiator promises to be one of 
Xbox?smom intriguing gladiator games. As a 
Roman warrior, players will seek to kill stuff in 
order to overthrow a despotic emperor. 

Twenty-one curses from Rudeboy, four differ¬ 
ent nymphs in Fable, one pair of broken 
glasses, two elbows with microfractures, and 
one deadline billions would prefer to avoid. 
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□ Every March, the San Jose 
Convention Center plays host 
to the Game Developers 

Conference (GDC), something of a 
thinking person’s Electronic 
Entertainment Expo (E3). Grizzled, 
code-torn, pony-tailed veterans rub 
shoulders with fresh-faced marketeers, 
themselves too young to remember 
when MechWarrior was a pen-and- 
pencil game. Hungry recruiters sniff out 
new talent among the starry-eyed 
newbies, signing up for off-the- 
Geekometer tutorials such as “Making 
Characters Move: Expressive 
Character Acting Through Laban 
Movement Analysis.” Amid them stand 
a few fans, curious to assess state of 
the industry. 

As GDC ground to a close, Xbox 
Nation isolated three major themes. 

Sequels and Licenses: 
Good or Evil? 
Greg Costikyan, designer of the 
freeware game Fantasy War and 
notoriously curmudgeonly intellectual, 
summed up the mood of the GDC as 
fundamentally one of despair. “Year by 
year, budgets increase,” he wrote in a 
gloomy post-GDC piece on his Web 
site, Costik.com. “Year by year, sales 
increase less. And year by year, the 
publishers become more conservative; 

at $3 million a pop and a three-year 
development cycle, it’s too risky to 
invest in any game that’s...risky. Thus 
only sequels and licensed drivel get 
funded.” 

Warren Spector, sweater-vested 
studio head of Austin studio Ion Storm, 
offered a solution in his keynote 
speech, “Sequels and Adaptations: 
Design Innovation in a Risk-Adverse 
World.” Spector had about him an 

ment. “Why can’t sequels be fun?” he 
questioned. “I would love to make 
Tomb Raider. That’s right, I said it: Give 
me Tomb Raider!" He also challenged 
game designers to make their next 
Super Metroid Dinosaur Zombie Hunter 
5 a masterpiece of game design 
innovation within a licensed frame. 

The Female Gamer Observed in 
Her Natural Habitat 
To whom would you sell that master¬ 
piece? The market for videogames is 
slowing down. Women control 80 
percent of the consumer dollar, so why 
are they the neglected half of the 
buying public? 

Mia Consalvo, assistant professor of 
telecommunications at Ohio University, 
has had teams of her students follow¬ 
ing women around in stores to watch 
their behavior. ‘They see [TV and print] 

ads, but they know they aren’t the 
target,” she reported. Women are 
turned off of games even before they 
step into the store, because media 
messages tell them they don’t belong 
in the club. Even right ouside the GDC 
conference room doors, attendees 
were treated to a demo of Dead or 
Alive Xtreme Beach Volleyball; without 
looking at the screen, it sounded like a 
porn film was playing right there in the 
lobby. No wonder the public believes 
the game industry caters to adolescent 

The solution is simple. If the industry 
wants to grow, let alone grow up, it will 
have to include women. Hire women at 
the development level, not just as 
booth babe models. And make games 
women want to play, which often 
means make better games with more 
intuitive interfaces. Sheri Graner Ray, 
author and researcher, pointed out that 
women like games with depth, 
complexity, and intuitive interfaces. 
“We don’t need to make games 
dumber,” she said. “We need to make 
them smarter.” It’s a trend that certainly 
bodes well for adult gamers in general. 

The Ivory Tower: 
Shaping the Destiny of Games 
Here’s another way games are getting 
smarter. Once kids were sneaking 

Game Boys into class to play Zelda on 
the down-low; now they’re taking 
courses on the hero myth as applied to 
Link’s journey through Hyrule. Most 
people don’t think of universities as 
game labs, but the academic summit 
at the GDC demanded videogames be 
considered as more than childish 
entertainment. Across the world, new 
programs and majors are springing up 
that reflect the dawn of videogame 
popular culture, from Copenhagen 
(where you can get a Ph.Cr in 
Videogames), to a Master’s in science 
and technology commercialization at 
the Univeristy of Texas. 

A selected group of academics were 
asked to present visions of videogame 
futures. The consensus seems to be 
that they will be open source, distrib¬ 
uted, and revolutionary. They’ll go 
beyond the borders of “game.” Ken 
Perlin, director of the New York 
University Media Research Laboratory, 
argued that videogames fundamentally 
challenge the passivity of other media. 
If we can attract kids to programming 
through videogames, he notes, we’d 
have citizens who actively create 
culture instead of absorb it through 
cathode tubes. We’d have something 
of a revolution in our hands. “The 
destiny of games,” he concluded, “is to 
move civilization forward.” 
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Xbox Nation explores retrogaming’s dark underbelly on > 

idgesin 

j Back in the ’80s, there was 
really nothing more empow- 

J ering than helping Nancy 
Reagan fight the war on drugs. Which 
is why Xbox Nation has compiled the 
following list of valuable life lessons we 
have learned from the game N.A.R.C.: 

• In general, when destroying a drug 
empire, it's important to violate as 

If many civil liberties as possible. 

’*• While arresting drug dealers is a 
decent approach to fighting crime, it’s 

difficult and less viscerally 
satisfying than shooting them with 
powerful guns. Also, killing drug 
dealers gives one the opportunity to 
collect fun and exciting prizes such as 
free money and bags of crystal meth. 

• Any drug-related crime is punishable 
by being exponentially reduced to 
several thousand body parts. This is 
best achieved with a carefully placed 
bazooka shot to the body or face of 
the criminal in question. 

they’re good t 
proceeding. 

• A good rule of thumb in regard to 
drugs: Say no or die! [Note: Unless 
playing on the 8-bit Nintendo, in which 
case it’s better to Just Say No.] 

• A drug dealer’s weapon of choice is 
a dirty syringe, whiph he uses as a 
ninja would use a throwing star. 

• If you’re a narcotics officer and 
you’fe not driving a factory-fresh, 
cherry-red Porsche convertible, you’re 
doing something wrong. 

• Crack is conveniently both produced 
and sold at a laboratory/store called 
Krak Stop. The catchy slogan “One 
billion dead’’ keeps happy customers 
coming back again and again. 

XBN eagerly awaits the remake o 
progressive, groundbreaking title,’ 
which Midway has promised will: 
release sometime later this year. 
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BEST-SELLING GAMES ON XBOX 

FOR ONLY $19.99' EACH! 
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TELL YOUR GIRLFRIEND WE’RE SORRY 

There are 3 things gamers shouldn't be without-cheese bails, some friends, and a solid library 

of video games. With Platinum Hits, you can slock up on best-sejiing Xbpx’" titles, such as'Project 

Gotham Racing’" Max Payne’" and many more, without breaking the bank. Once you’ve got a nice 

stash b%ll.t up, you won’t have much time to miss her anyway. 
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What’s the power of X in Japan? It’s greater than zero and less than hoped. □ Here are some sobering statistics: February 

22 marked Xbox’s one-year anniversary in 
Japan. First-year sales have flattened out at 

about 400,000 units, and there are no games on the 
horizon likely to spur hardware past the half-million 
point. Even more sobering: Square’s newest RPG, 
Final Fantasy X-2, posted first-day sales (1.2 million) 
in excess of the combined cumulative sales of every 
Xbox title released over the past year (1.1 million). 
Put another way: in the United States, Halo has 
outsold the entire Japanese Xbox library by a factor 
of 3:2; Grand Theft Auto: Vice City, by 4:1. 

It’s tempting to blame Microsoft as simply “not 
understanding” the Japanese market—God knows it’s 
made its fair share of poor decisions. But how much 
of the antipathy toward the Xbox is Microsoft’s fault, 
and how much is from prejudice ingrained ihilfei 
hearts and minds of Japanese gamers? 

Let's look at Nintendo’s GameCube: a system in 
Japan with a solid, second-place install base, the 
endearing love of many gamers, and a number of 
million-selling pieces of software. Recently, the 
Texas-based Retro Studios developed a stunning 
follow-up to one of Nintendo’s core franchises: 
Metroid Prime. Despite ihifl|l apprehension, Metroid 
Prime was finally released to strong sales and 
unbelievable praise, culminating in several game-of- 
the-year awards from numerous print and online 
outlets. Flash forward to February 2003: With a big 
promotional push, second-to-none aesthetics, and a 
recognizable franchise, industry pundits wondered 
how Metroid Prime would fare in Japan. 

Poorly, it seems. In Japan, Metroid Prime sold 
45,000 units, then promptly fell off the charts. The 
Japanese-developed Game Boy Advance title, Metroid 
Fusion, was released the same day and has been 
outselling its bigger brother by a 2:1 ratio. Across all 
platforms, the top-selling western game of 2002 was 

Ratchet and Clank; with 270,000 units sold, it leads 
the pack from 41 of the year’s top 100 games. Even 
more distressing, Ratchet and Clank only posted these 
numbers because of a last-minute Playstation 2 
hardware bundle before Christmas 2002. 

These numbers mean that for western publishers 
looking to break into the Japanese market, the 
quality of their titles doesn’t matter. Whether it's a 
highly-lauded classic or a bargain-bin piece of crap, 
it faces the exact same uphill, Sisyphean battle. 
When it comes to “yoge” (the Japanese word for 
western-developed games), Japanese gamers are 
fiercely apathetic. 

Though some are quick to accuse the Japanese of 
passive racism against non-Japanese products, such 
a stance willfully ignores the pervasiveness of other 
forms of western popular culture; Japanese youth, 
after all, consume American music and movies with 
an unbelievable voracity. Perhaps Japanese ignore 
yoge for the same reason that most Americans 
ignore foreign movies and music; their own cultural 
factory is producing works appealing directly to their 

shared background, history, and cultural expecta¬ 
tions. Even a well-translated work often lacks the 
impact of one originally written by a speaker of their 
native.tongue—why should anyone endure the 
frustrations of language and cultural barriers when a 
surplus of entertainment options is available from 
members of their own society? 

American movies and music are popular in Japan 
because they complete a niche that Japanese culture 

has not completely filled. Japanese games still find 
success in America for the same reason. But when it 
comes to entertainment where the domestic product 
blindingly overpowers the foreign competition, 
audiences by and large prefer homegrown. Is this 
logical? Not really, no. But selecting entertainment is 
an emotional choice, not a logical one. 

Back to the Xbox. What can Microsoft do to 
combat the perception of yoge in Japan? Sadly, very 
little. These sorts of cultural feelings take decades to 
change, if ever. What Microsoft can do is face facts, 
buckle down, and accept the reality of the situation. 

The first step is to recognize that yoge is a niche 
market, and no amount of advertising dollars can 
change this. Sure, videogames see the occasional 
crossover hit, just as Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon 
found a foothold in the mainstream American 
consciousness. But these successes are unpre¬ 
dictable flukes, not marketing-driven successes. 

After realigning their expectations with reality, 
Microsoft must reassess the way it localizes its 
western titles. Currently, Microsoft Japan has a 

tendency to overdo the localization of its first-party 
titles. Amped became Tenku (a Japanese word 
roughly meaning “heavenly sky”). Whacked! became 
Giriyaba! Rantou Paatii Terebi! (roughly “Heeyah! TV 
Party Riot!"). Even Halo, one of the Japanese Xbox’s 
few small successes, had the English dialogue 
removed and replaced with Japanese. 

This full-localization strategy is counterproductive. 
Everyone knows Microsoft is a western company and 

When it comes to “yoge” (the Japanese word for 
western-developed games), Japanese gamers 
are fiercely apathetic. 



that these are western games. Microsoft Japan’s 
eagerness to “Japanify” the games looks like a 
desperate attempt to fit in, like a nerdy guy at a party 
pretending to be someone he isn’t. Lots of people 
don’t like nerds, but nobody likes a pretender. 

Moreover, these ham-fisted changes upset and 
infuriate the existing audience for yoge, which, while 
small, does exist. Hardcore gaming magazine 
Continue, for example, gave its “Best of 2002" 
award to the unreleased Grand Theft Auto: Vice 
City—a ballsy move, considering most of its reader- 
ship will never play it. With no domestic PC-gaming 
industry to speak of, Japanese PC gamers are also 
more receptive to western genres and styles. Just as 
the vast majority of foreign movie fans prefer the 
original language tracks, most yoge fans prefer 
English voice acting and other western idiosyn¬ 
crasies be left intact. It doesn’t matter that they 
can’t understand it perfectly—it’s just cooler, more 
“true” to the original experience. In consistently 
making sweeping changes to its titles, Microsoft 
Japan fools no one and offends everyone. Instead of 

playing to the small audience it could realistically 
satisfy, it fixates on a larger one that will never care. 

Microsoft would do well to cultivate a reputation 
as a publisher of high-quality yoge that chooses its 
western titles with discrimination and respect. The 
current stance of localizing every first-party Microsoft 
title, regardless of quality, only harms the brand. It’s 
as if Sony America insisted on bringing over every 
pachinko game and dating simulator popped out by 
Sony Japan. The games wouldn’t sell, of course; but 
even worse, they would confuse gamers and dilute 
the trustworthiness of the Sony name. 

Why are mediocre games like Whacked! and 
Circus Maximus even coming to Japan in the first 
place? Why is Microsoft localizing Kung Fu Chaos, 
with its stereotyped and offensive Asian characters, 
for a post -Soul Caliburll release? Instead of wasting 
resources translating first-party titles no one will ever 
play, Microsoft Japan should sublicense top-tier 
Xbox titles such as Splinter Cell, Morrowind, and 
Shenmue II for a Japanese release. They wouldn’t 
push Playstation 2-style numbers, of course, but 

they’d certainly outsell unattractive first-party dreck. 
Also, such a move would give both Microsoft and 
Xbox a much-needed, unique identity in Japan. 

But to truly succeed in the Japanese market, 
there’s only one solution: increased, improved 
support from top-tier Japanese developers. That 
doesn’t mean fly-by-night PC developers, second- 
string arcade shooters, and half-assed ports of 
year-old PS2 games. It means original, quality titles 
from Sega, Capcom, Konami, Namco, and Square. If 
Microsoft wants to succeed in Japan, it should 
loosen its pursestrings and start funding one or more 
of these companies—if not purchase them outright. 

When Sony wanted to enter the U.S. movie indus¬ 
try in the early ’90s, it didn’t try to convince 
Americans to enjoy Japanese films—it bought 
Columbia Pictures outright. Such heavy-handed 
tactics may not make friends, but they may make a 
lot of money. If Microsoft isn’t willing to make that 
level of commitment to find success in the Japanese 
market, it might as well pack its bags and go home. 
Andrew Vestal 

XBNj 
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Goblin Games I 
Jaleco unleashes Xbox goblins I 

With two Blizzard refugees manning 
the helm, it should come as no 

Goblin Commander: Unleash the 
Horde is a real-time strategy game. 
Slated for a fourth quarter release 
on "all next-generation consoles," 
the company is touting Goblin 
Commander rather highly, with 
President Richard Wnuk calling it a 
"revolutionary step forward in 
console gaming." 

Though details are sparse, the 
game will feature such niceties as 
destructible environments, several 
playable clan types with varying 
combat specialties, and a control 
scheme specially tailored for 
console controllers. The above 
menu screen is not especially 
inspiring; hopefully the game will 

prove better than its early art. 

□ Voted “Most Talkative” in high 
school, it seems like a natural 
progression for John 

Leguizamo to take his character-acting 
sensibilities to the recording studio—for 
videogames, that is. In Rayman 3, he 
makes his digital debut as Globox, the 
chubby whatsit sidekick of the limbless 
wonder Rayman, but that’s not such a 
stretch for the versatile actor. He’s been 
bloated, shortened, demonized, 
strapped with fake boobies, and even 
wore a little green cap, all in the name 
of the craft...and a fat paycheck, too. 

Xbox Nation: When I think of 
Leguizamo, I think man of many 
guises. You played the sadistic Clown 
in Spawn, the vertically-challenged 
Toulouse Lautrec in Moulin Rouge, 
the genie in Arabian Nights. You 
could easily fit into a stereotypical 
Latino buddy role and rake in the 
dough, and yet... 
John Leguizamo: Yeah, I always 
thought that was kinda boring. I’ve come 
to realize that it’s pretty exciting to play 
yourself. If you can really be in touch 
with yourself, you can do a lot of 
varieties of yourself. But I always dug 
being completely opposite, ‘cause I grew 
up in New York and there are so many 
types of people. Everybody else seems 
so much more fascinating than me. 

XBN: How'd you get involved in 
Rayman 3? 
Leguizamo: I didn’t know anything 
about that game. 

XBN: How long did you work on it? 
Leguizamo: About a week. It wasn’t 
that long. It’s a game, so it's not as 
involved in terms of dialogue, you know 
what I mean? It’s not crazy dialogue like 
in an animated feature. Just little 
reactions. It’s a popular game, right? 

XBN: Yeah. Rayman’s a huge series. 
The franchise basically built Ubi Soft 
into a force to be reckoned with. 
Leguizamo: Wow, that's hot! 

XBN: It’s sold millions of copies... 
Leguizamo: [Shocked] Whoa! I didn’t 
know that sh*t. I hope I get a bigger 
paycheck. I didn’t know it was that big 

XBN: It is! The industry raked in some 
$10 billion last year. 
Leguizamo: [Laughing] Holy sh*t! 

XBN: Is there a greater challenge 
working in the interactive realm vs. 
feature animation? 
Leguizamo: That was trippy; that was 
hard. I don’t have much time to play 
videogames, so I just got to crank with 

it really fast, but I’d never heard of 
[Rayman] before. And then to make it 
interactive is really trippy, ‘cause 
you have to sort of wait for a 
response that’s not there. 

XBN: So did Ubi Soft give you free 
reign in voice-acting sessions, or was 
it pretty closed-course? 
Leguizamo: Yeah, you just do it to the 
visuals—and for Rayman, everything 
was already locked in. Which is more 
difficult than doing animation, where 
you’re creating everything first, then 
they animate to your voice. The other 
way is tough, ‘cause it was all pre¬ 
animated and you have to give it life. 

XBN: Globox, your character, is 
hungry all the time, particularly for 
fermented plums. Can you relate? 
Leguizamo: Fermented plums—I can 
dig that. I can dig anything fermented, 
as long there’s a little imbibing. 

XBN: What the hell were you thinking 
signing on to do that live-action turd, 
Super Mario Bros.? 
Leguizamo: Hey, we were pioneers, 
man—the first guys to do a videogame 
[movie]. Now Lara Croft and all the 
others have come out. We just didn’t 
think it was gonna turn out that way. 
We thought it would be a big-ass hit. 

Four For Xbox? Fable 2? Halo 2 In 2004 Xbox Stampede 
Tell no one, but Dynasty Warriors IV, Koei’s 

Warriors to be shown at E3, and see release 

The guys at Big Blue Box confirmed Fable 
will be a series, with the second installment 
containing new features, like the ability to 

Bungle’s sequel to Hato won’t see release 
until 2004. It was thought the game would 
be out this Christmas, but Bungie clarified 
the matter recently. D’oh! 

A reworked version of Rare’s Donkey Kong 

reportedly in the works for Xbox, says Web 
sitecomputerandvideogames.com. 

0341 XBN 
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Crimson Skies, Mace Griffin get funnybook treatment □ Top Cow Comics, which 

gained fame for its 
Witchblade and Tomb Raider 

comics, will not be doing a Tao Feng: 
Fist of the Lotus funnybook. “I thought 
anything with "Fist of the Lotus’ in the 
title had to be pom,” Jim McLauchlin, 
editor-in-chief of Top Cow said. 

Instead, Top Cow has gone Xbox 
crazy with, 32-page, one-shot comics 
based on Mace Griffin: Bounty Hunter 
and Crimson Skies. Each comic will 
tell a self-contained story set in each 
game’s respective universe, but not 
necessarily dealing with either 
game’s plot. 

Griffin, for example, revolves 
around Mace Griffin’s origin, revealing 

the sad, sad story of how the 
man became a bounty hunter. 

Crimson Skies tells a tale of 
a shattered America in the 
1930s, where airplanes have 
become the dominant mode of 
travel. Pilot Nathan Zachary, 
leader of the air pirate conglom¬ 
erate Fortune Hunters, hunting 
for treasure off the coast of 
Hawaii, finds himself in desperate 
straits when he runs afoul of an 
all-female group of pirates called 
The Medusas. 

Look for Crimson Skies at comic 
stores across the land. Mace Griffin 

the game, wher 

EDITORIAL: LIVE, MID FLMilED 
Microsoft’s Xbox Live could use some retooling to make online play more fun □ My Mad Cat stumbled as I 

took a rifle shot in the leg. 
Falling over into my own 

exploding core, I congratulated my 
opponent and voiced my intent to 
wreak vengeance. He replied immedi¬ 
ately, offering to remove his genitals 
from my eye so I could see his high, 
score. Someone else stuck his Xbox 
Live communicator microphone next 
to a pornographic movie soundtrack 
and obliterated the rest of our conver¬ 
sation. I pulled off my headset and 
thought, “Xbox Live needs new tools.” 

Even in the boasting, babble, and 
belching of MechAssauit, there were 
helpful, smart people I wanted to 
remember and play with again. 
Unfortunately when you play against 
eight other people in a free-for-all, 
there’s no way of telling who’s who, 
only a list of names and random 
chatter. When someone speaks, I want 
a speaker icon over their head during 
play, or maybe their name could flash 
in a corner of my screen. 

One night, I logged on to NFL Fever 
2003 and found no QuickMatch 
games. So I started an open game 

and let my machine sit there for 10 
minutes, but no one signed up. If you 
want to test your patience, try getting 
ready for a match and sitting there— 
silent and alone for 10 minutes. I 
wanted to play a solo game and be 
notified when an online partner was 
ready, because I’m busy. I have the 
1985 Chicago Bears to unlock. 

Finally I found a partner for online 
play. As the game began,.! realized my 
opponent was either not wearing a 
mic or he wasn’t talking. All of my 
talking met with deafening silence. I 
had no way to say, “Look I'm about to 
quit because you’re ahead by three 
touchdowns and we’ve been playing 
for 67 seconds and I can’t handle this 
kind of ass kicking.” Give me a pull¬ 
down menu of common phrases to 
send in the event of voice breakdown. 

Future Xbox Live players are lifcely 
to see features like these, or others 
they haven’t imagined. Director of 
Xbox Live Technical Strategy Andre 
Vrignaud explained there are certain 
basic communications functions 
required for an Xbox Live title, but 
game designers have flexibility beyond 

that. Even within the first generation of 
Xbox Live games, there are different 
approaches to voice communication 
and identification. Future games 
should have improved tools for 
personalization and meeting people, 
Vrignaud said. 

Microsoft launched Xbox Live 
appealing to the hardcore market—a 
new mix of online players dedicated to 
games, but who aren’t necessarily 
extreme PC tweakers. Most of them 
are young men, forming a rich testos¬ 
terone pool. Vrignaud suggested 
upcoming games such as Tetris World 
Online will draw in more women. 
During my time on Xbox Live, I heard 
one woman’s voice—she was fragging 
robots with the best of them, leaving 
me a smoldering heap of slag. When I 
retired to take on easier prey—12- 
year-old boys—we played an 
impromptu “let’s jump from building to 
building with our elementals” game. It 
wasn’t what MechAssauit was 
designed for, but it was kind of fun 

strangers over the Internet. 
Justin Hall 

Don’t Dredd Death 
Xbox Dredd, Death planned 

British comic hero Judge Dredd will 
go shooting on Xbox. U.K. devel¬ 
oper Rebellion confirmed recently 
that it plans to release an Xbox 
version of the first-person shooter 
Judge Dredd vs. Judge Death 
sometime in 2003. 

Dredd’s strip has been running in 
Britain’s comic magazine 2000AD 
since 1977. In 1995, the character 
even inspired a truly awful 
Hollywood film starring actor 
Sylvester Stallone as the lawman 
Dredd and actress Diane Lane as 
Judge Hershey. Fans of the film will 
remember Stallone’s wooden 
performance and his catchphrase, 
poorly uttered, “I am the law.” 

Thankfully, this new game will be 

movie. In Dredd, players get to take 
to the crime-filled byways of the 
futuristic Mega-City, dealing harsh 
justice to those who commit such 
horrid offenses as littering and 
caffeine abuse. 

In addition to sporting an all-new. 
story tying into the comic’s continu¬ 
ity, the game will also contain 
characters and locations plucked 
directly from the strip; among the 
familiar saints and sinners are Judge 
Anderson, Judge Death, and the 
fearsome Dark Judges. 

Rebellion emphasizes that its 
game will be true to the character, in 
that players will need to obey and 
uphold the law as Judge Dredd 
does. This means it will be impossi¬ 
ble to simply shoot blindly through 
the game; excessive blasting of 
petty criminals will result in a one¬ 
way trip to the penal colony of Titan. 

A multiplayer mode has been 
promised, but it’s unclear as of yet 
if the game will take advantage of 
Xbox Live’s online play. It’s expected 
that Dredd, as is the case with 
countless other games, will see its 
American debut in May, at the 

This issue of Xbox Nation has been brought 
to you by: Silly Putty, Thai food, the sassy 

The Prince Returns! 
The beloved PC and console game hero 
Prince of Persia will make his Xbox debut 

cpmback, 'That’s what she said!” and the 
adjective “phlegmatic.” 

later this year with the 3D adventure The 
Sands of Tirtig. Expect many spi^TiT-TV 

... .se producing yearly updates t 
ts NHL Hitz, NFL Blitz, and MLB Slugfest 
franchises. Unfortunately, unlike its PS2 

te will feature online : I w 
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Top-heavy women in videogames are 
never ones to make a subtle 
impression, and few have achieved 
the level of infamy that those of the 
Dead or Alive franchise have 
attained. Controversy, sexual 
innuendo, and implicit lesbianism 
immediately come to mind, and such 
subjects, particularly when in refer¬ 
ence to women in videogames, only 
beg for their own inevitable tarnish¬ 
ing. Creating what many view as little 
more than an interactive Skinemax 
title does little to help the loss of 
luster in the face of legitimacy. 

It was only a matter of time, and 
actually sooner than one might have 
guessed: a fully functional, download¬ 
able nude patch for Tecmo’s surprise 
title, Dead or Alive Xtreme Beach 
Volleyball, has been unofficially 
released. Only a modded Xbox and 
small file stand between gamers and 
full, accurate nudity for Tomonobu’s 

this isn't some amateur Photoshop 
job either; colors correlate in all the 
appropriate areas, bikini lines are 
defined, not to mention tan lines. 

But as easily as one could 
imagine Team Ninja concocting such 

People do the craziest things. And 
then, apparently, they wheelbarrow 
freestyle. Learn about the history of 
this insane activity, watch videos of 
people taking part in the madness, get 
tips on how you can do your own 
wheelbarrow-related tricks and, when 
you’re done, download the wheelbar¬ 
row freestyle wallpaper. But don’t tell 
anyone about it, or you will be commit¬ 
ted immediately. 

Check out some of the funniest game 
reviews on the Internet right here. 
Reviewers score by taking away 
points, which means games like Unreal 
II get a -33. There’s also a ton of other 
essays, videos, features, and other 
goodies to explore. Our personal 
favorite? A critique of the now-defunct 
videogame rag Incite. 

This cool site compiles reviews of film, 
videos, DVDs, music, and videogames 
from a bunch of different sources 
including Entertainment Weekly, the 
Washington Post, Time, Rolling Stone 
and, of course, Xbox Nation. Best of 
all, Metacritic ranks all reviews and 
provides an average score for every 
entry—a godsend for those of us who 
don't like to, say, read. 

amused. In a response posted on 
Tecmo's official forum, the company 
expressed its distaste for the hack, 
and let it be known that it did not, 
does not, and will not, condone such 
acts of..,er, vandalism. 

In other Dead-related news, 
Impact Pictures has announced a 
film based on the series, and has 
referred to the $30 million project as 
a melange of Charlie's Angels and 
Enter the Dragon; peculiar, but 
somehow strangely fitting. And who 
better to write the film than J.F. 
Lawton, a Hollywood veteran who 
also penned the girls-night-out 
classic, Pretty Woman. A late 2004 
release is expected. 

If you do not laugh at the hilarious 
antics of Strong Bad and his friends, 
you are either dead or an accountant. 
Thrill to the masked, boxing-glove 
wearing Strong Bad as he creates 
Trogdor the Burninator, discusses 
techno, and has all sorts of ridiculous 
adventures. This is pure comedy gold. 

Get a head start on the upcoming 
Xbox adventure B.C. by checking out 
dinosaurs in all their glory. This fairly 
comprehensive site has a detailed 
chronology of terrible lizard history, a 
fancy little game that simulates what 
it’s like to be an Allosaur, and a whole 
compliment of interesting dinosaur- 
related facts. 

Fierce purveyors of white-knuckle 
brutality and Xbox-related goodness, 
the staff members at Xbox Nation have 
put together a kick-buttocks Web site 
complete with news, previews, a 
swanky message board, and more fun 
than one such as you should rightly be 
able to have. Visit it now or pay the 
painful price. 

COnnECTED 
Where the Web and the printed page make sweet, sweet love 
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Log on to Gamers.com 
throughout the entire 

month of May 
for E3 coverage. 

We'll be updating 
LIVE FROM 

THE SHOW FLOOR 
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through the 16th! 
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Telling Tnles,,, 
Fable, formerly Project: Ego, has become something of 

a legend. Xbox Nation separates its fact from its fiction. 

Words: Greg OHancio 

r-; Perhaps it is the tale, and not who tells it. Maybe, just maybe, there 
j would be no stories without someone to tell them. 

j__J This js the story of a man. He might be a hero. He might be a piece of 
unreclaimed scum. During the course of his life, he might find love, .perform great 
deeds, win fans, carve out a safe place in an otherwise cruel world, don a chicken 
suit. The way he lives his life and the deeds he does will decide whether he’s 
loved or hated, remembered or consigned to a mere footnote in the pages of a 
dusty history text. 

This is also a story of the men and women who gave birth to the man, creative 
souls who’ve toiled on a project that’s equal parts id and unrestrained ego. They 
took an idea from one man’s mind ar.c built a world around it. With.tirne and 
technology, they gave life and purpose ro :ne man. 

This is the story of a game. Man is fhe storytelling, game-playing animal. Over 
time, the stories get bigger and, bigger, and the games get more and more 
complicated, but it all amount!,.to the Same thing. Man wants to be entertained. 
He wants to be amused. He wants to laugh, and cry, and c!ao iris hands, and be 
challenged. He Goes not want his life to be filled with dull things. ; 

So the story and the man and the men and women and the game am all in 
place for something momentous, Amid theMckdrop of a very rear world, a place 
oi fantasy ‘-.as Been conjured. It’s a world where a man clad in Union Jack 
underwear and packing a frying pan can do battle with a huge dragon—and 
maybe even survive the experience. 

Despite its fantastical bent, this word is not so entirely different from our own. 
It's a world full of champions and villains, and ordinary people who need someone 
to look up to. It’s a world where stories are told of men who do great deeds, and 
other stories are told of the evil men Who try to stop the good ones. It’s a world 
where stories matter. A world still very much in need of heroes. 

: Geriatric rocker Tinn Turner once crooned, “We don’t need another hero.” 
Maybe she was wrong. 



D The blue energy effects circling this 
individual indicate his willpower level is 
fairly high. That, or he's got a Glo-stick. 

Fable will cure your acne. It will make 
you seem like a giant, bestriding the 
Earth in massive, mile-eating steps. 
You will emit a pleasant, lemony-fresh 
scent in its presence. Fable will also, in 
no particular order, defeat all those 
who oppose you, organize your sock 
drawer and, should the unthinkable 
occur, perform life-saving CPR while 
simultaneously acting as a flotation 
device in the event of a water landing. 

Much-hyped but seldom seen in 
motion, the Xbox RPG Fable has 
created its own legend. More 
accurately, Fable’s legend has been 
created by its overseer Peter 
Molyneux. Molyneux, famous for PC 
titles such as Black & White and 
Populous, has served as evangelist for 
the project since its early days as 
Project: Ego, spreading the gospel to 
anyone with ears to hear it. Last year, 
he stood in front of a packed crowd at 

the 2002 Game Developers 
Conference and said, “I’m now going 
to say a bold, bold claim, which you 
are going to throw back in my face, 
time and time again. And this is a 
stupid thing I’m going to say, and I 
don’t know why I’m going to say it, but 
I'm going to say it anyway. I reckon 
that Project: Ego is going to be the 
greatest role-playing game of all time, 
which is insane. I could say the 
second greatest, I could say quite 
good, I could say, 'Hmmmm, it’s quite 
nice,’ but I’m going to say greatest 
game of all time.” 

In Godaiming, England, they’re 
looking to fill some Paul Bunyan-sized 
shoes and tensions are a bit high at 
Big Blue Box Studios. In the 
company’s cramped and low-ceilinged 
offices, someone’s posted the Official 
Big Blue Box Cracker Board, running 
odds on which staff member involved 
in the making of Fable will snap first. 
Ominously, on this spectacularly sunny 
March day, two of the three company 
founders, Simon and Dene Carter are 
running third and fourth, respectively. 
Yet despite great pressure, the 

company has managed to get the first 
playable build of Fable up and running • 
before May’s big Electronic 
Entertainment Expo (E3). It’s an all- 
important step in the creation of the 
best RPG ever. 

Fable’s Fable 
It all begins in Godaiming, where Big 
Blue Box’s artists and animators can 
peer out the windows to take 
inspiration from ivy-covered trees, 
Weeping Willows, and the River Wey. 
“We wanted Fable to be a Grimm’s 
fairytale kind of thing,’’ Simon says. “A 
European folktale.” 

A brief peek into the game’s 
creatures shows off the creators’ 
fantastical bent. An animated nymph 
flips around madly on one computer 
monitor, its wings flapping all the 
while. Fable holds four different types 
of nymphs, including one of the pants- 
stealing variety. “They nip your clothes 
when you’re swimming," Simon says, 
adding they’ll also use trickery to make 
mischief while Fable's hero is fighting 
by desecrating the sanctity of his 
pantaloons: “I know I’d be quite 

“Project: Ego is going to be the 
greatest role-playing game of 
ail time,3 —Peter Molyneux 



disturbed if my pants fell off 
during combat.” 

At other stations, an undead 
character rises up from a nonexistent 
bit of earth; with the right magic, it will 
be possible to raise the dead. As the 
zombie struggles from its resting place, 
Simon promises enemies in Fable won’t 
just appear out of thin air as they # |ri . 
some other RPGs. Instead, they'll leap 
out from behind trees, jump down from 
heights, crawl out from the ground, and 
so on. Others, like the Rock Troll, will be 
hidden in plain sight, and will unfold 
from huge stone outcroppings, much 
like Yarnek the Excalbian from the Star 
Trek episode ‘‘The Savage Curtain." The 
Rock Troll’s counterpart, the Earth Troll 
appears as a gigantic pile of dirt, 
leaves, and grass, with vines for veins. 

‘‘We can tell two things from these 
designs," Simon says. ‘‘First, the 
environments are very much influenced 
by our surroundings. Fable is very much 
set [here] in Godaiming. Second, the 
creatures oftentimes reflect the artists 
who made them.” Pointing to Senior 
Artist John McCormack, he says, 
“That’s John." 

‘That’s slander!" McCormack says. 
At Big Blue Box, the person Who 
created a creature or character sees it 
through to completion, with the idea 
being that the person who knows it 
best is best qualified to determine how 
it looks, how it should be textured, 

“And note the beady little eyes," 
Dene says. “Which look vaguely 
suspicious.” 

There are Balverines on another 
screen, werewolf-type creatures that 
can infect the hero with their infirmity, 
turning him into a lycanthropei Their 
yellow eyes will haunt darkened 
forests, and Simon promises they’ll 
use group tactics and employ a pack 
mentality. A novice attacking multiple 
Balverines will quickly find himself 
overwhelmed; in Fable, a hero will 
have to know when to run away, and 
he will likely have to do so multiple 
times before he’s strong enough to 

take on certain enemies. 
To create the game’s fantasyland 

feel, artists work on a game editor 
that’s described by Simon as “too 
powerful, really.” With it, artists can lay 
down grass, rocks, and leaves as if 
they were creating a watercolor; the 
detail, down to the individual blade of 
grass is astounding, if highly memory 
intensive. “We give a level to an artist 
at 60 frames per second; it comes 
back at 10 frames per second.” Simon 
says. Even though the artists tend to 
be overly hard on the game’s 
otherwise smooth framerate, Simon 
says the game’s areas don’t look real 
until the artists get their hands on it. • 

“We will always go out of 
boundaries,” Big Blue Box's Senior 
Artist Ian Faichnie says. 

We Could Be Heroes 
The greatest RPG ever requires the 
greatest protagonist ever: you. Players 
take the role of a male hero, 15, as he 
comes to the city seeking information 
as to his parents’ murder. Given time 
and many hours of gameplay, the boy 
will develop into a man, either the 

XBN I 



ajor attributes for Fable’s main disturbing figure. ■ 
A skillful hero will have a more 

toned, muscular physique. He’ll look 
like a leaner version of the men whose 
chiseled bodies appear Stf|he cover of: 
magazines such as Ironman or Muscle 
& Fitness. 

With great willpower, apparently, 
comes male-pattern baldness. As the 
hero develops his willpower, his hair 
will recede and he'll and start 
developing arcane tattoos on his body. 
An energy trail, an electric-blue 
combination of swirls and haze will 

“Of course,” Simon says, fiddling 
with the computer, “if you actually go 
with the goatee beard...’’ At once, the 
hero becomes the spitting image of his 

greatest hero to ever put sword to 
flesh, or a greasy no-goodnitc who 
would shiv his own mother for loose 
change and then attend her funeral to 
shake down his relatives and mock the 
corpse. Or anywhere in-between 
saintly and devilish. 

.text hyping Fable on Big Blue Box’s 
Web site (http://www.bigbluebox.com/) 

> proclaims. “Earn scars, in battle. And 
lines of experience with age. Each 
person you aid. Each flower you crush. 
Each creature you slay. Will change - 
this world forever. Who will you be?” 
( -this may not be hyperbole. “One of ; 
the key things in the game,’’ .Simon . . 
says, “is the fact that the hero and the 
world will actually adapt to the way 
you play. Depending on how you play, 
your hero will change. In addition, you 
can make a number of decisions about 
the way your hero appears, so you. can 
change his hairstyle, his clothing, lots 

Killing Butterflies 

and,stealth attacks, yourskiljijjsjlgo 
up. If you use your magic an awful lot, 
your willpower will go up?' 

When Simon and Dene tinker with 
their on-screen hero so that he’s: 100- 
percent strength and zero skill or 
willpower, the result causes Cgthy I 
Campos, public relations manager for 
Molyneux's Lionhead Studios to cry 
out, “Bloody Hell!" The hero has 
become a brutish walking rug with a 
mat of hair on his forearms, chest, and 
hack. Clad only in a pair of underwear 

“This, apparently, 
Simon responds. 



thing you want to feel is that you make 
an impression on tits world and it® 
people, and that things are different 
after you’ve been there rather than it 
being the same no matter what you’ve 
been doing. That’s the fundamental 
thing that’s very depressing about 
playing the Final Fantasy games; it ait 
felt very much tike it had been set up 
for me as entertainment and then, 
having turned the machine off, nothing 
was happening anymore.” 

concerns itself with the culture of 
fame; as the world changes, so does 
the hero’s standing in it. As a hero 
performs deeds both heroic and 
dastardly, hfe fame and renown 
increase. “What happens is people 
have a general idea of how they’re 
going to react to you. Most people, at 
the very feast, will treat you with 

personalities Set up for One reason or ;, O Expect factional behavior It) Fable. This 
another, which means that if you’te means $iat whan the hero's walking 
not famous enough they’ll actually through the woods, he might be jumped by 

treat you quite violently. They’I! think, astoywlMw mrnm 
‘Why should 1 be soared of you? I’m hero can opt to help the travelers, the 
going to bully you, I’m actually going bandte>or «“* s«»k! and watch. 

1 to try and mug you for m«»y or treat ’ 
you badly to get my personal renown 
up so the people think I’m better than 

want to aart the game • 
: yy;; ■. : tit 
tet fpie and having people swtiind ■ ; 
you treating you as if you’re nobody. 

“As your renown goes up," Dene 
Tcogtihu^ ■ 
become frjendiy toward"yoilfjij 
people who were previously friendly to 

;-yb4«# i 

Fable concerns itself with the culture of 
fame; as the world changes, so 

does the hero’s standing in it. 

' darken, and files may even begin 
buzzing around his body. “Flies are 
obviously attracted to evil,” Dene says. 
Heroes will tan in the sun, could 
possibly develop hay fever, and wilt 
have to watch what they eat in Fable. 
alt food has a caloric content. Pie wilt 
go to a computer-generated, gut 

Fable's world will be dynamic and 
littered with heroes, at) more or less in 
direct competition with one another, 
“The idea being you should be able to 



□ The rhino-head shoulder pads proved They’ll come and gather their friends 
fatal for the warrior Dunkirk after he up, saying, 'Look! It’s him! It’S my 
accidentally tried to raise his arms. mate! He’s my best friend, you know! 

He talked to me Once!’ That sort of 
thing.” A popular hero will find himself 
the object of women’s desire and Will 
have an easier time performing 
certain tasks. 

Other adventurers will attempt to 
make their name and reputation 

at the hero’s expense* 
“We have the ultimate evil in the 

game,” Dene jokes. “We have real- 
estate salesmen.” Under normal 
circumstances, these salesmen will be 
indifferent to anything but profits, but if 
they’re attempting to curry favor, they 
might just be willing to offer a sweet 
deal on a great house. A popular hero, 
one who’s known throughout the land, 
becomes the object of women’s desire 
and may be able to use his popularity 
to buy shops or shares of inns at 

If he becomes famous enough, 

other adventurers will attempt to make 
their name and reputation at the hero’s 
expense. A hero might be asked to 
speak at schools or take students on a 
field trip to monster-filled woods, that 
is if Microsoft doesn’t balk too loudly. 
“Most of the time, we’re trying to keep 
the kids [in the game] away from 
weapons,” Simon says. 

A Nice Game of Chess 
“We’re a bunch of geeks,” Dene says, 
and this helps to explain why the 
prompt for the playable demo of Fable 
has been swiped directly from the 
Matthew Broderick epic WarGames. 
“Would you like to play a nice game of 
chess?" the prompt reads before being 
replaced with the more momentous, 
“Welcome to Fable: First Playable.” 

“This is a story of a hero,” the game 
proclaims. After an introductory 
sequence where the hero encounters a 
beggar, Simon directs his character to 
the Sunnyvale Heroes’ Center. Here, a 
player will be able to choose quests 
from a long list. One requires a hero to 
travel to a farmhouse to protect a 
jewel. A second asks the hero to travel 

to the same farmhouse, this time to 
pilfer the gem. 

Outside the Center, a hero can visit 
the boasting platform to possibly gain 
additional fame by agreeing to 
complete his mission under special 
circumstances. Each challenge is 
represented by a target dummy with a 
bullseye heart; knocking it thusly 
accepts the burden. A hero might 
agree, for example, to complete his 
mission using only a frying pan, or to 
accomplish a task without taking 
damage. For the cheeky in the 
audience, still another challenge 
requires a player to get the job done 
clad only in skivvies. 

At Orchard Farm, the game begins 
to show its luster. Dene chooses to 
defend the farm and its precious jewel 
from enemies. Had he chosen to steal 
the jewel, he likely would have found 
the farmer enlisted the help of another 

. hero to guard the treasure, or perhaps 
even a group of lesser heroes. 

Both Dene and Simon note that 
Fable's combat will be highly stylized. 
Dene, the more animated of the two, 
swings an imaginary blade in a wide 



arc to illustrate the game’s heavy, 
Celtic-style sword fighting. The idea 
here is to make a player feel as if he’s 
a true warrior, wielding a blade that’s 
as heavy as it is powerful. 

All fights take place-in real-time, 
with a hero able to cast spells by 
selecting from a series of icons that, 
when called up, surround the hero. A 
hero will be able to use just about 
anything, including his own bare fists, 
as a weapon and, once an enemy is 
on the ground, it will be possible to 
stab them—a totally evil deed for 

As Dene defends the jewel against 
swordsmen and archers, farmhands 
cheer him on, keeping score of the 
number of thieves dispatched. Using 
magic, enemies are set aflame and 
scurry wildly in pain; Dene later 
employs a spell to slow time whereby 
on-screen enemies appear to be 
moving through molasses. 

Throughout the game, players will 
have access to a customizable 
camera, and the developers have 
struggled long and hard to get this 
portion of the game just right. “We had 

a really weird problem because we had 
some people who like to see their hero 
really, really close up all the time— 
every single last vein in his skin— 
because, as far as they were 
concerned, the game is about the hero 
and that’s what they want to see,” 
Dene says. “They also wanted the 
other people in the world to be really 
close up as well. Of course, the 
problem with that particular view is 
that you have no idea where you are in 
the game world because you have 
very little context to put it in. And then, 
we’ve got this lovely landscape all 
around you, and you can see very little 
of that. So, then we also have people 
who really like to see the world like 
that [Dene pulls camera up and out to 
show an almost godlike view], because 
it’s a lovely view, you can tell where 
you are in combat, you’ve got loads of 
room to see around you, and gives you 
a real feel for where you're going. So 
that was our first problem, because 
everybody seemed to want something 
different with the camera. 

“We then thought, okay, well the 
cunning way around this is to do 

exactly what happens with Resident 
Evil or Devil May Cry and make sure 
that everywhere has a whole bunch of 
different cameras set up for it, so that 
as you move into a new region it’s got 
assigned camera for its particular 
situation. Of course with our game, 
that situation can be one of many 
things. A town isn’t just a town. A town 
is a place you get chased out of. A 
town is a place where you might be 
asked to perform an assassination 
mission. It was almost impossible to 
put the camera in the right place. 

“We found that half the office 
absolutely hated that sort of 
prescripted camera, so we went, 
‘Okay, well, let’s just do a pure form 
Zelda-style camera where you pretty 
much are in one place on the screen. 
And then [what] we found was we 
ended up with that whole zoomed-in- 
on-the character thing. People said, ‘I 
can’t tell where I’m going.’ So, in the 
course of this, we’ve actually 
developed one of every single type of 
camera that’s ever been in any game 
ever, including a strapped-to-the-back, 
Lara Croft-style camera [and] the 
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Q Hews In f«We rnayW Salted upon to 
visii a local school lo la# the kiddle® to Just 
say no It) funny magic potions. 

' ZekSa-style camera. We ted a camera 
that was very much modeled on 
Outcast for the PC, We had Resident 
Evil cameras where the view rs static. 
And nothing’s ever pleased 

jlffjySftiiiyet: j.:; 
; “Ss what we’ve now got is this 

bizarre situation.where we've got a 
weird combination of every single 
camera that's ever been invented, and" 
we're using them all" 

The Fable’s Finale 
F«bk wif Site players from the hero’s 
move to the big city through old age. 
The game wilt be told in chapters, 

pam. ' 
The first part deals with the hero 
Investigating his parents’ murder: 
the second deals with fitting this 
mystery into a larger narrative. "What 
we’re trying to do is create Weird 
bubbles of gameplay," Dene says. 

This is the Carter brothers and 
Big Blue Box’s world rind, so far, 
its wonderful. 

“What happens is players do what 
they want within a region. [Then] 
There’ll be something that pops up 
allowing a player to continue on the 

Derw point® to a series of rums in 
Fable's environments, bits of green- 
gray stone, some shaped like 
gargoyles, that are clearly out of 
place, are Clearly indicative of an 
cider eivitafton. The mystwy of these 
ruins, their origins, and why no on© 
remembers them, Den® says, forms 
the basis of Fable’s second half. 
"there are fairty good reasons why no : 
one remembers.'’ he say® “And, as 
you can expect. It’s all linked to the 
Heroes' Quito, But I’m not telling you - 

Perhaps overly grandiose in its 
scope. Fable has been a tong time in 
development the title has been 
floating around sine© the debut of 
Xbox, In this time its legend has 
grown appreciably, fwtoaps even past 
tho developers ability to deliver, ttnfy 
hyp# had said It would foe possible for 
a hero to OU1 down o fhranl to build 
Ms own IwiUT Of Me off imp »te 

sunset on a white horse. Whether 
these features were ever part of the 
game's design document is-^eitaM, 
but gig.£iue Box wi» aswfey-itot be 
including mounts in Fable 

rib matter, through if all—the plot, 
the combat the all-thlr^s-to-aS-. 

game is anchored by imagery that’s at 
once pretty and powerful. 

Simply, there Is gorgeous, and 
then there is Fabk. Whether ife a 
beautiful, reflective pool Of water, a 
rolling set of gray-btaek etottot. Or an 
ominous, crag-filled moon (“Our 
moon is great,” Dene says, “Vow 
catt’t argue With Our moon,” Simon 
says/“Qur moon Is So detailed, you 
can zoom In three or four limes 
without if- pwelafing.”), it’s clear that 
Fable win be one of Xtsox’s most 
graphically ©ye-riO&pitiy advwtfufea. ; 

This is the Outer btotheis and Biq 
Blue Box’s world and. so far, it’s 
wonderful—so much so that Fable ?. 
Is a foregone esnetaSton for Big Slurf 
Box. The legend of “the best BPQ “ 
ever” will continue before it’s ever ■ 
re illy ItKtim !■ 
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RATINGS 

Find out whether a 
computer or video 
game is right for 
your home. 
Learn more about the Entertainment 
Software Review Board rating system 
and how games get rated on 
www.esrb.org. 

EARLY CHILDHOOD A 
Titles rated "Early Childhood (EC)" have content that may 

be suitable for children ages three and older and do not 

contain any material that parents would find inappropriate. 

EVERYONE 
Titles rated "Everyone (E)" have content that may be 

suitable for persons ages six and older. These titles will 

appeal to people of many ages and tastes. They may contain 

minimal violence, some comic mischief (for example, slapstick 

comedy), or some crude language. 

TEEN 
Titles rated "Teen (T)" have content that may be suitable 

for persons ages 13 and older. Titles in this category may 

contain violent content, mild or strong language, and/or 

suggestive themes. 

r=JP4:i-i 

MATURE 
Titles rated "Mature (M)" have content that may be 

suitable for persons ages 17 and older. These products 

may include more intense violence or language than 

products in the Teen category. In addition, these titles 

may also include mature sexual themes. 

ADULTS ONLY 
Titles rated "Adults Only (AO)" have content suitable 

only for adults. These products may include graphic 

depictions of sex and/or violence. Adults Only products 

are not inten-ded to be sold or rented to persons under 

the age of 18. 

RATING PENDING 
Product has been submitted to the ESRB and is 

awaiting final rating. 



FUTURE m 

This month. 
050 B.C. 
054 Counterstrike: Condition Zero 
066 Otogi 
058 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
060 XIII 
064 Fallout: Botherhood of Steel 
066 Freedom: Soldiers of Liberty 
068 Sudeki 
070 Driver 3 
070 Crimson Skies 
070 Sega GT Online 
071 Aliens VS. Predator: Extiction 
071 AimackAflanciertHis 
071 Chajn Gang 
072 Wrath: Unleashed 
072 Brute Force 1j|. 
072 The Hulk 
073 Psyrarohauts - 
073 Midnight Club 2 
073 The MMes 
074 Apocaiy ptica 
074 Baldur’s Gate: Dark Alliance 2 
074 ESPionagljJ 
074 Dronez 
074 The Great Escape 
074 Star Wars: Jtedi Night Academy 
074 The Italian Jib 

...074 Painkiller 
373 Starsky and Hutch 
075 Spy Hunter 2 
075 Full Throtie 2 
075 Amped 2 

-075 Vodoo Vince 
075 The Suffering 

075 Beyond Good and Evil 

FORWARD TO THE FUTURE 
Entering the mainstream: why so painful? □ As the videogame industry 

gathers steam and over¬ 
extends marketing budgets in 

preparation for this year’s Electronics 
Entertainment Expo, it's easy to lose 
sight of what underlies the deluge of 
flashing lights and dollar signs. 

Nearly all aspects of the form are 
deep in transition; as the tools for 3D 
construction become more properly 
understood, the process consequently 
becomes a more artistic one. Capturing 
the subtleties of form, texture, and 
lighting—now the job of any 3D artist 
worth his or her salt—were notions not 
unfamiliar to Michelangelo as he 
fashioned the Sistene Chapel. 

Storytelling method, a concept as 
malleable and fluid: as Aristotle would 
have it, is also becoming progressively 
more dynamic, more complex, and 
more of an artistic pursuit. 

Likewise, the culture of videogames 
remains in transition. Much like other 
recent phenomena like hip hop and 
skateboarding, games are developing a 
wider reach, only now truly finding their 
space amongst the mainstream with 
high-, low-, and sub-cultural strata. 
In the eyes of marketing departments 
throughout the industry, these represent 
viable demographics; in the eyes of 

blossoming of a culture. 



Or: Don’t look back, because a hungry 100-foot-tall dinosaur may be 
chasing you. Take a peek into the goriest Xbox game to date. 

K&SiSUSSHHHH^ V burger. The early Homo flieir tribe member. vv;« be able so 
Developer: intrepid I-1 sapien sapiens in intrepid’s apply their modern-day know-how to 
Publisher: Microsoft B.C. appear beaten up, kicked in, influence the environment in many 
Expected Release: December 2003 worn outi and ready fof death af ,he subtle and ov@rt ways 

mTtatiy wodd mhumans advanced age of 12; ft’s their lot in life ... >‘We wanted to set (the game] in an- 
coexist wkf, mmgm life is cheap and anti fhe awesome price they must pay extremely richly simulated ecosystem,” 
death is tree. Players attempt to guide a : for Deing a part of what overseer : v - Ben Cousins, lead designer for B.C. 
tribe on a ioo-miie trek to reach a paradise Peter Molyneux calls, “the goriest says. “An ecosystem where all the 
of sorts, an the while trying to stay alive: game ever." Please note, however. oojects in the world make sense and 

that this does not. in any way. prevent behave ihe way they do in natural ' 
the female members of said species environments. A world where a rock 
from looking like creepy. can be picked up. broken, and used as 
exaggeratedly large-breasted, pre- a weapon. Where a tree can be set on 
Stone Age Hooters waitresses. fire. Where the creatures in the world 

Such is !a wda ioca in the fantastical have diets, need v.-ater, and need to 
v: world oi B.C.. where humans sleep. We decided to make it a 

In B.C., tooth-and-claw rules, and 
the humans, at lea|t’Jm|^j® are sorely 

players wilt 
be able to use their brains to topple 

been met, tribe members in 
begin to explore and experiment; 
ultimately mastering fire, domesticating 
dogs, qreatingtn&y tools to simplify 
their days, and crafting weapons for 
attack and defense. Invention expands 

tribe can go about 

“Naturally, it’s quite hard to kill a 
Tyrannosaurus rex with five guys 
with spears,Ben Cousins ; 





<j§P FUTURE 

Are you real or not? 

there will be no fire-breathing 
dinosaurs or giant insects to battle, 
only fearsome beasts from the fossil 
record. And one very big surprise. 

poisoning them; or use building 
techniques to wall off a water supply, 
forcing both herbivores and carnivores 
alike to either move in search of a new 
place to drink or die from thirst. “We 
want to give players the freedom to be 
a little bit smarter about it,” Cousins 
says. “So those people who really like 
to think about games and be strategic 
actually have the ability to do those 
more complex interactions.” 

In a world as real as its creators 
could make it, every action will have 
a consequence, and lack of fore¬ 
thought can be as deadly as the 
sharpest claw. A lick of flame might 
start a domino effect, destroying fruit 
trees in an area and throwing the 
food chain into chaos. Cousins says, 
“Imagine it was a dodo that was 
eating that fruit; that dodo would 
then move out of that area. If the 

raptors were eating the dodo, then 
the raptors, too, would be pushed 
out of the area. So you can see that 
by a simple action like setting fire to 
a tree, you can actually do some 
quite complex things with the 
ecosystem.” The same mischief 
might be accomplished by poisoning 
the grass a plant-eating dinosaur 

meat eater who unwittingly consumes 
its flesh and the scavengers feasting 
on any of the remains. 

Players can form and control five- 
member parties while instructing other 
members of the tribe to perform 
specific tasks. B.C. is a thoughtful, 
equal-opportunity employer; players 
can go through the entire game as a 
female and will never have to bother 
with mundane activities such as 
gathering food, standing watch over 

the camp, or building structures. 
Instead, they’ll be able to command 
tribe members with almost 
superhuman abilities: builders who can 
lift and haul huge stones, athletes who 
can swim like dolphins, hunters who 
employ their heightened senses to 
zoom in when using bows, and mystics 
who can use chemical poultices to 
poison things or set objects on fire. 

Gorgeous brutality dominates. 
When Cousins sets out with five 
brave video humans to attack an 
enormous Tyrannosaurus rex, the 
result is suitably gory. Using spears 
from a distance, the hunters get in a 
few shots, and the giant monster 
rears up in anger. Multiple spear 
points stick out of its chest, and 
blood pours copiously from the 
creature’s wounds. The 
Tyrannosaurus counterattacks, 
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stomping one human into paste and 
chomping another between its razor- 
sharp teeth. Yet another human dies 
seconds later, seemingly crushed by 
a huge tail, and Cousins, in perhaps 
the understatement of the year, 
casually remarks, "As you can see, 
they’re not doing too well. Naturally, 
it’s quite hard to kill a T. rex with five 
guys with spears.” Die the beast 
does, though, and it's only after this 
extended blood-bowl ends that 
Cousins mentions this was a baby 
Tyrannosaurus. 

Beyond the dinosaurs and other 
prehistoric beasts, B.C. holds a major 

surprise, one extending well beyond 
the boundaries of the fossil record. 
"Along the way [the humans] will also 
meet another creature that we’re not 
talking about, which is a much more 
intelligent creature that will be more of 
a direct competition within the 
environment. What we’re doing is 
we’re kind of thinking about a 
hypothetical prehistoric past where 
man was directly competing with 
another type of intelligent creature,” 
Cousins says. When asked if this new 
threat is simian in nature, he says, 
simply, "perhaps. 

“[It’s] Something quite horrible.” 

Invention expands the ways in which 
a tribe can go about its business, as 
well as deal with threats. 



With Counter-Strike, Microsoft plans to deliver an unconditional deathblow to its 
online competition. Wage war against your social life on Xbox Live. 

f .j If you’ve played online PC 
S i games in college or visited a 
i..J gaming cyber-cafe over the 
past three or four years, there’s a good 
chance you’ve seen the military-minded 
first-person shooter Counter-Strike. 
Currently the most-played online game 
in the world, Counter-Strike quietly 
debuted as a free hobbyist-created 
patch for the single-player sci-fi hit 
Half-Life on the PC, steadily winning 
over Quake and Unreal converts for 
over a year before Valve packaged and 
sold a stand-alone retail version. 

Using confined urban battlefields 
based on international military conflicts, 
combatants in the Americas, Europe, 
Australia and Asia form two teams of 
eight for skirmishes with a sizeable 
cache of modern firearms. The premise 
of Counter-Strike is straightforward: 
tw§t$posing teams face off on a map 

and battle over goals such as keeping 
and rescuing hostages, or planting and 
defusing bombs. Weapons are 
modeled after their real-life 
counterparts, meaning that death visits 
frequently and abruptly. Once killed, 
players must sit out for the rest of the 
round while they watch their 
teammates carry on the task. 

Putting aside the timely theme of 
terror and counter-terror, a concept 
that wasn’t quite so obvious when the 
game debuted in 1999, several other 
facts better explain Counter-Strike’s 
continued popularity on the PC. 

First, even when compared to other 

heavy-hitting networked first-person 
shooters, Counter-Strike’s perfect 
balance of accessibility (easy controls, 
low system requirements on the PC) 
and pseudo-realism (high stakes 
gameplay) makes the game instantly 
addictive. Counter-Strike was so finely 
tuned and balanced, it effectively 
managed to transcend the Half-Life 
engine from whence it came. 

The opportunity to mimic real life is 
another big draw. Some players stick 
to roles such as snipers to get “cheap” 
kills blasting enemies from afar. Others, 
to the chagrin of military officials, prefer 
to play as terrorists—an option 

Microsoft is ensuring that Xbox 
owners will get the best 
version of Condition Zem« 
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conspicuously missing from the 
government’s own tactical shooter, 
America’s Army. Though the terrorism 
theme broadly sets up the action, the 
lack of a structured storyline and one’s 
related ability to customize the 
experience are key to Counter-Strike's 
success. Players can create new 
backdrops for their battles, while Valve 
itself has released patches featuring 
additional weapons and items. 

But that was life on the PC. Valve’s 
sequel, Counter-Strike: Condition Zero, 
is scheduled for holiday release in 
2003, and developer Ritual 
Entertainment has made some 
aggressive changes to the old formula 
for Xbox. Most significant is the fact 
that Condition Zero now supports 
single-player gameplay, a feature 

lacking from its PC counterpart. 
Although the option doesn’t exist to 
play as a terrorist in single-player, the 
20-plus solo missions will be self- 
contained. During these offline 
missions, the A.I. Will use “bot” 
technology which allows not only for 
unpredictable enemy behavior, but also 
life-like teamwork among the friendlies. 

As if to make up for the delay of 
Halo 2, Microsoft is ensuring that Xbox 
owners will get the best version of 
Condition Zero, with two exclusive solo 
missions, five extra multi-player maps, 
and two exclusive close-range 
weapons (the syringe and machete). 
Moreover, Microsoft promises the Xbox 
version will look significantly better 
than its PC cousin by taking advantage 
of Xbox hardware. Xbox Live support 

also guarantees real-time voice 
communication, a feature that’s critical 
for a team-based game like Counter- 
Strike. Finally, with Xbox Live’s closed, 
proprietary network, it will be much 
more difficult for players to cheat 
online, a problem that has plagued the 
PC version for years. Valve has 
announced that they will supply free, 
periodic updates to the game via Xbox 
Live, giving longevity to a game that’s 
already an online legend. 

Although there are certainly skeptics 
who can’t fathom playing the game 
without a mouse and keyboard, Xbox 
Nation is confident that a superior 
version of Conditon Zero, alongside 
Halo 2, will finally seal the elusive 
success of Xbox Live. 
Jer Horwitz 



Game Data 
Developer: From Software 
Publisher: Sega 

Expected release: September 2003 

Part Gunvalkyrie, part Shinobi, and all 
demonic shenanigans, Otogi combines style 
and flair to redefine action gaming on the 
Xbox. Trust us, it’s no myth. 

Forget everything you learned about demons from the Monster Manual. Sega’s latest 
acquisition, Otogi, proves that, even in hell, Japan has cooler looking devils. □ One look at the Xbox library 

and it’s painfully obvious that 
there’s a pitiful lack of quality 

Japanese titles populating its ranks. But 
discriminating gamers need not despair; 
the beauty of Microsoft lies in its 
enormous staying power, be it a 
persistent Xbox marketing campaign 
here at home, or its ability to hem¬ 
orrhage cash overseas for the world’s 
most expensive cultural schooling ever. 
And it’s thanks to the company’s deep 
pockets that even a pessimist can 
harbor hope that things can only get 
better. The notion of the almighty Xbox 
simply needs time to sink into the 

re ere sinns tn 

Otogi: Myth of Demons, a visually 
dazzling 3D hack-n-slash recently 
picked up for a stateside release by 
Sega of America. After messing with 
an import copy of the game, it’s 
obvious why Sega jumped at the 
chance to publish Otogi; the 
immediate impression of the game is 
that this is Sega’s redemption for the 
shortcomings of last year’s 
disappointing Gunvalkyrie. Instead of 
Gunvalkyrie’s anachronistic steam- 
punk domain, Otogi—whose title 
roughly translates to “fairy tale” in its 
native tongue—takes place in a 
fictional Japan that’s full of ancient 

magic. Players control Raiko, a 
supernatural samurai with a flowing 
black mane and the ability to banish 
demonic enemies with much gusto 
and style. Those who have played the 
remake of Shinobi on PlayStation 2 
know precisely the type of relentless, 
combo-tallying, double-jumping, dash- 
n-run gameplay to expect from its 
accidental cousin, Otogi. 

Through the game’s 25 levels of 
beautiful chaos, players accumulate 
“souls” that are used to purchase 
equipment and magical upgrades 
between levels. “One of the items 
include a ‘Garan,’ which is a huge 

indicate that Japanese Xbox software 
development is finally taking root. 

One prime example of Xbox 
acceptance in Japan’s tightly-knit 
development circle is From Software’: 

What’s unique about Otogi, 
especially as an Xbox game, is that 
itss so hopelessly Japanese* 
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sword that players will carry with both 
hands,’’ Rintaro Yamada, game director 
and assistant manager at From 
Software says. “To emphasize the 
weight and impact of this sword, we’ve 
made sure that players will feel the 
impact of every hit, as well as focused 
on the animation and sound effects.’’ 
There are 30 exotic swords, spears, 
halbards, and polearms, but getting to 
them in the 15 hours of Otogi’s 
challenging play will be a tough task. 
Many of the later levels feature wide- 
open environments with staggering cliffs 
and bottomless pits; one slip of the 
analog stick and it’s sayonara samurai. 

What’s unique about Otogi, 
especially as an Xbox game, is that it’s 
so hopelessly Japanese, and any 
attempt to westernize its content or 

imagery would no doubt yield results 
both nonsensical and ridiculous. 
Everything from the fabled look of its 
character designs, the austere and 
wooden architecture of the temples, 
dojos, and structures strewn about the 
levels, and Otogi’s antiquated kanji (or 
Chinese character) fonts conjures 
images of exotic old world Japan. 
These eastern aesthetics, combined 
with Otogi’s frenzied graphical effects 
and moody, traditional background 
music, create not only a visually 
arresting game in the same vein as 
Panzer Dragoon Orta, but also one rich 
with culture and atmosphere. 

In Japan, Xbox may not be the 
platform of choice for many developers 
simply due to pure numbers. It’s a 
vicious cycle where a lack of quality 

Japanese-brewed software creates low 
demand from Japanese gamers. But 
with upcoming support from industry 
highlights like Sega’s Sonic Team and 
Namco’s Team Calibur, it appears the 
trend is slowly changing for the better. 
For Yamada, Xbox’s technological 
superiority plays a significant role in 
presenting a different kind of game. “I 
really enjoyed Halo," he says. “There 
was a sense of excitement that came 
with its realistic atmosphere. I really felt 
like I was inside the world of these 
games, so this was an eye-popping 
experience for me.’’ Hopefully, like 
Yamada, other Japanese developers 
will draw on the inspiration of western 
Xbox titles to give the system its own 
eastern flavor. 
Che Chou 
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PRESS START! 

Out of the sewers and into your hearts, the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles are back to 
karate kick your wallets. Can Konami strike gold twice with TMNT1 □ Close your eyes and flash 

back 10 years. It’s 1993, and 
there's no escape from the 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. They’re 
everywhere: on TV, in the theaters, 
plastered all over your fast food, 
cluttering up toy boxes with a lifetime 
supply of mediocre action figures, and 
of course, tearing up consoles and 
arcades with all variety of 2D chop- 
socky action. Those cognizant during 
the late ’80s and early ’90s remember 
the Turtles as an obnoxious, slogan¬ 
shouting quartet that dominated 
America’s pop-cultural landscape. 
Turtles was a phenomenon and people 
got rich. But for creators Kevin Eastman 
and Peter Laird, the foursome’s 
ascension from indie-chic to Hollywood 
madness was an unexpected journey. 

The Turtles’ origins trace back to a 
12-issue set of gritty, violent, black-and- 

white comics published by Mirage back 
in the late ’80s. These early depictions 
of the hard-backed heroes—Leonardo, 
Michelangelo, Donatello, and Raphael— 
portray a dark, turbulent New York City 
run by a Japanese criminal syndicate 
known as The Foot Clan. 

Admittedly Turtles’ premise—that of 
a freak radioactive accident causing 
four oblivious little reptiles to mutate 
Into strange half-shelled humanoids— 
has always been nothing but ridiculous, 
the early series did a masterful job 
blending epic storytelling with 
lighthearted parodies of comic book 
and martial arts cliches. But attaining 

mass acceptance and pleasing media 
executives meant that Eastman and 
Laird had to water down all the 
subtleties that made the series such an 
instant classic in its printed form. As a 
result, Turtles morphed from hardboiled 
ninja intrigue into the cowabunga- 
shouting, pizza-obsessed travesties the 
rest of America so eagerly consumed. 
So what ultimately became of the 
phenomenon? The Turtles went the way 
of other ’80s fads such as British 
Knights tennis shoes and Generra 
Hypercolor shorts, becoming unwanted, 
hardcore, and niche. 

Fast forward a decade and the stage 

The Turtles went the way of other 
eighties fads, like British Knights 
and Hypercolor shorts... 
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is set for Turtles’ multimedia revival. In 
conjunction with its Saturday morning 
cartoon counterpart (which debuted in 
February), Konami is relaunching its 
Turtles videogame franchise across all 
major platforms. Simply titled Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles, the new 3D action 
brawler is reminiscent of old-school, 
side-scrolling beat-em-ups, right down 
to how the game looks and feels. 

“Some of the team members who 
worked on the original TMNT games 
are acting as advisors for this game,’’ 
says Kengo Nakamura, the title’s 
producer at Konami Computer 
Entertainment Studios. “The best way 
to describe TMNT is action—there will 
be a constant barrage of enemies to 
battle, ranging from the Purple Dragon 
Gang to the Mousers.” 

In Story Mode, players control one 
of the four Ninja Turtles and hack their 
way through six lengthy stages filled to 
the brim with waves of enemies eager 
to throw their lives to the wind. And 
like the 2D brawlers of old, each stage 
will feature various interactive 
background perils (such as moving 
buzz saws) to avoid, and culminates in 
the requisite end boss encounter. By 
collecting scrolls, players can unlock 
special moves which call all four 
turtles onscreen for a spectacular tag- 

For those tired of bashing insipid A.I. 
drones, they can take their aggressions 
out on their friends in Turtles’ Versus 
Mode, although during the playtest, the 
head-to-head versus fights were 
essentially unplayable due to balancing 

□ After being stuck 14 times by a dagger-wielding, m 
his fellow ninja buddies just stood around and wa 

playing as series’ mainstays such as 
April O'Neil, Casey Jones, or The 
Shredder in a Power Stone-esque free- 
for-all could potentially be fun. 

After a brief taste of how the game 
plays, one thing seems eminently clear: 
Turtles moves very well. Variety and 
balance in terms of enemies and 
challenges, however, will of course be 
supremely important in determining 
how the final product scores when it 
ships in October. Turtles’ cel-shaded 
look does indeed give the old side¬ 
scrolling brawler a vibrant new coat of 
paint; but it’ll certainly take more than 
just nostalgia for bygone days and a 
visual makeover to validate the old 
side-scrolling beat-em-up in 2003. 
Che Chou 



XIII boldly merges cel-shaded aesthetics with first-person gameplay. 
Xbox Nation takes a closer look at Ubi Soft’s stylish shooter. □ At first glance, it seems Ubi 

Soft’s marketing team has its 
work cut out for it with XIII. 

This action shooter is not only based 
on an obscure, cult European comic 
virtually no one in the United States 
will have heard of, but it’s also being 
developed in France. Normally this 
wouldn’t count for much, but the 
recent anti-French backlash (as 
evidenced by a task force on Freedom 
Fries and Freedom Toast) may have 
sunk the popularity of French games 

But who wouldn't own up to being 
a baguette-munching, wine-sipping 
snob, if only to celebrate the fact that 
videogaming’s heritage would be less 
stylish were it not for Gallic 
masterpieces such as Alone in the 
Dark, Captain Blood, Flashback, and, 
of course, Rayman. As with all of these 
titles, Xlll's main thrust is stylistic. It’s 
not the first time cel shading has been 
employed, but it is the first time cel 
shading is being used in a first-person 

shooter, and most crucially, within a 
lush, interactive graphic novel. 

XIII is essentially a thriller, a 
complex web of political intrigue and 
conspiracy, owing much to such films 
as The French Connection and The 
Bourne Identity. Waking up on a beach 
in New England with no memory of the 
night before—or, for that matter, 
anything at all—you begin the game 
with two clues as to what’s going on: a 
XIII tattoo emblazoned, thankfully, on 
your chest, and the 
key to a safe deposit box in a New 

Shortly thereafter, conspiratorial 
forces do their best to hunt you down 
like a rabid dog. Why? Because you’ve 
shot the president. Or at least, they 
want you to believe you did—a bitter 

pill for the hardiest of protagonists to 
swallow (although, oddly enough, a 
daily fantasy entertained by millions 
the world over in real life). 

“Players enter the XIII world, with 
no idea of their identity or which side 
they are on,’’ says Damien Moret, the 
game’s associate producer. “By finding 
clues, you recover your real identity 
and figure out if you really shot the 
president.” 

XIII is broken down into 13 separate 
levels, each comprised of different 
gameplay objectives set in some truly 
diverse locations. In one section you’ll 
find yourself in a Manhattan bank 
desperately searching for clues 
concerning your identity, while in 
another you’re trying to escape from a 
secret FBI base where you’re being 

XIII is essentially a thriller, a complex 
video web of political intrigue 
and conspiracy. 
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held, accused of murder. (In this case, 
of course, you might not want to 
weaken your legal defense by adding 
to the death toll.) 

To some degree, the way you play 
through the game is up to you. On a 
stealth mission, for example, you can 
choose to kill everyone and eliminate 
all risks, or choose to kill soldiers only 
when absolutely necessary. 

"By developing the game this way, 
players will have multiple ways of 
achieving their objectives, allowing the 
gameplay to feed into its graphic novel 
roots. Players will literally feel like they 
are living this story, where every 
decision they make will impact the 
next mission and unravel the story,” 
Moret says. 

Unlike a typical FPS, XIII holds your 
hand throughout, leaving little doubt 
about which direction to go in next, 

which walls can be smashed through, 
or which objects can or cannot be 
picked up. Puzzles are rudimentary, so 
you won’t search endlessly for keys or 
codes. And the developers have even 
included a feature called Sixth Sense, 
which handily reveals the location of 
nearby enemies. 

You will have to decide which 
scripted NPCs to trust, however. Some 
will appear benevolent on the surface 
but will quickly reveal their true colors, 
while others will provide assistance 
and even give you the chance 
toprovide cover for them at times. 

So is XIII simply a cel-shaded 
Splinter Cell or Metal Gear Gear Solid 
2? A stylish sneak-em-up sporting the 
latest in covert infiltration sneakers? In 
some respects, it’s tempting to think 
so. Objects such as chairs, bottles, 
broken glass, fire extinguisher, 

ashtrays—pretty much whatever you 
can find—can be used to take out 
opponents silently; human shields can 
be used to soak up bullets or 
discourage fire (depending on who’s 
after you); and bodies you do dispose 
of can be dragged and hidden Solid 
Snake style. It’s all well done, certainly, 
but hardly revolutionary. 

Such tactics are counterbalanced 
by adrenaline-fueled shootouts utilizing 
16 different weapons, from silent 
crossbows to harpoon guns (for 
swimming) to precision sniper rifles 
and full-on automatic weapons. And 
most have alternate uses, too; you can 
even give enemies the finger, in case 
you had any doubts this was 
developed by French people. 

Perhaps the most impressive action 
feature was a grappling hook—not 
unlike the one used in The Legend of 
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The retro styling and atmosphere is 
drawn from all manner of *70s 
cult action flicks and comics. 



Interplay dropped the bomb on PC, and now the Fallout comes to Xbox in the form 
of an apocalyptic action game. With prosties, of course. 
j.* "1 Of the many features the 

i Fallout series is.famous for—a 
L_.sly sense of humor, the 
melding of ’50s-style artwork with a 
post-apocalyptic setting, and flexible 
character development—-the one that 
gamers remember most fondly is the 
ability to sleep with prostitutes, pre- 
Grand Theft Auto 3. Indulging in such a 
vice is still possible in the upcoming 
Xbox title Fallout: Brotherhood of Steel. 
(Not to be confused with the PC’s RPG 
Fallout Tactics: Brotherhood of Steel.) 

Much like Baldur’s Gate: Dark 
Alliance, Fallout for Xbox streamlines a 
deep RPG system into a workable 
console action-RPG. “Brotherhood is a 
console action game from top to 
bottom,’’ says Producer Chuck 
Cuevas. “But we give the player a lot 
of things to explore, develop, and 
interact with, true to the style of a 

good Fallout game.” The engine has 
players running around in third-person 
view, locking onto specific enemies (or 
not, if they just want to hit enemies 
with wild abandon), and pounding their 
sorted targets with fists, Super 
Sledgehammers, rocket launchers, 
homemade laser-rifles, grenades, or 
any one of 60 weapons...a far cry from 
the RPG Fallout's methodical turn- 
based combat. Cuevas describes a 
typical scene where the player 
interrupts some raiders watching a 
dogfight and gets into a brawl using 
his knife, a Desert Eagle, and a 

Fallout's deep SPECIAL system- 
employed in the RPG versions of the 
game and used for character 
development—is streamlined for the 
console versions; between mutant¬ 
killing bouts, players gain experience, 
which is then poured into weapon skills, 
combat statistics, and miscellaneous 
skills, such as bartering. Cuevas says 
NPC interaction is more than just 
“accepting quests and fetching objects. 
You can trade with the town merchant, 
get a drink from the bartender, sleep 
with the prostitute, piss off the mayor, 
lie to the doctor, collect junk for the 
engineer (who will assemble it into a 

Fallout for Xbox streamlines a 
deep RPC3 system into a workable 
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weapon), and so on." 
Working with the Dark Alliance 

engine, the Fallout team has made 
heavy modifications to support options 
such as: tons of guns for ranged 
combat, allowing the player to move 
and shoot simultaneously, and the 
ability to target specific enemies. 

At the beginning of the game, 
players can select from three initial 
characters—with a few more to be 
unlocked later on—all with the goal of 
joining the Brotherhood Of Steel, 
righting wrongs, and kicking heads in 
left-and-right. These heroes include 
Nadia (maneuverable and good with 
small weapons) and Cyrus (the 
requisite male bruiser who likes hitting 
things hard or shooting them with a 
very big gun). Cuevas describes the 

third character as “sort of special,” 
and opts to keep it a surprise; 
considering past Fallout titles have 
allowed for ghouls, super-mutants, 
robots, deathclaws, and even dogs, 
chances are the third character is not 
even human. While players only control 
one character throughout the game 
(multiplayer will be two-player 
cooperative), there will be chances to 
hook up with other allies. “You’ll meet 
lots of friendly characters and allies, 
some of which may join you for 
portions of the game or simply act on 
the same side as you,” Cuevas says. 
During one mission where the player 
gets wounded, he'll need to follow an 
NPC to safety while successfully 
avoiding the critters in the area. 

Many of the original game’s 

enemies are still muckying around the 
gameworld, along with newly invented 
foes such as weird radioactive beetles 
and ghouls hopped up on drugs and 
loaded with dynamite. 

All of these enemies are standing 
between players and several types of 
mission objectives spread across 50 
areas (such as the two main towns 
Carbon and Los). These include 
assaulting a base, escorting NPCs, 
tacking down specific items, and 
assassinations. Cuevas promises 
numerous sidequests as well. 

Xbox Nation has yet to try playable 
code, so it’s uncertain as to whether 
Brotherhood will be a fun little action- 
romp with the Fallout license, or an 
actual piece of PC to console fallout. 
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In a brave, new world, the Soviets won the Cold War. Now, brave Americans must 
retake New York from the Reds and make the world safe for McDonald’s and SUVs. 
f~~| “From my point of view, the seemingly bring much to the table, 
j j biggest challenge when In the game’s fictional reality, the 
1—J working on an original concept United States’ struggle to build the A- 
such as Freedom: Soldiers of Liberty, is Bomb before Germany (known as The 

Manhattan Project) has been derailed by 
the assassination of several of the 
project’s leading scientists. The 
assumption that the Germans 
conducted the attack proves wrong, 
and exactly one year after the D-day 
attack in 1944, Soviet forces drop a 
bomb on Berlin, severely changing the 
balance of power from that day forth. 

Set in present-day New York City, 
players step into the rubber boots of 
Christopher Stone, an unsuspecting 

to envision and understand the game 
you’re going to make, before you have 
actually played it,’’ says, lead designer 
Mads Prahm. “No matter how detailed a 
design document you write, the first 
time you actually get to play the game is 
when you start to understand what it's 

Fresh of re heels of the notoriously 
nihilistic Hitman 2, IO Interactive is now 
set to embark upon a decidedly more 
patriotic venture: Fighting terrorists, 
specifically those of the Russian/ 
communist/evil variety. Xbox Nation was 
privy to a one-level demo of the game 
and, despite a curious lack of irony and 
an excess of earnest flag-waving, a host 
of compelling gameplay devices 

plumber who finds himself in the unlikely 
position of defending a city, saving a 
kidnapped brother, and leading a squad 
of makeshift recruits against the 
impending Communist threat. 

Not surprisingly, this plumber trades 
in the mushrooms and handlebar 
moustache for an assortment of AKs, 9 
mms, and obscenely powerful anti¬ 
aircraft weaponry. Players will also have 
authority over their squad (which begins 
at three and can grow as large as 12), 
giving orders via a series of quick button 
combinations. A charisma meter tracks 
the ethical implications your character’s 
actions, and will have a substantial 

The US’ struggle to build the Bomb has 
been derailed by the assassination 
of the projects leading scientists* 





In jolly old England, they’re turning the eastern-style RPG on its ear. Climax’s Sudeki 
eschews turn-based brawls for real-time fighting goodness. Let the game begin. 

j Wa|k far enough jn any one 

j j direction and you're bound to 
l-I find water. Long before you 
hit water, though, you’ll find a 
shopping mall. 

Gunwharf Quays in Portsmouth 
Harbor, England, combines both the 
wetness of water with the capitalistic 
sensibilities of, say, the Mall of 
America. Look harder at Portsmouth 
Harbor, though, and what’s missing 
puts a damper on an otherwise perfect 
March day. Under normal conditions, a 
huge chunk of the Royal Navy would 
be housed in Portsmouth Naval Base. 
Now, the British warships have left 
port, heading to warmer climates and 
hotter circumstances; it’s paradise if 
not lost, then diminished. In the case 
of developer Climax, there might be no 
better, more fitting place to set up 
shop and craft the all-is-not-what-it- 

seems Xbox action RPG Sudeki. 
Think of Sudeki as the eastern-style 

RPG gone western, with 100 percent 
less turn-based play. “The Japanese 
have done the turn-based RPG to 
death,” Tuomas Pirinen, the game’s 
lead designer says. ‘They’ve done it 
so well and so many times that just 
copying what they’ve done would be 
pointless.” Instead, the game will 
feature real-time fighting, with players 
able to attack, string combos, and 
defend with specific button presses. 
They can also select spells; employ 
special “Spirit Strike” maneuvers 
whereby a one or two heroes’ 

essences are used/merged to create 
an enemy-smiting beast; choose 
items, change character A.I. states; 
and more during battles via a system 
that slows gameplay without dragging 
players out of it. A hotkey feature 
allows for frequently used items and 
skills to be mapped to the Xbox 
controller, making it easy, say, to heal a 
character during a brawl. 

In Climax’s fairly spiffy offices, 
artists and animators tamper with 
game development software and toy 
with sketchbooks. Among the rows 
and rows of humans at computers, it’s 
possible to pick out a solitary figure 

“We hawe the teehnslogy angle 
pretty well covered. But if3 the 
means, rather than the end. 



toiling on a waterfall, trying to get its 
nuances just right. Near the windows, 
a young woman draws pictures of the 
characters; her drawings sometime 
neglect such fineries as vestments, but 
it’s among her collected pictures that 
one may glimpse one of Sudeki's 
central characters in all his (clothed) 
glory: “Talos, the kinky, hellraising 
ninja,” the sketch reads. 

It's revelatory. Seeing the attention 
to detail behind the scenes helps 
explain why it looks so good on 
screen. Pirinen promises a minimum 
30fps and effects such as real-time 
lighting and shadows, full lip synching, 
breakable environments, and 3D 
sound. ‘‘We have the technology angle 
pretty well covered,” he says. “But it’s 
the means, rather than the end.” 

The end, of course, will hopefully be 
a fun experience. A brief playtest 
showed off cool Mafr/x-style 
animations for the heroes, including 
one neat bit where a swordsman leapt 
into the air, aligned his body 
horizontally, and twirled with his sword 
like the Lord of the Dance of . 
Destruction. Players can expect a 
wealth of RPG options, including 
ability points that can be used to 
augment a character’s skills, creating a 
swordsman with a magical bent, or a 
nimble female warrior into a hard¬ 
hitting hellion. Smart A.I. ensures 
monsters will hunt down magic users, 
encircle their foes, and retreat to heal 
themselves before returning to fight. 

As things progress, players will 
travel from a world of sunshine to one 

of perpetual darkness and, on the 
surface, things could not be any more 
obvious. The obvious, however, gets 
flushed down the hopper in Sudeki. 

“When you start at the beginning,” 
Pirinen says, “your typical RPG player 
says, ‘Okay, I know this. I play the 
guys from the light world, there are the 
dark world warriors who are evil. I’m 
going to defeat them and kill their 
boss.’ But actually, we turn the story 
around on its head several times 
during the gameplay. We haven’t just 
cut it black and white. You don't just 
have your good guys and your bad 
guys. The guys who look most 
beautiful and who have this beautiful, 
lush light world aren’t necessarily the 
ones on the right in this war.” 
Greg Orlando 



Coming Soon 

DRIVER 3 
Get behind the wheel of Reflections’ shiny new 
ride. Can the series bounce back to glory? 

. Publisher: Infogrames 

With its hardboiled, go- 
anywhere, jack-any-vehicle, 
urban crime spree premise 

giving gamers an uncut dose of Vice 
City deja vu, it’s no wonder the folks at 
British developer Reflections are 
tensely ready to defend Driver 3, a 
game that also takes place in Miami. 
"Miami has been in the design for 
Driver 3 for over two years," says 
Martin Edmonson, managing director 
at Reflections’ Newcastle studios. 
"And [unlike Vice City], we re modeling 
and creating a photo-real town." 

It’s in this photorealistic 
representation of Miami where would- 
be undercover moles infiltrate a seedy 
carjacking underworld by doing a little 
grand theft auto themselves. But 
despite all the similarities with a certain 
M-rated mega-hit, Edmonson insists 
Driver 3 is a return to the series' car- 
oriented roots. 'Think of French 
Connection, Ronin, The Blues 

Brothers...any famous car chase you 
can remember," he says. "It’s what 
Driver has always been about: to be 
the best simulation possible of a 
Hollywood car chase." 

To that end, Driver 3 features a 
complex, number-crunching physics 
system that reproduces realistic car 
handling and damage modeling for a 
convincing cinematic experience. 
Likewise, running around on foot has 
been given a great deal more depth 
over its predecessor. While carjacking 
is still the fad du jour It Miami, players 
can wield a sick arsenal of arms to 
conduct their brand of elicit justice. 
"There are plenty of bad guys around, 
so you shouldn’t struggle finding a 
Beretta or MAC-10,1' says Edmonson. 
Add a dash of four-letter expletives, a 
Hollywood storyline worthy of a 
hundred wah-wah guitars, slap an M- 
rating on that sucker and this puppy’s 
ready to ship...early next year. 

Dev: Microsoft 

SES3R GT 
onune 

| Throughout the medium’s sorted 
] history, racing games have always 

been front and center, ready to exploit 
gaming’s technological vanguard. The 
advent and expansion of broadband 
connectivity has now given console 
owners an onramp to exciting online 
racing opportunities. Alongside 
Midnight Club II, Midtown Madness 3, 
and Project Gotham Racing 2, the 
latest Xbox racing title to hit the beloved 
International Net is Sega GT Online, an 
update to last year’s hardcore driving 
sim. With GT, up to six players can trash 
talk on their headsets, wager for pink 
slips and car parts, and customize up to 
150 vehicles to show off online. 



FUTURE jjtP 
Coming Soon 

fiUeOS VS. PREDRTOR: 
eiriocTion 
Aliens, Predators, and humans, oh my! It’s a three- 
way war on Xbox, and only one will survive. 

! 1 Once upon a time, movie 
j studio 20th Century Fox 

released two movies that 
changed the world of gaming forever: 
Aliens and Predator. References from 
both games, with their misfit crew of 
gum-chewin’, ass-kickin’ paramilitary 
types on a suicide mission against an 
unstoppable race of sci-fi beasties, 
reverberate even today in shooters 
such as Halo and Half-Life. Fox 
studios eventually combined the two 
universes for maximum profit, 
begetting a series of comic books, a 
few first-person shooters, and now a 
real-time strategy game for Xbox and 
PlayStation 2. 

Players in Aliens vs. Predator: 
Extinction take the bird’s-eye general 
view of three distinct species— 
humans, Aliens, and Predators— 
through seven solo, story-related 
scenarios. Extinction seems to be 

□ Origin: Orange County, CA 

doing very little to differentiate itself 
from genre forerunners like Starcraft', 
the game structure still relies heavily 
on building structures to produce 
upgradeable units throughout the 
battle, and—surprise, surprise—each 
species has unique advantages and 
disadvantages. It all sounds very 
familiar: The Colonial Marines in 
Extinction exploit their technological 
wonders of war; the Aliens use their 
natural speed, strength, and acid 
blood to dominate the theater, while 
Predators use both technology and 
biomechanics to hold things down. 

Although the game, at this point, 
may seem formulaic, Extinction is the 
real deal when it comes to franchise 
licensing. (The excellent StarCraft 
steals its premise from from the Alien 
vs. Predator universe). Unfortunately, 
Extinction may suffer most from its 
sheer lack of multiplayer options. 

CHRin GRHG 
Dev: Crystal Dynamics Release: Fall 03 

I There's only one way to defeat 
.-i cruelty to animals and, according 
to the new Xbox platformer Chain 
Gang, it’s with more cruelty to animals. 
Players control the whatsit Spanx as 
he and his bunny pal Redmond 
attempt to bust free from their 
confinement by a heartless corporation 
that routinely tortures helpless 
creatures. Spanx and Redmond are 
chained together, and Spanx has no 
qualms, say, about stuffing his 
companion into a helium-making 
machine in order to float to 
unreachable platforms. He’ll also set 
his bunny pal aflame and then spin 
him around like a fiery mace to 
incapacitate enemies. This one is cruel 
to be kind by Christmas. 

attackerstryirig,:t&wreck-a,town'.. 
' Enemies drop from zeppelins, storm ’ 
a. hilt,-and are supported by, Goliaths ; 
strong er.ougn toh'ft huge gates and 
hold them open for their comrades. 

Them's no doubt as toils new 
game’s pedigree, .nor ;ts sense of the 
zany. Players will have access to .. 

jsiijvebftvfe new weapons suclj as the 
sTopsy-Turvy, a device that, on^e {&& 
"iiripfanted, turns the world upsido- 
down. It causes enemies to. fly off into 
space arfcttfycrash down with 

; spectacular results. Armed, with an-r • j 



jr FUTURE 

WRATH: URLERSHED 
It’s a little bit of strategy with a lot of brutality. 
Step into Wrath’s monstrous mayhem. 

O Pub: LucasArts 

: *   1 It’s the mythological 
[ equivalent of Mike Tyson 

. .j fighting Carrot Top. Genie 
meet unicorn. Genie beat unicorn. 

LucasArts’ Wrath: Unleashed 
brings the PC-strategy/action-classic 
Archon into the 21st century, 
complete with bump-mapped, orbit¬ 
bending 3D graphics and a global 
cast of mythological brawlers. The 
game blends turn-based strategic 
board game elements with real-time 
fights between creatures. It’s not 
quite video chess with fantastical 
pieces, nor is it an action game 
catering to MENSA candidates. Cali 
it a game that defies a quick and 
easy classification. 

Players, one to four of them, 
choose a side and alignment to 
control. There are four options in 
total: Light order, light chaos, dark 
order, and dark chaos, each with its 
own monsters to control, as well as 
specific strengths and weaknesses. 

Laid out on a hex-based map with 
each square holding a different 
terrain, players take turns moving 
their monsters around. When two 
pieces meet in the same square, it’s 
clobbering time, with two monsters 
duking it out with all the weapons in 
their individual arsenals. 

Wasting the enemy and claiming 
his temples wins the game, and Wrath 
lets players do this with a 
combination of skill and smarts. 
Certain environments favor certain 
sides, so it will be necessary to pit 
strength versus weakness. Spells can 
be cast during the turn-based portion 
of play, with special Overlord 
creatures hurling enchantments to 
heal or resurrect fallen comrades, or 
cause damage to enemies. It’s also 
possible to use magic during fights, 
such as when the Ogre Mage drags 
his sword on the ground to create a 
protective zone that will damage any 
foe foolish enough to step inside it. 

: Origin: Austin. Texas 

warfare;: which when'combined, 
presents players with a breadth of 
strategic dptioi is on how to complete 

A playable version Of $rute 
Force, which graced the 

■ - ewer of Xbox Nation*#fe, _ j 
has finely made its .way into our. debug 
consoles; Although'tbe preview version 
only contains seven playable missions, 

•there’s.plenty here to give us a solid 
impression of what Digital Anvil has in 
store for us later this summer. 

The game begins with a pseudo- 
tutorial-where players learn to control a 
squad of sci-fi commandos. With each 

* successive mission, a new member of . 
the Brute Force squad is added to the 
overall storyline, Each of the four 
.characters specializes in one aspect of 

. Having violently gunned our way * 
through this preview build, the * 
observations range from extremely 

: positive to somewhat unconvinced. ^ ; 
Although the game feels a bit like Halo 
and uses absolutely stunning tech, 
it isn’t going to replaqe'-'Bungie’s * * 
masterpiece any time soon-ngi least * 
not onMi'we-take ft onto a LAN and.. ^ : 

HULK 

. Whenever there is evil afoot: 
.! gamma-irradiated freaks, 
insurance salesmen, Martha Stewart, 
the verdant hero Hulk will be there to 
stomp it flat. Utilizing what the 
developers call “pseudo-cel shading,” 
the 3D brawler Hulk seems to be 
shaping up. Hulk can smash puny 
humans, Hulk dogs, and other enemies 
with 45 different moves and execute 
special attacks when his rage meter 
has been filled. About 30 percent of 
the game will be played as puny Dr. 
Bruce Banner who is not qutite as 
gifted as his alter-ego in combat. 
When playing as Banner, players will, 
need to solve fairly simple puzzles. 
Look for this one, oh, right about now. 



Ft.rn.ire/ If 
Coming Soon 

PSVCHonnuTS 
An interactive revelation, Psychonauts turns console 
gaming on its head. And then goes inside it... 

j When stepping back to take a 
[ snapshot of the videogame 

t.._j industry, it becomes clear that 
the mainstream’s hold over independent 
development is a suffocating one. While 
the turnover rate at the videogame 
multiplex is high, the arthouse cinema 
is, oftentimes, simply vacant. 

Long overdue, Psychonauts brings 
depth, characterization, and an avant- 
garde concept called “psychology” to 
the world of console gaming. And, in a 
gift from the gods, this indy feature is 
backed by a studio bigger than anything 
Hollywood has to offer. 

Set to be published by Microsoft this 
Ml, Psychonauts is the project of Tim 
Schafer (Full Throttle, Grim Fandango) 
and his Double Fine studio. The game 
revolves around the story of a circus 
boy Raz, who has divided his time 
between the big top and the fortune¬ 
teller’s tent, and developed both his 
acrobatic and mental abilities. When 

he's given the chance to join the 
Psychonauts training program he takes 
it, desperate to leave the circus life and 
become a psychic secret agent. 

The game takes place in the minds of 
disturbed, ranging from a lumpy lungfish 
to Napoleon Bonaparte. Their dreamlike 
mind-worlds reveal the characters’ 
personalities and the particulars of their 
madnesses. Psychonauts attempts to 
merge the narrative sophistication of 
PC-centric graphic adventures (Day of 
the Tentacle) with the delicate control 
and physical interaction of console-style 
3D adventures (The Legend ofZelda: 
The Wind Waker). Given Schafer’s past 
contributions to the former, story and 
character are essentially on lockdown; 
whether Double Fine can actualize the 
subtleties of console-styled platform- 
based gameplay and control, however, 
is impossible to predict. Psychonauts 
stands as one of Xbox Nation’s most 
eagerly-awaited titles. 

r 1 Peter Molyneux and Lionhead 
J Studios are cinema-bound with 

The Movies. In Molyneux’s words: “It's 
a game about making movies. You run 
a movie studio from the 1930s up until 
around the present day. You get to 
design a film lot, sound stages, and all 
that. Each movie set you put down 
allows you to make different sorts of 
movies. For example, Western movies: 

have a graveyard scene. I can then put 
actors and actresses that I designed, 
taken off the street, designed the look 
for, put them in the movie set, get 
scriptwriting approval, and then film 
the thing.” Xbox Live support, 
Molyneux says, will allow players to 
upload and share their movies. 

While there’s still no sign of 
. . Grand Theft Auto \ove oh 

Xbox, Rockstar is delivering 
what it hopes to be the next big thing: 
Midnight Club II. Whether you believe 
the hype,phriot,'jydging from what 
we’ve played, the game deserves a '; 
test ramfrom any motor enthusiast. It 
combines aberrant street-racing Wit.h 
arcade-'ike physical, dynamics for 
some tnjly frenetic, destructive, and 
even.goofy results. And best of all, 
Midnight Club II is 

Players start the game in a clunker. 
As they progress, they’ll have the. 
..opportunity, to race against a series of 

From what is already evident, 
Midnight CluMpspUl fun, even if a bit 
brutal in.t§th4 .of’it.s A, j, The Xbox Live 

: component—which consists of straight 
races as well as a few Mario KarfrStyle 

-battle modes—can get pretty;hectic, j 
! so whatever long-term playability is:, 

■ Compromised in the single-player 
game is, at leastjo theory, 
compensated for tnStemultiplayer.. . , 



U -sE 
Coming Soon 

Satan is on the cusp of universal 
domination, so expect to storm the Dark 
Lord’s strongholds on the planet Nu- 
Hades. Also expect 32-player Xbox Live 
support. And lots of shooting. 

Have fun storming the castle with 40- 
plus levels, five new characters who 1 
can forge their own unique weapons 
and armor, and a neat cooperative 
two-player mode. 

“The first and only action/stealth game 
to integrate weapons combat with 
extensive use of psychic mind powers 
including telekinesis, pyrokinesis, 
remote viewing and mind control.” Urn. 

An odd-looking action shooter, Dronez 
hearkens back to Discs of Tron and 
revolves around: killing cyber insects. 
Tons of weapons, cool effects, bonus 
powers, and liberal use of the tetter “Z". 

Developer: LucasArts 

A videogame rendition of John Stages’ 
classic flm, and the largest breakout in 
history ftom the “escape proof* Stalag 
Luft til German PGW camp. Think 
Prisonnerof War with mom action. 

Learn the Force at Luke Skywalker’s 
Jedi Academy—they’ll let you create 
your own lightsaber, choose its color, 
and hilt before going out and slicing 
everything in sight. 

Based on the upcoming remake of 
Paramount’s 1963 classic;*The Italian' 
Job looks a bit generic at this point. 
Think (shiny) car chases through busy 
city streets...again. 

Guns, stained-glass windows, and holy 
water. Painkiller employs the Havok 
physics engine, allowing for inverse 
kinematics (’’rag-doll physics") and 
deformable, interactive environments. 

t XBN 



msmss^m 
Developer: Mind's Eye Productions 
Publisher: Empire Interactive 
Expected Release: Winter 2003 

Cops Starsky and Hutch mete out strict 
justice in this driving/shooting hybrid. 
Two players can play simultaneously, 
one driving while the other blasts away 
at the bad guys. Light guns supported. 

Replacing the recently-cancelled Tork 
in Microsoft’s platform-game lineup,. 
Voodoo Vince is k doll with an attitude 

i and some gatepretty environments. 
“His pain-js’oyr gain,” apparently. 

Ben the biker returns for the 3D sequel 
to the quirky motorcycle epic Full 
Throttle. The absence of Throttle's 
guru Tim Schafer may spell trouble; 
expect this one to be heavy on action. 

“Will you shut the f*ck up you baby- 
raping, sodomizing sack of sh*t.” That’s 
a direct quote from this macabre action- 
adventure set inside a demonic prison. 
Expect much in the way of bloodletting. 

Pirate Blaze Devllh-pgn'sail the seven 
seas, get into swordfights, find, '' 
treasure, buy ships, and all the fun. 

. things drunken salts used to do back i 
ye olden days. Formerly Sea Dogs II. ■, 

stats and worldwide rankings, and 
various multiplayer modes. Also, look for; 
a new combo system dubbed “Butter." 

BG&E, the latest 3D action opus from 
Michael Ancel, creator of the Rayman 
series, rolls disparate elements of 
gameplay into an epic and immersive 
adventure. Looks promising. 





I 

Swede Science 
From the land of ice and snow comes two Xbox games 
ready to break the great chill: Vultures and Kore Gang. 

□ Part of the reason for the strong tradition of accomplished 
Scandinavian developers hits you—quite literally—as vicious , 
winds jostle your aircraft on its approach into Stockholm’s ' 

Arlanda Airport. The impossibly low temperatures combined with a 
vicious wind chill make things almost unbearable, as evidenced by the 
capital's near-empty streets. “Why do you think we spend so much 
time indoors coding?” Simon Wiklund, a producer at Stockholm- 
based Grin Studios, asks. 

This great freeze and tendency to stay indoors helps, at least 
partially, explain why Scandinavian developers are known as some of 
the best in the PC business. Despite the odd moment of inspiration 
here and there—Hitman and Project: IGI spring to mind—Scandinavian 
codeshops tend to steer clear of consoles, and have stayed well under 
the public radar. 

That’s all beginning to change. It started with the Danes at 10 
Interactive handling the console ports of their hit PC title Hitman 2 
themselves, creating a new money-spinner for publisher, Eidos 
Interactive. Now, two promising Xbox-only titles are emerging from 
obscurity: Vultures and Kore Gang. Despite sharing a publisher in 
German company CDV and a country of origin, the two games are 
about as disparate in terms of style and play as you can get; Vultures 
is an unapologetically brutal beat-em-up, while Kore Gang is a 
decidedly trippy 3D platformer. Though both titles remain relative 
unknowns on this side of the pond, Xbox Nation trekked out to frosty 
Sweden for a firsthand look. 

XBN1077 



The first of the two, Vultures, 
attracts the most attention because it 
is gorgeous, from the bump-mapped 
veins on the characters to the way 
light glints off its metallic surfaces. 
“Vultures is the first console game to 
use normal mapping,” Bo Andersson, 
Grin’s CEO, says. Normal mapping is 
the technique that makes Doom III 
look so frighteningly realistic. 

Not everyone is so impressed, 
however. On Internet message boards 
(bringing together thousands of 
opinionated geeks to display their 
arrogance and ignorance by mouthing 
off on games they’ve never seen), 
Vultures is a highly discussed title. 
There’s something wonderfully ironic 
about sitting in the Grin Studios 
offices, reading the reaction to the 
latest batch of screenshots. “Doesn’t 
look too good,” says one. “Need to 
see it in motion,” says another. It’s all 
too amusing when the real thing is 
running on a monitor no more than six 
feet away, looking better than any 
screenshot ever could. 

Technically a fighting game, [Vultures] 
has little in common with mainstays 
such as the Street Fighter series.,.. 

Vultures' good looks can be 
attributed to the studio’s somewhat 
unique development cycle. Grin’s 
programmers spent the last year 
working flat-out on the graphics engine 
for Vultures while the design team 
worked on finishing Bandits, the 
company’s previous PC title. Although 
Vultures doesn’t hit store shelves until 
late in 2003, its back-end technology, 
as screen shots show, is already 
fundamentally sound. This leaves the 
rest of the development cycle open for 
Grin’s design team to perfect Vultures' 
gameplay mechanics. “Going into 
game development later on when you 
have finished technology gives you the 
upper hand, because you know that 
you will not be limited by technology in 
gameplay,” explains Andersson. 

Set in an alternate reality where the 
Mongols and Vikings—not 
Columbus—discovered America, 
Vultures combines western, eastern 
and Native American cultures and 
myths for a dark and compelling 
premise. Selecting one of eight 
playable characters—from a beefy 
barbarian to a lithe and stealthy ninja- 
players battle through stages filled with 
opponents, bosses, and other live 
gladiators hoping to eventually attain 
the rank of emperor. Although 

technically a fighting game, it has little 
in common with brawler mainstays like 
the Street Fighter or Soul Calibur 
series. Foregoing traditional one-on- 
one matches in profile view, players 
are often locked with an over-the- 
shoulder camera in a melee frenzy with 
multiple opponents. 

At this early stage, however, the 
fighting system is nothing but full of 
potential. Although Grin promises lots 
of flexibility and a wide variety of 
melee styles, it was still in the process 
of motion-capturing the moves. Any 
hands-on impressions here lack 
concrete gameplay perspective, as the 
team still needs to implement 
gameplay. But time, it appears, is on 
Grin’s side; Andersson and his team 
have given themselves eight months to 
deliver on the promise of Vultures' 
fantastic premise and gameplay. 

So while there’s currently little 
gameplay to speak of, Grin does 
show off Vultures’ environments. 
Although some levels in the game 
deal solely with killing everyone in 
attendance, others have different 
challenges. One may be to simply 
stop a handful of grunts from lighting 
arena torches, while others might 
involve preventing a flood in the 
arena. But the most innovative feature 

078JXBN 



involves audience participation: As 
Maximus learned in Gladiator, it’s all 
about winning the crowd. The fancier 
the killings, the bigger the audience’s 
bloodlust, the more it’s likely to help 
during combat by throwing in better 
weapons or health boosts to tip the 
balance of the fight. 

Vultures is a violent—and not 
violent in the ridiculous, Mortal Kombat 
sense of the word. This is a dark and 
brutal game that pulls no punches; 
some stages even include shiny 
metallic blood drains that fill when 
bodies pile up. Controversial? On this 
point, Andersson remains defiant: '‘I’ll 
give you a frank answer on that—I 
don’t care. If people want to engage in 
this sort of game, go ahead... if not, 

Then there’s Xbox Live support, 
Which Grin is throwing its full weight 
behind. Aside from online 
deathmatches and a detailed set of 
rankings and statistics, there’s also full 
support for downloadable content, 
both free and for a fee. Alongside new 
move sets and weapons that can be 
earned free of charge (a sword 
presented to the premier player in the 
United States, for instance), Grin has 
set four months aside after the game 
ships to crank out new levels and 

characters that players will have to pay 
for. Other online functions include, 
appropriately, a spectator mode, where 
one can use a Live Communicator to 
shout obscenities at the combatants, 
or vote thumbs-up or thumbs-down to 
decide whether a fallen combatant 
should live or die. 

Down to the Kore 
Meanwhile, on the other side of 
Sweden, Gothenburg-based UDS is 
quietly working on an entirely different 
game: a cartoony 3D platformer. 
Starring three characters who jointly 
inhabit a power suit (the “Kore Suit”), 
players can switch between any of the 
three on the fly to take advantage of 
the characters’ different skills and 
defeat a trio of mad scientists. Spunky 
female lead Pixie can jump, climb, and 
grapple to explore the landscape; 
psychotic Madboy is the offensive 
powerhouse; and Rex the dog gets in 
on the action with his enhanced senses 
of sound and smell. Level-specific 
goals are achieved by using the skills 
of all three characters in tandem. To 
get through a door in one level, you 
might need a disguise, which Madboy 
defeats an enemy to gain, and then 
discover the password by 
eavesdropping with Rex, before 

making the arduous, climb to the door 
with Pixie. Think Blizzard’s Super 
Nintendo classic Lost Vikings. 

The puzzle-solving dynamic brought 
in by the multiple character system 
allows for some innovative level 
designs and concepts, but unfortu¬ 
nately the design also falls for the 
classic platformer trap of including 
“collectathon” elements. Asking players 
to find and collect countless numbers 
of incomprehensible little Zeeks and 
Zooks is something that Xbox Nation 
could certainly do without. 

Despite the nice touches (like the 
Tim Burton-inspired visuals or Rex’s 
swirly smell-o-vision), there’s still a 
great deal of work to do, but also 
plenty of room for improvement before 
it hits stores by the end of the year. It’s 
interesting that both titles, so fundam¬ 
entally different, are in need of the 
same basic tweaks. 

Given the time left and the promise 
evident in both games, there’s more 
than just hopeful optimism that UDS 
and Grin can correct any problems in 
time. As such, it looks as if Grin, UDS, 
and CDV’s first console forays will all 
be successful; now if only CDV would 
get a move on and greenlight the Halo- 
esque sci-fi shooter Breed for Xbox, all 
would be well. ■ 
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rate 

Being a single-format magazine, we at 
Xbox Nation find ourselves in the difficult 
situation of critiquing games which reside 
on Xbox, while not blinding ourselves to the 
sphere of console gaming surrounding it, 

game in context of both its platform and 
videogames at large, whenever possible. 

industry where the independent spirit is 
often kicked maliciously to the curb, and 
games are often prematurely rushed out' 
the door in the name of quarterly earnings, 
we believe it’s an important time to be 
critical. And while the burden certainly 
weighs heavily upon our shoulders as 
reviewers, it is infinitely heavier on the con- 

margins, wallets speak volumes. Allow us 
to break it down for the folks in the cheap 
seats: One is video feces. Two is trash. 
Three is junk. Four is sub-par. Five is aver¬ 
age. Six is slightly above. Seven is very 
solid. Eight’s a real gem. Nine is amazing. 

Our most important requirement is that . 
a game bring something new to the table. 
And yet, while innovative forms of interac¬ 
tion come first, we don’t scoff at 
technology so cutting edge it makes our 
noses bleed or gameplay that refines a pre¬ 
existing formula into something so supple it 
bleeds itself, either. Titles failing to distin¬ 
guish themselves in one of these cruoial 
ways are—in our opinion—quite easily dis¬ 
missed, especially at 50 bucks a pop. 

REVIEwInG THE REVIEWS 
Slowly, surely, steadily, the Xbox lineup improves. □ This month sees the release of 

several extremely solid titles— 
none of them exclusive killer 

apps for the console, perhaps—but all 
superbly crafted games in their own 
right. NBA Street Vol. 2, Return to Castle 
Wolfenstein, Burnout 2, Phantasy Star 
Online, and The Sims each represent the 
finest versions of their respective titles 
across the console board. They are at 
once accessible and deep, relying on 
elegant design choices rather than shal¬ 
low, short-lived gimmickry. 

After something of a false start, it’s 
also heartening to see that Xbox Live is 
finally beginning to find its stride. 
MotoGP 2, as well as the aforemen¬ 

tioned Wolfenstein and Phantasy Star, 
represent dramatic shifts in the way their 
respective genres are played online. The 
sofa, it appears, can finally replace the 
office chair as the hub of the interactive 
action domain. And as the next round of 
living-room technology supplants the 
current status quo—FIDTV, more highly 
evolved input devices, and wireless sup¬ 
port—other, more PC-centric genres 
such as real-time strategy and persist¬ 
ent-world online adventure will soon 
make the transition as well. 

And if forced to play through one 
more half-baked Star Wars shooter or 
superhero brawler, Xbox Nation will hurt 
the bunny, if you know what we mean. 
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nBR STREET VOL. 2 
These streets are paved with gold. □ Give credit where credit is 

due: Electronic Arts has 
essentially perfected the art 

of the blockbuster videogame, churn¬ 
ing out polished, playable titles 
catering equally to both the casual and 
the hardcore gamer alike. Enter NBA 
Street Vol. 2. 

This is simple three-on-three fantasy 
basketball, whose fundamental struc¬ 
ture has changed little since NBA Jam 
stormed arcades in 1993, since Arch 
Rivals did the same five years before it, 
or since Dr. James Naismith originally 
conceived the damn sport 127 years 
before that. Not avant-garde gaming, 
certainly, but who can argue with fun? 

Not Xbox Nation. Xbox Nation 

Vol. 2 succeeds largely because of 
the high level of creativity—dare it be 
called interactive artistry?—the engine 
allows for within the confines of its 
courts of concrete justice. This is 
accomplished through an impressive 
assortment of tools (read: moves and 
combinations), and the near-infinite 
variety of visual payoff they generate 
(read: dynamic animations and effects). 

.. The game deftly rides the line 

cessfully fusing realistic physics and 
movements with decidedly unrealistic 
feats of fancy. It is precisely this juxta¬ 
position—cleverly paralleled in the 
game’s graphical style, which places 
pseudo cel-shaded graphics atop near 
photo-realistic backdrops—that gives 
the game its perpetual grace. 

The combo system is deep, akin to 
a good fighter or, perhaps more close¬ 
ly, a Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater title. Quite 
perfectly exemplifying the gaming 
adage “simple to learn and difficult to 
master,” Vol. 2 provides a superbly 
orchestrated canvas for getting ill with 
an Xbox controller and subsequently 
talking much smack to he or she 
whose head has been viciously dunked 
on. And quite necessarily, the controls 
are as responsive as they are deep; 
with a bit of practice, rocking kick- . 
passes, somersault dunks, and XBN 
dribble-move favorite “Off the Hezay" 
will become second nature. (ProTip: 
Hezay means head.) 

Legendary New York City DJ and 
radio personality Bobbito Garcia does 
a solid job calling the action, interject¬ 
ing amusing commentary that’s 
sporadic enough so as not to become 

It’s simple three-on-three bas¬ 
ketball, whose structure has 
changed little since NBA Jam 
intrusive. Music is a somewhat incon¬ 
sistent mix of golden-era and 
contemporary hip hop, provided by the 
likes of Lords of the Underground, MC 
Lyte, and Nelly, whose exclusive “Not 
in My House” Vol. 2 theme song 
stands as a philosophical tribute to the 
process of putting basketballs through 
hoops in videogames. While what’s 
here is (arguably) a solid selection, it’s 
disappointing that EA has chosen not 
to allow for customized soundtracks. 
More significant is the curious absence 
of online play, for which the game is so 
clearly suited. 

And yet somehow, almost in spite of 
itself, the experience manages to 
become significantly more than the 
sum of its parts. Not since ampheta¬ 
mines has there been a more effective 
way to bond with friends. EA has 
pushed the fun button yet again: 
Deliriously frenetic and expertly 
calibrated, Vol. 2 comes highly 
recommended. 
Evan Shamoon 

Nine out of Ten 
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Three-ball: and it Counts 
Origin: Vancouver, B.C. Canada 

■ Getting bent is a favorite pastime of Xbox 
Nation staffers, both in videogames and in life 

But how does it compare with Volume one? 

Answer: The addiction continues... 
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PHRnTRSV STRR onunE 
Phinally, after much ado, the cooperative online adventure comes to Xbox. 

Keyboard adaptation 

Microsoft, in an effort to promote 

free USB keyboard adapter for the 
Xbox. Although the Communicator 
headset allows for real-time voice 
chat in-game, keyboards would allow 
convenient pre-programmed macros 
and phrases. Best of all, the USB key- 

□ Sonic Team has never been 
one to fear the repercussions 
of taking a novel, offbeat idea 

and making a game whose commercial 
success is risky at best. Whether the 
game requires navigating a platoon of 
mice towards a rocket ship in Chu Chu 
Rocket, or shaking maracas to Ricky 
Martin’s Cup of Life in Samba De 
Amigo, there’s always a touch of charm 
and ingenuity to be had in every Sonic 
Team game. But to take one of Sega's 
—no, gaming’s—most cherished fran¬ 
chises and almost completely rework it? 

Making an initial debut on the ill- 
fated Dreamcast, Phantasy Star Online 
draws little inspiration from the classic 
RPGs from which it takes its name. In 
fact, sans the distinctive future-organic 
aesthetic, Phantasy has more in com¬ 
mon with the likes of Diablo than it does 
any previous incarnation, of the series. 
As its own name explicitly betrays its 
true agenda, Phantasy takes the fran¬ 
chise online, doing away with the 
traditional menu-ridden, turn-based 
combat in favor of a simpler, more intu¬ 
itive approach: four-player hack-n-slash. 

The idea of scouring dungeon after 
dungeon for the most sought after of 

The single-player game has only one 
true purpose: to raise experience and 
funds for future online games. 

items, while fending off wave after wave 
of fantastical bio-engineered creatures 
may not sound particularly exciting on 
paper; and honestly, as a single-player 
experience, it isn't. The lack of any 
compelling storyline to motivate the 
player forward only adds to the game’s 
limited appeal as a solo experience. 

Online, however, the story changes, 
and Phantasy becomes a completely 
different beast. Best experienced as a 
four-player excursion, the strategic 
behavior and online chatter of your 
mates goes a long way in towards mak¬ 
ing each online session an exercise in 
either tolerance or pure co-op bliss. 
When the planets do align, the experi¬ 
ence is second to none, thanks in no 
small part to the inclusion of real-time 
voice communication. 

The weight and pith that voice com¬ 
munication carries in Phantasy, let alone 

any online co-op game, is not to be 
underestimated. In an ideal virtual 
world, a rudimentary soft keyboard and 
a handful of symbolic gestures would 
be enough to convey a sophisticated 
plan of attack to three other players. 
Sadly, this is simply not the case. And 
while this limited communication may 
have been passable on other consoles, 
it is merely a novelty when contrasted 
against conversational interaction. And 
it is this ability to intimately collaborate 
with others on the fly, and the cama¬ 
raderie that is formed from it, that 
makes Phantasy work so well. 

Though the Xbox version has blessed 
gamers with the most substantial 
upgrades (voice chat, Phantasy ver. II 
dungeons), there remains a suspiciously 
apathetic attitude taken towards mend¬ 
ing the game’s more reparable issues. 
The absence of free camera control 
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often makes for less than ideal viewing 
angles when in tight spaces, which con¬ 
sequently leads to cheap hits and, 
inevitably, death. Also, it appears there 
are some cracks in Microsoft’s “unified” 
pricing structure concerning online 
games, because on top of the mandato¬ 
ry $50 Xbox Live account required to 
play the game (online or off), there is an 
additional $8.95 monthly fee. Add $40 
for the game itself, and you’re looking at 
a fairly hefty investment. 

Still, though Phantasy remains slight¬ 
ly flawed in execution, one in the search 
of an online, cooperative console expe¬ 
rience would be hard-pressed to find a 
more gratifying solution than this. 
Jjnho Park 

XBN I 085 

Eight out of Ten 
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RETURn TO CRSTLE UOUFEflSTEin: TIDES OF lifflR 
Or: I left my wallet in Nazi heaven. 

Sad but true 

Though tame when compared to 
the occult chicanery in Wolfenstein, 
parts of the Third Reich actually did 
embrace the bizarre black arts. 
Rudolf Hess's attempts to locate 
Allied subs with swinging pendu¬ 
lums are infamous, but pale next to 
Karl Haushofer's lunacy. He 
explored the origins of the Aryan 
race to awaken the powers of “Vril," 
a mysterious (and fictional) energy 
from a popular 19th century sci-fi 
novel by Edward Bulwer-Lytton. 

□ Return to Castle Wolfenstein: 
Tides of War drops hero B. J. 
Blazkowicz into a first-person 

battle against everyone’s favorite 
enemy: the Nazis. Your foes are fierce, 
fighting wjth pre-scripted intelligence, 
returning fire from cover, and flushing 
out as you close in; with flawless con¬ 
trols, however, you’ll soon lead the 
charge against them with abandon. 
When ungodly abortions burst from 
catacomb walls, however, you’ll be 
forced to confront horrors of war far 
worse than anything from the frontline 

In a sinister twist of pulp propor¬ 
tions, you discover that the Nazis’ 
dabbling in the dark arts goes well 
beyond transatlantic toll calls to 
Madame Cleo. SS Commander and 
certified crackpot Heinrich Himmler is 
scheming to reanimate the purported 
progenitor of the Aryan race, Henry the 
Fowler. Of course, like Dr. Indiana 
Jones before him, Blazkowicz holds no 
truck with such demonic shenanigans. 

Indeed, like Raiders of the Lost Ark, 
Wolfenstein deftly dovetails plausible 
action with an improbable plot, combin¬ 
ing historical figures and milestones 
with stacks of pulp literature, dog-eared 
and yellowed with age. Pulling you into 
the fray is Wolfenstein’s immersive 
ambience; hearing the audio assault of 
ghastly groans reverberating through 
rooms, the fearsome click of feminazis’ 

■ Ratzis in the night/Exchanging glances/Ratzis 
in the night/what were the chances?/they’d be 

heels on parquet floors, and the deaf¬ 
ening thunder of heavy ordnance, you’ll 
never have the peace of mind to reflect 
on the game’s unlikely premise. And 
with visuals ranging from wind-rippled 
alpine lakes to living autopsies that step 
from the shadows, Wolfenstein also 
offers comparably tasty eye-candy. 
Or, perhaps, it’s the impeccably script¬ 
ed catastrophes that unfold with such 
immediacy that, rather than forcing you 
through the story, let you simply live it. 
Whatever the case, Wolfenstein flirts 
with greatness, but doesn’t ever reach 
the bar established by the likes of Halo. 

Similar to a certain other WWII 
shooter that takes far fewer liberties 
with history, the A.I. here is annoyingly 
inconsistent. On occasion, yoU’Jf 

■ ProTip: When it starts to burn like that, you 

encounter unenhanced soldiers who 
collect lead like Warhammer aficiona¬ 
dos, whereas others seemingly crumble 
under the force of a stiff wind. The 
obligatory stealth elements, too, are 
sometimes spotty and frustrating; once 
in a while you’ll be detected, not 
because you’ve made yourself legiti¬ 
mately conspicuous, but because 
you’ve crossed some arbitrary line that 
triggered an unwanted event. When the 
Wolfenstein narrative unfolds under the 
auspices of pre-scripted surprises, the 
game works. But there are many 
instances where it’s far too easy to see 
right through the game’s 

On the strength of its online options, 
Wolfenstein’s multiplayer is on 
par with the best on the Xbox. 



Eight out of Ten 
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BURnOUT S: POim OF imPRCT 
Crash. Boom. Bang. Whirrrrrrrrrr. Repeat. 

Pub : Acclaim 
Players: 1-2 
Better to: Burnout than fade away 
Origin: Surrey, UK 

Drifting Through Life 

Nine out of Ten 

Players compete with up to three 
other vehicles through dense, 
urban traffic in a race to the finish. 

homicidal maniacs; near-misses, as well 
as dwelling on the wrong side of the 
road, fills the ever-important Boost 
meter. And in order to win, one has to 
boost—a lot. Burnout 2 banks nearly 
the entirety of its appeal on driving like a 
psychopath. But it’s this design focus 
on pure speed and disarray that makes 
Burnout 2 such an intense, one-of-a- 
kind experience. 

In terms of pure adrenaline and 
graphical splendor, there isn’t a racer 
out there that can stack up against 
Burnout 2. Our only nitpicks would be 
the overall longevity, and the lack of true 
Xbox Live support. Those looking for 
some online competition may have to 
wait for the next installment; Burnout 2’s 
only online remedy is a global ranking 
board for record times. As a natural side 
effect of the game’s addictive nature, 
players will burn through Burnout 2 in a 
few short days, after which, they’ll scan 
their Xbox racing collection and realize 
that there simply is no substitute for the 
real thing. Go buy this game today. 
Che Chou 

088IXBN 
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The most fun you can have with vibrating metal between your legs 
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Origin: Portsmouth Harbor, U 

Motorcycle games just aren’t all that 
they can be unless they feature har¬ 
rowing, back-breaking wipeouts. To 
this end, MotoGP 2 features one of 
the most intense “accident engines” 
we’ve ever seen. Using a combination 
of physics and dynamic camera 
angles, bike and rider grind metal and 

For gamers weaned on four-wheeled 
racers, MotoGP 2 will, at first, 
seem impossible to master. 

□ Don't ever believe that strad¬ 
dling a crotch rocket around 
an asphalt track at speeds of 

up to 200 mph is easy—it isn’t. MotoGP 
2 feels so convincingly authentic, it’s 
almost impossible to believe that real-life 
biking could be just as ballbustingly 
difficult. Part deux of Climax’s highly 
acclaimed motorcycle racer is essential¬ 
ly more of what made its predecessor’s 
online demo such a fun little romp on 
Xbox Live last year. More, in this case, 
applies to MotoGP 2’s expanded roster 
of goodies including updated riders, real 

cial MotoGP season (as opposed to only 
10 from the previous outing), and all- 
around slicker graphics. 

The meat of MotoGP 2 takes place in 
the game’s lengthy career mode, where 
players jet set around the globe to con¬ 
quer classic circuits. To give this 
otherwise standard formula a slight 
twist, MotoGP 2 allows players to com¬ 
plete increasingly difficult challenges in 
order to earn points and improve their 
rider stats. These challenges also dou¬ 
ble as a hands-on tutorial that teaches 
players the tricky business of handling a 
500- to 1000 cc motorbike. And when it 

ly a requisite if one wishes to unlock the 
hidden Easter eggs strewn about the 
game, including a mode that replaces 
engine sounds with that of high-pitched 
whining from a pack of children. 

For casual gamers weaned on a 

steady diet of four-wheeled racers, 
MotoGP 2 will, at first, seem impossible 
to handle. Unlike their automotive coun¬ 
terparts, motorcycles have a tendency 
to completely over- and under-steer, 
depending on the speed and angle of 

attack. To add to the complexity, 
MotoGP 2 also emulates a motorcycle’s 
independent front and rear brakes, 
which must be mastered to perfect cor¬ 
nering techniques. To say that the game 
is the Gran Turismo of motorbikes 
wouldn’t be entirely off the mark. 
Although there is an option for a simpler, 
more arcade-like difficulty level, the 
attendant dumbing down of the game- 
play is rather lackluster. 

Realism aside, what puts MotoGP 2 
over the top is its seamless Xbox Live 
integration, pitting 16 players together Ilf 
an online free-for-all. Just as was the 
case with the first game, voice commu¬ 
nication, although not vital to the 
competitive experience, adds a lot to the 
communal atmosphere. There’s nothing 
like letting fly with an expletive after 
nudging a rival into a wall while defend¬ 
ing your position corner after corner. 

All in all, MotoGP 2 is something akin 
to a labor of love from developer 
Climax. And, as a result, the game is 
absolutely lovable. 
Che Chou 

Eight out of Ten 
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THE SIPIS 
My so-called life 

table possessed by Satan and sporting the lat¬ 
est in bumper technology—this game has it all! 

Name Game 

When creating an aiterego for The 
Sims, most people take the boring 
route and use their own name. 
Why not show a little creativity? Here 
are some of our favorites: 
Simthia (or Simdy, for short), 
Simantha, Simderella, Simone, 
JonaSim, JaySim, OrSim Welles 

□ Wake up. Pee. Shower. Eat. 
Clean up. Go to work. 
Somehow, Maxis has man¬ 

aged to incorporate the very same tasks 
you perform every day in real life into an 
oddly compelling national obsession. 
Unless you've been living in a cave, you 
know that Will Wright’s concept of 
human-controlled virtual people has 
entranced so many humans that it has 
set the record as the best-selling PC 
game of all time. 

A large part of The Sims' success is 
undoubtedly due to its accessibility. 
Since the concept is immediately famil¬ 
iar and you can’t win, even non-gamers 
can pick up and play without fear of fail¬ 
ure. Never ending experimentation is 
also available: Build an outlandish home 
with a swimming pool in the living room. 
Create a houseful of members of the 
opposite sex for your Sim to live with. 
Lock two Sims in two respective towers 
with nothing but a window and a VR 
device and see what happens. 

And then there's the experimental 
torture: Wall your Sim in a doorless 
room with no food or toilet facilities, and 
watch her whiz on the floor! The best 
part of creating these situations is wit¬ 
nessing the sometimes surprising 

Wall your Sim in a doorless room with 
no food or toilet facilities, and 
watch her whiz on the floor. 

scenarios that ensue. It’s an ever- 
changing soap opera as same-sex 
characters fall in love with your Sim, as 
your virtual child helps himself to cock¬ 
tail after cocktail from your poolside bar, 
and as your Sim loses his job and all his 

money...all while your real life—the one 
you really don’t want to muck up— 
remains predictably, boringly intact. 

The Xbox version of The Sims lacks 
the downloadable content of its PC 
brother, but it adds twice the gameplay 

with a level-based mode and even 
some two-player options. Essentially, 
you progress from living with mom to 
eventually getting a spouse and kids, a 
yacht, and, with luck, even a monkey 
butler. Every level has specific goals, 
and it’s necessary to keep your Sims in 
tip-top condition to achieve them. Yes, 
that means making them eat, urinate, 
shower, and keeping them in a good 
mood—which can be tedious but 
strategic. If your Sim is pissed off 
because she’s living in a giant sty, she’ll 
be too depressed to do the things you 
need her to do to move along. You must 
learn what skills your Sim must work on 
for career success, how to make 
friends, and which things are the most 
efficient to own. Some actions can kill 
several birds with one stone; getting in 
the hot tub, for example, can improve 
your Sim’s Hygiene, Fun, Social, and 
Comfort levels all at once. 

And, most significantly, figuring all 
this out is gratifying—even for those 
players of a more competitive nature. 
Carrie Shepherd 

IXBN 

Eight out of Ten 
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Bmrnnn: dark topiorroiij 

Two out of Ten 

ROBOCOP 
Dev: Titus Robo: Slop 
Pub: Titus Origin: Chatsworth, CA 

■ (Above:) It's a good thing the crime- 
hardened streets of Neo-Detroit are littered 
with baby-food containers. 

□ Citizens of planet Earth, we are 
required by law to read you your 

Miranda rights, even if you’re in a part 
of the world that worships vegetables 
and you wear socks on your hands: 
You have the right to sing the blues 
after purchasing RoboCop. We recom¬ 
mend, alternately, “The Mediocre 
Game Blues” or “Them Bastards Done 
Stole My Money and All I Got Was This 
Half-Assed First-Person Shooter 
Blues.” You have the right to beat your 
tin cup against the metal bars and 
demand to see your attorney, who will 
advise you to plead insanity. 

Titus has slapped the RoboCop 
license onto a very uninspired shooter. 
Players run around, as a gun shooting 
people and crates, arresting felons, 
rescuing hostages, collecting junk, and 
pulling levers. If it sounds as if even a 
properly armed Care Bear could do the 
tasks RoboCop does, well, that’s 
because it could—save for a few 
RoboCop movie-specific enemies such 
as the ED-2000, the game is 
painfully generic. 

It’s hard to say where the develop¬ 
ers actually spent their time unless, of 

course, it was Arby’s. Game environ¬ 
ments, especially the junkyard scenes, 
are bleary, washed-out, and laden with 
repetitive textures. Enemies who look 
bad far away don’t get any prettier up 
close, and Titus reuses the same char¬ 
acter models ad nauseam. Sometimes 
it’s possible for RoboCop to get within 

kissing distance of an oblivious enemy, 
and repetitive sound samples may, or 
may not, turn you to a life of crime. 
Greg Orlando 

Three out of Ten 
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PRO RRCE DRIVER 

□ In Pro Race Driver, one assumes 
the role of professional race driver 

Ryan McKane, taking him through vari¬ 
ous world circuits and racing teams, in 
cars ranging from a Vauxhall Astra 
Touring Car to an Eagle Talon. All this, 
apparently, to prove his worth as the 
member of an illustrious racing family. 

Fortunately, Codemasters has 
adhered religiously to a winning formula 
by providing a great sense of speed, let¬ 
ting players test their mettle on 38 
real-world tracks with more than 40 
licensed cars. Not so fortunately, how¬ 
ever, players are forced to endure 
cut-scenes that are laughable at best, 
and a story line thinner than a Bazooka 
Joe comic. Things to remember when 
developing a racing game: speed is 
good, licensed cars are good, real 
tracks are good, and RPG elements are 
a good way to nearly ruin your game. 

Pro Race Driver's saving grace is 
found in the application of 
Codemaster’s acclaimed TOCA racing 
engine, which also fuels the Colin 
McRae series. Driving feel is tight, with 
responsive and finely tuned controls; 
and vehicle-tuning options are deep 

enough for the veteran gearhead and 
simple enough to tweak for Sunday 
drivers. Car damage is employed with 
breakaway everything, and damage is 
even applied to chassis and drive com¬ 
ponents. Dislodged body components 
stay on the raceway for the duration of 
the race, and even have their own 

realistic physics. 
All in all, a solid racing title that 

clearly shows its lineage. 
Dave Ziganay 

Seven out of Ten 
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Four out of Ten 
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Dev: Microsoft Game Players: 1-4 
Studios Pitch: Out 
Pub: Microsoft Origin: Redmond, WA 

■ The Green Monster in Boston eats out¬ 
fielders they way Rosie O’Donnell eats 
cheeseburgers, pie, and snack treats. 

□ Inside Pitch 2003 is not the worst 
Xbox game ever developed, but it 

is certainly the worst Xbox baseball 
game. Simply put, there are but three 
positive attributes: 
1) The stadiums are moderately realistic. 
2) Announcers Joe Buck and Tim 
McCarver aren’t overbearing. 
3) There's an easily accessible quit 
option. 

Otherwise, Inside Pitch game stinks 
like a rotting fish in the middle of a 
bean-eating competition. In no particu¬ 
lar order, the game features: minimal 
replays; terrible, hands-off pitching con¬ 
trols; zero fan interaction; awkward 
angles that make first and second base 
appear to be separated by, oh, three 
inches; corny sound effects; players 
who, while throwing the baseball, 
resemble uncoordinated stick figures; 
and fat Yankee pitcher David Wells 
weighing approximately 90 pounds. 

In a moment of grand revelation, one 
may discover the “Create a Player” 
page in which a new prospect can be 
developed. It sounds swell, yet much 
like the search for a good car, gimmicks 
are employed to obscure the grim 

reality. Here, creating a player means 
deciding between purple and red wrist¬ 
bands or between hoop or dangling 
earrings. It is entertaining for exactly 14 
seconds, until one realizes its features 
have nothing to do with quality of play. 

We can’t help but ask: Why? With so 
many solid baseball titles on Xbox—and 

such a dearth on other genres—it 
seems that Microsoft should be spend¬ 
ing its cash elsewhere. So should you. 
Jeff Pearlman 

Three out of Ten 

STATE OF EFIERGEIICV 

government. It is always oppressive.” 
—Thomas Jefferson 

run around freely or with friends, blow¬ 
ing things up, shooting the wicked and 
innocent alike, and evading the Man's 
cruel jackboot. Weapons are plentiful 
and novel; it's possible to fry foes with a 
flamethrower, blow them up with a rock¬ 
et launcher, and then collect the body 
parts to use as bludgeons. Beating 
down authority with a charred and sev¬ 

ered head at once becomes the great¬ 
est reason to continue to draw breath 
that man has ever conceived. 

Don’t bother with the single-player 
mission-based mode, however, as the 
chunks it blows are considerably over¬ 
sized. Developer Vis tinkered to fix the 
terrible A.I., poor balancing, and overly 

difficult missions, but only if the defini¬ 
tion of “tinkered” has been changed to 
mean “left untouched or unaltered.” 
Greg Orlando 

Six out of Ten 
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UFC TflPOUT 2 Pub: TDK MediacSve Origin: Japan 

Five out of Ten 

X2: LjOLVERIflE’S REVERSE 

□ Beware the claws that catch, and 
the gameplay inspiring you to 

walk to the fridge and make a sand¬ 
wich. X2: Wolverine's Revenge will take 
hours from your life and your dedication 
will be rewarded with unwanted flab. 

Activision and Genepool have trans¬ 
lated the psychotic X-Man Wolverine 
perfectly for the 3D adventure X2: 
Wolverine's Revenge, and every one of 
the crazy, clawed, Canadian’s powers 
are accessible. This, however, presents 
Revenge's tragic flaw: Wolverine’s 
powers allow him to heal himself slow¬ 
ly and, for most of the game, he can 
retract his claws and restore any lost 
health. After a tough fight, it’s possible 
to park Wolverine and wait until he’s 
fighting fit. It’s true to the character, 
sure, but it also means you’ll be pulled 
from gameplay at regular intervals. 

Revenge relies heavily on brawling, 
and this presents some problems, too; 
even the lowliest enemy can withstand 
three or four swipes from Wolverine’s 
powerful Adamantium claws. When 
fighting the boss Sabretooth, our hero 
can slice away—with claws that could 
cut through a bank vault door, for 

chrissake—for 20 minutes at his oppo¬ 
nent without killing him. 

A decent story and some excellent 
stealth-based play prevent Revenge 
from sinking head-long into a hole of 
suck. It's great fun to creep up on an 
enemy and then execute a special 
Stealth Strike attack wherein Wolverine 

pops his claws and does suitably evil 
things. It’s just too bad that here, X 
marks the spot for mediocrity. 
Greg Orlando 

Five out of Ten 
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Top eight games from Xbox Nation 007 because 10 didn’t really fit 

Indiana Jones and the Emperor’s Tomb 
Dev: The Collective 
Pub: LucasArts 
The fun and intuitive fighting system 
never gets old, but Emperor's Tomb 
lacks pacing and consistency. 
XBN Rating: 7 

And the rest.. . 
Game Developer Publisher Rating Game Developer Publisher Ratinq 
Aggressive Inline Z-Axis AKA Acclaim 7 Bruce Lee: Quest of the Dragon Ronin Universal Interactive 2 

All-Star Baseball Acclaim Acclaim 3 Burnout Criterion Acclaim 7 

Antz Extreme Racing Empire Interacts /e Empire Interactive 2 Chase: Hollywood Stunt Driver l-lmagine 

Baldur’s Gate: Dark Alliance ■ .VTVi Interplay 7 Colin Mcrae Rally 3 Codemasters Codemasters 8 

Battle Engine Aquila Lost Toys Infogrames 7 Conflict: Desert Storm SCI Games/Pivotal Gotham Games 5 

Blade II /lucky Foot Activision 4 Crazy Taxi 3: High Roller Sega Acclaim 6 

Blood Omen II Eldos Crystal Dynamics 7 Dark Angel Radical Ent. Sierra/Fox Interactive 2 

BMXXXX Z-Axis Acclaim 4 David Beckham Soccer Rage Majesco 4 



XRRTED+i*. 
Smart Reviews 

Game Developer Publisher 
Dead or Alive 3 Team Ninja Tecmo 7 

Deathrow Southend Ubi Soft 6 

Dr. Muto Midway Midway 

Dynasty Warriors 3 Koei 8 

Elder Scrolls 3: Morrowind Bethesda Softworks i Bethesda Softworks 8 

ESPN NBA 2Night 5 

ESPN Winter X Games Snowboarding 2002 Konami Konami 4 

FIFA Soccer 2003 EA Sports EA Sports 8 

Blitz Games Microsoft 6 

Godzilla: Destroy All Monsters Pipeworks 4 

Halo Bungi'e Microsoft 10 

Hitman 2: Silent Assassin lo interactive Eldos 8 

Hunter: The Reckoning Digital Mayhem Interplay 8 

Jedi Knight 2 LucasArts 7 

Jet Set Radio Future Smilebit 8 

Kakuto Chojin Dream Factory Microsoft 3 

Kung Fu Chaos Just Add Monsters Microsoft 5 

Legends of Wrestling II Acclaim Acclaim 4 

Lord of the Rings: Fellowship of the Ring WXP _ 2 

Mad Dash Racing Crystal Dynamics Eldos 2 

Marvel vs. Capcom 2 Capcom Capcom 

Max Payne Remedy Ent. Neo Rockstar 8 

Medal of Honor: Frontline Dreamworks Int. EA Games 7 

Metal Gear Solid 2: Substance Konami Konami 9 

Minority Report Treyarch 

Mortal Kombat: Deadly Alliance Midway Midway 8 

Moto GP Climax THQ 8 

MX Superfly Pacific THQ 4 

NASCAR Heat MG' Infogrames 8 

NBA 2K3 Visual Concepts Sega Sports 8 

NBA Inside Drive 2003 High Voltage Microsoft 6 

NBA Live 2003 EA Sports 7 

NCAA 2K3 Visual Concepts Sega_ 

EA Sports Electronic Arts 

NFL 2K3 

Game_Developer_Publisher_Rating 
NFL Fever 2003 MS Game Studios 8 

NHL Hitz 2002 Midway 6 

Nickelodeon Party Blast Data Design Infogrames 2 

Nightcaster II: Equinox Jaleco Jaleco 5 

Outlaw Golf Hypnotix SimonS Schuster 7 

Panzer Dragoon Orta Smilebit Sega a" 

Prisoner of War Wide Games Codemasters 

Pulse Racer Jaleco 2 

Rallisport Challenge Digital Illusions Microsoft 

Rayman Arena Ubi Soft Ubi Soft 8 

Reign of Fire Bam! Kuju 4 

Rocky" Rage Ubi Soft 7 

Sega GT 2002 WOW Entertainment Sega 

Serious Sam Gotham Games Croteam 5 

Shrek Super Party Mass Media TDK Mediactive 3 

Simpsons Road Rage Radical EA 4 

Spider-Man Treyarch Activision 7 

EA Canada Electronic Arts 8 

Star Wars: Starfighter Secret Level LucasArts 5 

Street Hoops Black Ops Activision 3™ 

Superman: The Man of Steel CircusFreak Atari/lnfogrames 4 
Taz: Wanted ' Blitz Games Infogrames 7 

Test Drive Off-Road Angel Studios lnfogmmes__ 4 

The Thing Computer Artworks Black Label 7 

Tiger Woods PGA Tour 2003 EA Sports EA Sports 8 

ToeJam & Earl III: Mission to Earth Visual Concepts Sega 

Tom Clancy’s Splinter Cell Ubi Soft Montreal Ubi Soft 

Total Immersion Racing Razorworks Empire Interactive 6 

TransWorld Snowboarding Infogrames 6 

Turok: Evolution Acclaim Acclaim 6 

Unreal Championship Digital Extremes Atari 7 

Whacked! Presto Studios 4“ 

World Series Baseball Blue Shift/VC 9 

WTA World Tour Tennis Konami 4 

Activision 
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ofERRL 
Greg Johnson, bringer of the funk, helped create two of videogames’ most 

T°eJ"m and EarL Now he’s talkin9 t0 xbox Nation about 
making games and why the Anti-Funk looks like a floating KKK head. 

as to say about j Here’s what Greg Johnson .] 
Greg Johnson: 

* ■ I Greg Johnson has been working in the 
game industry as a designer for more than 20 years. 
When he started, people were playing games on 
Atari 800s, and the Commodore 64 was an exciting 
new development. Greg’s first game, Starflight, was 
published by the fledgling company, Electronic Arts 
back when it only had about 25 employees. Starflight 
was the very first game to go platinum on the PC and 
it proved to people that the PC was a viable gaming 
platform. Greg has just recently completed his eighth 
published title, JoeJam and Earl 3; Mission to Earth 
for Xbox, (creaied with partner Mark Voorsanger), 
and he remains an active and thoughtful part of the 
gaming industry to this day. Not surprisingly, Greg 
has some very strong feelings about the business 
he’s in and what it ail means. 

Xbox Nation: You’re the first and possibly the only 
interview subject we’ve ever had to actually write 
his own introduction. 
Greg Johnson: Partly I was just doing ft in an effort 
to get my head in the right frame of mind to answer 
questions that might seem coherent and cohesive 
and meaningful. I love the idea of taking the 
opportunity to make some statements that kind of 
hang together. I guess it’s kind of funny, but [ did it 

'for the same reason that I’ve become a game 
| designer, because I have an active fantasy life, and 
(pat's sort of what motivates me and propels rr 

XBN: Can give our readers some sense of wh 
like to create a game? 

Johnson: Well it’s a big question, and there are’- T 
different ways to answer it,The reason I say that is 
because you can sort of look at it from the 
standpoint of the images and expectations that a 
game fan might have, which is kind of fun. We get so 
mLlc^ 9-mail from people, and I don’t know how 
many millions of times I’ve heard, ‘•God. that must be 
the funnest job in the world, and you get to play 
games all day long.” And so many young people 
want to aspire to this as a career for themselves 
because they love games.: 

It’s great, and it’s not like those comments come 
from a completely different plane! or something, bui 
the reality is so different than what people imagine it 
to be There’re so many pressures you have to deal 
with when you’re in development; it’s a constant 
stream of compromises and deadlines and trying to 
satisfy your own personal desires and the desires of 
your publisher and what you think the market is 
going to want, and working the constraints of your 
timetable and your budget. And ifs just one trade-off 
after the other. 

So, given that i assume most people are like me in 
that they care a lot about what they’re creating and 
want to create something that they truly believe is 
great, it’s a very tense process and a very extended 
one, because game development takes anywhere 
from a year-and-a-half to maybe two-and-a-half 

years, and it’s like a marathon. It’s really exhausting 
and emotionally draining because you can never. 

And that said, you know,! don’t moan to be 
whining or complaining about how difficult it is 
People have their challenges m any job they're in. 
and there’s a lot of satisfaction to be had too, 
especially when you’re working wi'.h a creative team ‘ 
of people that you enjoy being around and care 
about What they’re doing. But there’s not much play • -i 
in the actual creation of games. You don’t really get 
to play much. 

XBN: It must be tough having a creative vision and 
seeing that vision compromised because of 
whatever constraints you have. 
Johnson: Well, you know, we’re all essentially 
emotional beings, and we have our positive days and 
our not-so-positive days. So there are certainly times 
when if can get you down. But the way I prefer to 
look at it is that my interests as a developer are 
consistent with the interests of the publisher in that 
we both want to reach the largest market possible. 
And it may be for different reasons: It may be that 
they’re looking at their bottom line and want to sell 
units, it may be that I just want to—sure, make 
money—but really I want to make something that 
most people wiii enjoy. You can’t create art if yc 

My interests as a developer are consistent 
with the interests of the publisher in that 
we both want to reach the largest market. 
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don’t have an audience to appreciate it, right? 
So, on my positive days I see us as being in 

alignment. But even so, the game market has 
evolved in the last two decades to have a very 
strong, specific definition of what it is that sells, what 
it is that people want. And this is definitely true from 
the publisher’s point of view, where they’re really 
concerned about getting a return on their investment 
and satisfying the market. So, the hardest thing is 
satisfying your personal desires when they diverge 
from what you believe the market wants. And 
unfortunately, in my case, that happens fairly 
frequently. And it’s happened increasingly. I would 
say that was less true five or 10 years ago, but the 
market has changed and evolved, and where it is 
right now, it doesn’t have a whole lot to do with 
where the heart and soul of Greg Johnson game 
player and game maker is. 

But then again, it’s all a big guessing game. I look 
at the market, and everybody talks about the market 
as this immutable thing. They look at the games that 
have sold and say that is what the market is, you 
have to look at what sold and that tells you what it is 
people want. I, for better or worse, have this faith 
that there is a huge, just a tremendous population of 
people out there who represent a potential market, 
people who look at games and say, “Well, I would 
love it.” 

I love the idea of interactive entertainment, but I 
just can't stand the fare that’s out there. It’s all 
violent, dark, juvenile, adolescent stuff that 
completely turns me off. And I feel like The Sims is a 
good example of somebody opening the door to a 
tremendous market that people didn’t think was 

there before, and I feel like there’re probably millions 
of others out there as well. So that’s kind of what 
keeps me going—a faith that the real market is yet to 
be tapped. 

XBN: You expressed some pessimism there. Maybe 
the reason content is the way it is, is simple- 
evolution takes a path of least resistance. And 
you're referring, of course, to the caveman and his 
primal urges. 
Johnson: Right. Fight, flight, and mate. 

XBN: That must be from one of the less 
optimistic days. 
Johnson: I still totally believe that, and I just think 
that my statement was that’s how you grab people’s 
attention and that’s you hold it, at a visceral level, 
because we’re all chemicals and hormones— 
especially 16- to 24-[year-old] male gamers. But I 
don’t think that’s incongruent with my other 
statement that people have a lot more going on than 
their animal brain. You know, if you want to grab 
someone right away and hold them tight, well, you 
appeal to their animal brain, and that’s what the 
gaming industry has done for the most part. But on 
top of that animal brain, we have all these levels of 
sophistication and all these needs of fulfillment that 
are much more complex. 

As you start to get a little older, you start to care 
about finding and having meaningful experiences in 
your life. You realize that life is just made up of 
minutes and that they’re starting to run out, and you 
look for insight in everything that you do and try to 
find some way that you can grow or feel good about 

yourself and the time you’re spending. 
So, I think that as the gaming market ages, which 

it is, all the people that started playing games 20 
years ago, they’re all getting older. There’re a lot of 
people who are—this is just my theory—but I think 
we’re starting to ask the question, “Well, what else 
can games offer? Okay, I’ve got a shelf full of dark, 
violent shooters or mystery games. What else is 
there?” And so I'm encouraged. I am, on the whole, 
very optimistic. 

A lot of publishers have gotten older or more 
idealistic. They care a lot, but when it comes right 
down to it, they have to watch their bottom line and 
they’re risking millions of dollars. I’ve talked to a 
number of people now who have looked at 
concepts I’ve presented and they’ve said, “Wow, 
that’s really cool. I would love to be able to do that, 
and I would love what that would do for our 
industry. But when it comes right down to it, it’s just 
risky. We’ve got to build on what’s out there, we’ve 
got to find a license.” 

XBN: Given what you’ve just told us, can you put 
that into some sort of context with your last 
project, ToeJam and Earl III: Mission to Earth? 
Johnson: ToeJam and Earl has a history and a pretty 
devout following from the first and second games, 
but particularly the first. And it was a real challenge 
doing that game because it was hard to know who 
our audience was, whether or not we should be 
catering to the original fan base who were kind of 
purists. We got a lot of feedback from those fans 
saying, “Please don’t change a thing, we love it 
exactly the way it was, just give it to us again.” Or 
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whether we should cater to that large potential 
audience who has never heard of ToeJam and Earl 
and has a [many] well-worn expectations of what 
action/adventure platformer games should be. 

XBN: People had some specific criticisms about 
the game as well. We don't need to rehash some of 
them, but we have to ask about the Anti-Funk. 

In the original review version Sega sent out, 
players fought a disembodied floating Ku Klux Klan 
head. And then in the final production copy Xbox 
Nation received, the Anti-Funk was just a floating 
skull face. So, exactly what happened with the 
game’s villain? 
Johnson: It was to Sega’s tremendous credit, and I 
have to just give them some applause, that they were 
willing to step into the arena at all when it comes to 
racial types of stuff. We created a game that was 
very heartfelt for me, being half-black and half-white, 
and one of my missions is to bring cultural diversity 
to our industry, to young people, through games. 

And there’s no question at all that it’s a risk. It’s 
just an opportunity for people to become self- 
righteous and jump up and down, and it’s one of 
those hot buttons. And ToeJam and Earl and Latisha, 
there’s no question that they’re black—urban black, 
yo, what's up. That’s what they’re all about. 

And Sega was willing to go for it and they said, 
“Okay, we get that, it’s a good message. We know 
it’s risky and people might see it as an opportunity, 
but we’re going to stand behind it.” So I love that. 

But that one, the Anti-Funk, sort of went just a 
little too far over the line for them. When I was doing 
it, it was actually an accident. We had done a bunch 

of designs for the Anti-Funk, and the artist had done 
this unintentionally. I looked at it and said, “Wow, 
that’s funny. That looks like a Ku Klux Klan hat.” And 
then I thought about it for a second and I said, “Well 
hey, what better villain for these black characters 
who are spreading the funk than the love and this 
kind of oblique reference?” Because it wasn't 
[obvious]—it was open to interpretation. 

XBN: Can you tell us one more thing about ToeJam 
and Earl that no one else knows? 
Johnson: Well, I'm not sure that nobody knows this, 
but it might be interesting to know that we came this 
close at one point to signing Lisa Lopez from TLC to 
do Latisha’s voice. We actually had it ail worked out 
with her business manager and agents. We had 
several meetings, and then at the last minute, some 
new stuff got in the way, she had some new agent, 
and he got involved, and they said, “We want to 
double everything.” And we just said, “No, forget it.” 

XBN: What’s your final say on ToeJam and Earl 1117 
Johnson: My final say? I’ll say that I'm really happy 
with what we made. You know, it could have been 
done in a variety of different ways. Sometimes I 
wonder if we had stuck with the old formula— 
originally we were going to do like with the random 
level generation, make it kind of an unlimited number 

of levels. That was the original concept. Because of 
lot where ToeJam and Earl came from was Rogue. 
You know, I loved Rogue when I was young, in 
college, pjaying with the little “C“ and the little “A” 
moving around on the screen. And I loved that whole 
thing of how far can you get. 

And you know, sometimes I look at that and I 
wonder, would that have been better just to go with 

the more traditional ToeJam and Earl structure. But 
that aside, you always wonder, you always look 
back and wonder. And on the whole, I’m really, 
really happy with it, with what we created. 

And, we’ve gotten so much feedback, I just can’t 
begin to tell you how many people have written, so 
heartfelt, saying, ’’Thank you, thank you for finally 
creating something that just hits the center of the 
target for us and is so different from all the other 
stuff out there, can you tell me what else out there is 
like it?” And I always have to write back and say “Er, 
I don’t know but if you find anything, let me know.” 

Oh, here’s something else that’s kind of 
interesting. 1 can’t tell you much, but we’ve had 
some interest from places in Hollywood, and it’s 
possible that we’ll see a ToeJam and Earl series or 
a movie or something. If that happens, then I 
imagine they’ll be making a return to the game 
world, as well. ■ 

The game market has evolved in the last two 
decades to have a very strong, specific defi¬ 
nition of what it is that sells... 



GREEn PIRCHin 
Acclaimed horror novelist and the pen behind the pages of The Incredible Hulk, 
Bruce Jones sounds off on storytelling technique, paranoia, and Halo 2. 

me—Banner is still coming to terms with himself so tevel. Hulk is another problem. There's JUst no direct 
I’m learning as he does. Different from us as he may route into hi“ .... 
appear, my feeling is that Banner is really Everyman link betweet 
with those complexities inherent in all of us. So it’s supposed c 
rough condensing his psyche into a logline. Banner is line betweer 
a scientist who was exposed to a lethal dose of I believe tha 
gamma radiation and somehow survived It. But when something e 
incurring a rise in blood pressure, he morphs into a The book’s i 

- - -- large, green humanoid wifi, uiuK(Ja me sue or a sensiomty is 
ulk is poised to recreational vehicle: and a correspondingly: short ..:■■■ . taught the It 
pop culture temper. Because of this, and some things Hulk has something li 
itly sat down with managed to do along the way, Banner Is currently on What's more 
Hulk tick. the run from both the law and sinister, mysterious 

forces gradually in the process ol revealing tneir ugly XBN: What 
;the crux of the heads through the course of our ongoing story arcs. run on The I 
im apart from Jones: Thinh 

XBN: What’s your take on the dichotomy between catalyst, this 
le Hulk because the Hulk and Bruce Banner? affected by i 
d to Bruce Banner. Jones: Even though I’m not as smart as Bruce dealwiththe 
jrowth process for Banner, I can still relate to'him on a fundamental directly, othe 

Rallying cry “Hulk Smash!” helped put Stan 
Lee and Jack Kirby’s massive, green, 
gamma-irradiated monster on the map. But 

s to put words in that big green mouth? 

past year has revitalized the erstwhile hero’s < 
book by focusing on the co-existence betwet 
Hulk and his human alter-ego, Bruce Banner, 
big-screen bonanza coming 1 
Xbox game hot on its b ‘ 
crash into the center of 
consciousness, Xbox N 
Jones to discuss what 

probably irony. 
m of physics is 
ke fractals com* 
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as a character? Wh; 
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wreaks on society. More often they will entwine and 
overlap, dodge and weave in a kind of dance 
macabre of ever changing partners and situations, 
ever evolving growth and learning—a metaphor for 
all our lives. I hope the journey is exciting, of course, 
but I’d like it to be a teaching experience to some 
extent. Hopefully I might impart some of my own life 
experiences to the reader without sounding like a 
guy on a soapbox. Entertainment first and foremost, 
but I think we can reveal some of the idiosyncrasies 
of man and beast along the way, without applying 
sledgehammer tactics. 

XBN: How involved have you been with the 
upcoming Hulk movie? What would be the ultimate 
Hulk movie for you? 
Jones: Well, 1 adapted the graphic novel of the movie 
from the screenplay. My wife and I have worked in 
Hollywood, so I thought this would be an ideal 
situation and half expected a more hands-on 
experience with the film, but nobody called. Typical 
of Hollywood—which tends not to trust its own pool 
of screenwriters, let alone those heretics like me 
who’ve also worked outside the vineyards in novels 
and comics. [It's] a strange attitude in light of how 
many former filmmakers have turned to the comic¬ 
book field in recent months. But we were well into 
our own story arcs at Marvel before the screenplay 
for the Hulk movie was even approved, so it was 
pretty much a case of us doing our thing and them 
doing theirs from the get-go. 

XBN: There’s a videogame tied to the Hulk movie 
coming out in June. Were you involved in it at all? 
How do you think the Hulk will translate to a 
videogame? 
Jones: I was far too busy with all the comic material 
related to the debut of the movie to be involved with 
the videogame aspect. I do a couple of other books 
in addition to Hulk every month (more than every 
month now!), so comic work pretty much prevents 
me from doing other kinds of writing if I’m going to 
keep the quality up. Not that I’m complaining; unlike 
TV and novels, comics pays on a regular basis. It’s 
nice to be ahead financially for a change. I think the 
Hulk will translate to a videogame exactly as well as 
those behind the effort. Xbox has some of the best 
games in the business—look at Halo. But you have 
to have the right team behind this stuff, and the right 

XBN: If you were a game designer, what would 
your Hulk videogame be like? 
Jones: I think I’d probably design a first-person 
shooter for Hulk but with this caveat: I’d base the 
game-like the comic-around Banner’s 
personality...moving him through a more or less 
realistic environment with this monkey on his back 

[Called the Hulk. How the player controls the situation 
would depend on whether Banner morphs into Hulk. 
To that extent, Hulk would be as much an enemy as 
Banner’s environment. But at some level I would 
create a learning plane wherein the Hulk could 
actually work to Banner's advantage, i.e. the player 
would gain some semblance of control over the 

beast—but only if he played the game well. The idea 
would be that good game playing skills result in 
winning, versus impatience and loss of temper 
creating a losing scenario—the very same things that 
plague Bruce Banner. 

XBN: Are you a gamer? 
Jones: The videogame is a fascinating genre 
because it’s always in flux, always in a state of 
growth and development right before our eyes. 
Unlike other art forms, the utensils used in the 
medium change so fast that the artist can barely 
keep up, let alone the public—but that’s what makes 
it so exciting. You don’t get that with writing a novel 
or painting a picture. You get that vibe with movies, 
to some extent, in the special effects department, 
but videogames are really in a class by themselves. I 
love Halo, MechAssault, Panzer Dragoon Orta, 
Oddworld, Silent Hill 2, Max Payne, Hunter The 
Reckoning, stuff like that with a fantasy twist. I’m not 
much into the sports games, though I do enjoy 
Project Gotham Racing. Hopefully by the time this 
sees print Brute Force will be out, though I'm no 
longer holding my breath for Halo 2. But it's all just 
going to keep getting better and better, evolving as 
only things cyber can. To that extent, videogames 
suffer the same problem as comics: you have to 
keep up with the growth, learn the shorthand, or they 
leave you behind. The fans love this, but the general 
public sometimes gets lost in the shuffle. If either 
form becomes too elitist and narrow, it’s like the 
snake eating its own tail. On the other hand, 
hardcore fans demand sophisticated story telling and 
technique. It’s a tightwire walk, a balancing act. 

XBN: Many of today’s games feature intricate 
storylines and character development. What kind of 
game would you write, given the opportunity? 
Jones: I’m looking forward to greater leaps in virtual 
reality gaming. Something so advanced and 
technically complex you actually feel and smell 
another plane of existence. I'd like to do a game 
based on an idea I had about a future where techno¬ 
engineering had gone so far a field it’s perfected a 

means of capturing thought waves and electronic 
impulses and condensing them into viable bit 
streams based on past human memory-experience. 
Say you captured the moment of death of one of 
Jack The Ripper’s victims, took those cerebral 
impulses and incorporated them into a virtual playing 
field in which the gamer was the victim. If you outwit 
Jack, you win, if you don’t—you don’t want to know! 
Or you’re one of the survivors of the USS 
Indianapolis floating in shark-infested waters, and 
you have to figure a way to stay alive and not be 
eaten until the plane picks you up. Something like 
that, where you could actually taste the salt water, 

feel the shark’s teeth sinking into your thigh. That 
would be cool. Disconcerting, but cool. 

XBN: How do the elements that make up a good 
story for a movie, novel, or TV show compare to 
those that make up a good videogame? 
Jones: Well, I think all those things are really apples 
and oranges—and grapes and bananas as it were. A 
novel is never going to be a movie or vice-versa, and 
it shouldn’t attempt to. There are those who don’t 
even believe movies are an art form because they 
involve a collaborative process that negates pure 
artistic vision—though I’m not sure I agree with that. 
But I think you always have to play to the strengths 
of whatever medium you’re engaged with. The 
camera, for instance, is relentless, doesn’t like to sit 
still. When it does, you have talking heads and an 
audience headed for the concession stand—so you 
must constantly think visually, keep things moving. 
With novels you can get up and take a break for 
days, or even weeks between chapters and not lose 
the narrative flow, so there’s more room to roam, you 
can develop a more leisurely pace. 

The major point of a videogame, at least for now, 
seems to be interactivity of some sort. There isn’t 
a lot of time given to sitting still and being 
contemplative the way one might with chess—it’s a 
different set of synapses. The trick, I think, is to 
explore the characteristics and possibilities inherent 
in each medium rather than consciously borrow or 
ape one from another, though clearly all the art forms 
overlap in some fundamental way. 

XBN: Which of your novels would best translate to 
a videogame and why? 
Jones: Probably Game Running because it’s the 
most directly linear and has lots of convenient stop 
points along the way for Easter eggs. The plot is 
simple and complex at once, which might lend itself 
nicely to the gaming platform. Also, the novel is 
divided between two sets of protagonists alternating 
with the chapters, so it might work well in two- 
person playing, or even four. I don’t know...it would 
be fun to see someone do it. I wouldn’t want to 

myself because I know the damn thing too well, but if 
would be exciting to see someone else’s take on the 
more pivotal scenes. 

XBN: What’s the symbolic connection between the 
Hulk and the Xbox, given that each is well-known 
for the color green? 
Jones: 1 think its how you feel when one or the other 
clobbers you into defeat. 

XBN: Would we like you when you’re angry? 
Jones: Definitely. I turn a soothing brownish puce. ■ 

Even though I’m not as smart as Bruce 
Banner, I can still relate to him on a fundamental 
level. Hulk is another problem. 

XBN 1103 



OBEY YOUR 

THIRST 
Because we are, as Freud once said, the stuff we 
buy. Check out the latest in purchasable items for 
your Xbox and your life. 

Gamepark GP32 
Manufacturer: Gamepark 
http://www.gamepark.com 
Price: $149.99 

While the Gamepark GP32 may look like your run- 
of-the-mill Game Boy wannabe, any comparison to 
the GBA would be grossly understating the power 
of this Korean hand-held. More pocket PC than 
mobile gaming device, the GP32 comes complete 

with a high-res, backlit screen, USB port, an English 
manual, and a PC-link cable to relay files from your 
computer. What files, you ask? Well, anything from 
MP3s to DIVX and MPEG, to specially ported 
emulators of classic games and systems can be 
played on this nifty little console. Soon, those living 
abroad in Asia can even hop online and browse the 
web via a cell phone adapter. With its open-source 
operating system and legion of homebrew support, 
the GP32 is the underground hand-held of choice. 

Monster 5.1 Surround Sound System 
Manufacturer: Monster Cable 
http://www.monstercable.com/ 
Price: $199 

Monster’s 5,1 Surround Sound System has us 
puzzled. From an outfit that’s known for making 
high-end speaker cables we expected to be 
blown away. After bungling through the unintu¬ 
itive setup, we discovered that these speakers 
sounded merely adequate. For the money, Xbox 
owners are better off with Klipsch's GMX D-51, 

Magic Box 
Manufacturer: Farmer 
http://www.lik-sang.com 
Price: $24.90 

For such a small and inexpensive little 
device, the Magic Box has to be one of the 
coolest Xbox peripherals we’ve ever seen. 
This three-port adapter allows happy gamers 
to use their DualShock 2, Dreamcast, and 
even Saturn controllers to play their favorite 
Xbox games. Simply plug the adapter into 
your Xbox, and subvert Microsoft's paradigm 
by inserting a controller from the system of 
your choice. We find that for most modern 
titles, a PS2 controller is an able substitute, if 
only because it features two analog sticks 
like the Controller-S. Pick one up today, if 
only for the sheer novelty value. 



Atari 10-in-1 TV Games 
Manufacturer: Jakks-Pacific 
http://www.jakkspacific.com 

Price: $20 

Jakks-Paciflc’s Atari 10-in-1 TV Games system is 
itself a replica of the classic Atari 2600 one- 
button joystick, with RF jacks that allow it to be 
plugged in to almost any TV set built since 1990. 
Once plugged in, the joystick calls the old: school 
back into session with 10 classic games plucked 
directly from the Atari 2600. Players can thrill to 
such classics and filter titles as Asteroids, 
Adventure, Missile Command, Centipede, ■ 

Yar's Revenge, Breakout, Pong, Circus 
and Real Sports Volleyball. Good times. 

Colored Xbox Controller-S 
Manufacturer. Microsoft 
http://www.xbox.com 
Price: $29.99 

As further proof that crotchety oi’ Microsoft is 
hipping up to the kids.Xbox owners can now 
brighten up their big black box with an assort¬ 
ment of kaleidoscopic controliers. Microsoft 
conducted a poll on Xbox.com to let fans vote o 
new swathes of paint for the Controiler-S. Color 
choices available thus far include: green, dear, 
red, blue and orange. 

Xbox Game Manager 
Manufacturer: APC 
http://www.apc.com 
Price: $40 

The Xbox Game Manager clocks in at a 
respectable 6-plus pounds, but it might be worth 
its weight in gold: A handy device, the Manager 
serves as an all-in-one organizational tool; it has 
a built-in surge suppressor with six electric 
sockets; two snap-on hooks to store Xbox 

: controllers; connector ports for wail jacks, cabte 
modems, and cable TV boxes; mounting feet to 
allow you to rest your Xbox on top of the 
Manager; and enough storage space tor 20 
uncased games, eight cased ones, and four 

monitors don’t have many options. Perhaps 
the box copy says it best grammatical gems 
such as “Stereo exc!us30ive cable” and 
“TVgamealso can be played in PC display” 
are indicative of the dithered, muddy picture 
this thing produces. Gets the job done for 

Vestax Handy Trax 
Manufacturer: Vestax 
http://www.vestax.com 
Price: $149 

For vinyl aficionados, crate digging has been a 
notoriously hit-or-miss venture. No longer: Vestax’ 
portable turntable is battery operated, has a built- 
in speaker and headphone jack, RCA outs, and 
fits neatly inside your backpack. 

those in desperation, but it’s far from ideal. 
XBNI105 



ftp? Things that go round and round 
Because there’s more to life than shooting video zombies, Xbox Nation presents a 
stack of CDs and DVDs that will make your Xbox feel extra useful. 

After Hours 
Various 
A few years back, UK label Global Underground hit 
paydirt with its compilations of globe-trotting DJ 
sets. But what happens when the party’s over? You 
carry on, stupid. This excellent post-dub sound 
collage—programmed for those early morning 
“back to mine” sessions when no one is making 
sense—is packed with quality underground 
electronic music. From leftfield downtempo to the 
occasional new wave flashback—as the slick 
packaging points out—After Hours is “not the 
place we went to, it’s simply the place we end up.” 
Jason Brookes 

Originally debuting in 1998, and now finally seeing 
release on DVD, Modulations traces the development 
of electronic music as a whole, as well as the specific 
roots and influences that helped shape its divergent 
subgenres. The scope of coverage within the film’s 
mere 75 minutes is remarkably broad, ranging from 
the birth of Detroit techno, to a discussion of 
quintessentially acid synthesizers and the advent of 
scratch turntablism. 

Managing to stay relatively free from the expected 
cultural elitism, Modulations’ production methods 
effectively mirror its central theme. The film is about 
the sampling—that is, the capturing, reshaping, and 

redistribution—of time, space, and, essentially, music; 
accordingly, its narrative is fashioned consistent with 
these principles. The footage is narrated by a continu¬ 
ous stream of interviewees, including Roni Size, Moby, 
and dozens of other artists and observers from the 
front lines of this musical revolution, their words bring¬ 
ing unwitting context to the film’s massive scale. 
Perhaps the most exciting moment of Modulations 
comes when, in a mere 30 seconds, music writer 
Kodwo Eshun illustrates how Afrika Bambaata’s re¬ 
rendering of Kraftwork in “Planet Rock” effectively 
unified the distant worlds of Berlin and The Bronx. 
Evan Shamoon 

Style Wars 
Plexifilm 

Aphex Twin 
26 Mixes for Cash 
Quite possibly the most gifted and prolific artist in 
all of electronic music, Richard D. James stands as 
a vanguard among musical pioneers. 26 Mixes for 
Cash compiles his brilliant remixes of a remarkably 
diverse group of artists, ranging from Nine Inch 
Nails and Jesus Jones, to Japanese composer 
Nobukazu Takemura and the legendary Philip 
Glass. Assembled from various hard-to-find singles 
and EPs released over the past decade, the quality 
and depth of sentiment on this double-CD set is, 
as expected, supreme. Cop it immediate-style. 
Evan Shamoon 

“When you’re first against the train everything seems 
so big,” explains Dondi, one of Style Wars' unassum¬ 
ing folk heroes. “It’s like, you’re in this yard of metal 
giants and...and you’re a little dude in the midst of all 
this metal. And you’re trying to produce something.” 
This is the central conflict of Style Wars: urban artists 
struggling against each other, their city, and the inher¬ 
ently flawed social structures that surround them. 

The legendary documentary, which debuted on 
PBS in 1983, and has since gathered dozens of 
awards around the globe, began in the 1970s when 
noted sculptor Henry Chalfant became fascinated 
with the graffiti taking over the New York City 

subways. Exploring streets and station platforms 
from Brooklyn to the Bronx, Chalfant recorded 
footage of the wandering burners and their colossal 
masterpieces; with a background in anthropology, 
Chalfant was able to recognize that graffiti, rap, and 
breakdancing were all manifestations of the fledgling 
subculture that has was hip-hop. 

With rare grace and sincerity (not to mention a 
bonus DVD full of extras, including interviews with 
nearly all of the featured artists), Style Wars superbly 
captures the birth of an artform and the struggle from 
which it sprung. Essential viewing. 
Evan Shamoon 
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Wesley Willis is a large, schizophrenic African- 
American man in his late 30s who lives in Chicago. 
Since the early 1990s, Willis has also been a cult star 
in indie-rock circles for his catchy, profane pop songs, 
which he sings over the preprogrammed tracks on 
cheap keyboards, and which focus on several recur¬ 
ring themes. Among them: 1) people he has known 
who are in prison (e.g. “He’s Doing Time in Jail”); 2) 
unconventional sex acts with zoo animals (e.g. “Suck 
A Caribou’s Ass”); 3) pop-culture trends (e.g. “Cut That 
Mullet”); 4) politics (e.g. “Rock Saddam 
Hussein’s Ass”). 

Daniel Bitton’s documentary The Daddy of Rock ‘n’ 

Wesley Willis: Daddy of Rock ‘n’ Roll 
•;'c: ,'T v; r- 

Roll is a sort of ragged scrapbook of Willis' day-to- 
day life. Bitton attempts to alternately highlight the 
talent that Willis possesses, and illustrate the 
problems and misfortunes that he has encountered 
throughout his life. Like Willis’ music, it all comes 
across as hastily assembled, prone to repetition, and 
rambling. Also like his music, it is by turns funny, 
oddly endearing, and kind of pointless. The Daddy of 
Rock ‘n' Roll is the kind of outsider-pop trinket some 
will dismiss as complete junk and others will find 
harbors a few nuggets of strange treasure. Includes 
outtakes and bonus live footage. 

Dazzling and beautifully choreographed, Zhang 
Yimou’s Hero proves that Chinese filmmaking has 
reached new levels of artistry. Although adhering to 
the traditional tragic Chinese hero story, where power, 
love, revenge, martial arts, and swordplay—lots of 
swordplay—are intertwined, one soon realizes that this 
is not the classic story of good versus evil. A story of 
personal strife and ambition among each of its charac¬ 
ters is unveiled, which one can label neither, for the 
most part, as good nor bad. 

Hero tells the tale of the warrior Nameless (Jet Li), 
who wins the favor of the Qin King by eliminating the 
threat of three assassins: Sky, Broken Sword, Flying 

Ms. Dynamite 
A Little Deeper 
Ms. Dynamite’s A Little Deeper got much love 
when it was released in the UK last year, and guess 
what? Same thing gwan go down Stateside, no 
doubt. Like a black rose growing through cracks in 
the concrete, A Little Deeper has Dynamite bring¬ 
ing her conscious and lovely ragga-inflected vocals 
to a score of luscious, textured jams, and the 
results will make you feel hot, bothered, and 
galvanized all at the same time. Boo's got it going 
on in so many ways, and you owe it to yourself to 
feel her vibe. 
Miguel Lopez 
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Snow, as well as Moon (played by Crouching TigeTs 
Zhang Ziyi), Broken Sword’s young apprentice. The 
story soon forks into four tales, each told and draped 
in a different gorgeous color, revealing a deep, yet 
divided, plan enveloped by alliances, betrayal, and 
ultimately, understanding. With graceful duels set amid 
beautiful landscapes, even if one doesn’t have an 
affinity for the sword, the film itself can definitely be 
appreciated for its cinematography, choreography, and 
photography. While Hero isn’t slated for U.S. theaters 
until winter, grab it on import DVD and enjoy it on your 

Pig Lib 
Ex-Pavement frontman Stephen Malkmus’ 2001 
self-titled, solo debut showed that the singer/ 
songwriter was as serious and melodic as he was 
goofy. Pig Lib is a return to the musically loose and 
angular days of Pavement, minus the sloppy 
musicianship and lo-fi production. What sets this 
album apart from the debut is that the music 
reflects the shared billing with backing band, The 
Jicks; shimmering pop gems like “Us,” and “Animal 
Midnight” incorporate the shifting dynamics of a 
rock quartet. Quintessential summer listening. 
Che Chou 

produce a gorgeously animated, interpretive journey 
through 20th-century history. 

Up From the Basement 
Gaft McDermot 
We have DJ Egon to thank for rescuing these reels 
and acetates of funk masterpieces from slow decay. 
Sifting through thirty-five years worth of vinyl back 
stock, Egon compiles some of Galt McDermot’s 
hardest and deepest funk materials ever recorded— 
specifically, 24 marvelous pieces of Galt’s best work 
compiled onto one CD. The opening track, aptly 

1 “Ripped Open by Met; 



Last Issue... 
The soul smoldered, burned, and got 

charred to a crisp as Xbox Nation 

tackled the glorious 3D fighter Soul 

Calibur //, and you were there because, 

frankly, it was the most fun you could 

have for $5.99 ($6.99 Canadian) without 

losing consciousness. Yes, and there 

was much in the way of Xbox 

goodness, including previews for 

StarCraft: Ghost, Phantasy Star Online, 

Deus Ex 2: Invisible War, and D&D 

Heroes (which, despite published 

reports, will not feature splitscreen play, 

and XBN apologizes for the error). There 

were reviews of your favorite Xtreme 

Beach Volleyball games, chief among 

them Dead or Alive: Xtreme Beach 

Volleyball, as well as thoughtful critiques 

for Indiana Jones and the Emperor’s 

Tomb; Tao Feng: Fist of the Lotus— 

featuring The Greatest Character in a 

Fighting Game Ever, The Fatalist; Run 

Like Hell; and many, many more. 

Best of all, it came served for you 

with love from surly men and one surly 

woman with one goal in mind: to bring 

you the goods as best they can. 

iibox 
XBN@ziffdavis.com 
First and foremost, I would like to 
compliment your fine magazine and 
the generally unbiased critiques your 
staff gives of Xbox games. Flowever, 
there is one thing that has troubled me 
in the past two issues of Xbox Nation 
which are the editorials on piracy. 
Although you say you do not condone 
piracy and site well known statutes 
passed in 1988 the editorials lead 
other readers and I to believe 
differently. I used to be into the 
modding/warez scene years ago when 
I was in high school but later realized 
that what I was doing was harming 
software developers and causing 
severe damage to the gaming industry 
as a whole. This sudden change of 
heart was due to research I did 
concerning piracy in Asia (specifically 
China), and the findings were enough 
to convince me to stop what I was 
doing. Although I cannot blame piracy 
as the main reason Dreamcast went 
down like the Titanic, it certainly did 
not help it. (I am aware that bad 
marketing, poor management, and 
weak game development were also 
responsible for Dreamcast’s demise 
as well). 

Without sounding like a preacher, I 
would just like to say that by 
publishing articles guiding users to 
Web sites that sell mod chips and 
rogue operating software, you are NOT 
helping the very industry that your 
magazine claims to support and it is 
irresponsible journalism like this that 
encourages kiddie pirates and the rise 
of cynicism in consumers. (Why buy it 
when I can get it for Free?) Even if you 
don’t have the nerve to admit it, 
modding is only done for one thing 
and that is to play new, stolen software 
free of charge. Arguing semantics by 
comparing piracy articles to media 
articles on violence does not help to 

prove anything expect to make your 
publication look two-faced. 
Steve Kazmierczak 

Quite simply, XBN does not condone 
piracy. We do, however, support the 
sharing of classic, out-of-print 
videogames from the libraries of 
classic, out-of-print consoles. We 
view this as invaluable historical 
education, and since nobody loses 
any money in the process, there’s no 
ethical dilemma either. To recap: 
Sharing good. Piracy bad. That is all. 

What’s up, dudes! I used to work at 
the videogame store called Gamefellas 
in Austin, Texas, and I talked about 
how I wished a Baywatch game would 
be created. I really wanted to see hot 
chicks in bikinis in 3D. 

Lo, and behold! Dead or Alive: 
Xtreme Beach Volleyball was 
announced and released! Now I am 
quite happy with my breastage. Only 
thing, their butts don’t move. They are 
quite hot. I wish there was more 
interaction allowed. 
Scott Whitmore 

As we are cold and dead inside 
(much like the common Milk Dud), 
few things in this world could ever 
cause us to lose a nanosecond of 
sleep. The thought of you hyping a 
Baywatch videogame to 
unsuspecting shoppers and 
attempting to “interact” with the 
Dead or Alive women has turned us 
into insomniacs for life, and perhaps 
postlife as well. Nice going. 

After reading the editorial argument 
over the use of patches in Xbox 
games, I can see where both sides are 
coming from. The patch for Unreal 
Championship In particular wasn’t the 

product of the developer trying to 
cover up their mistakes; it was 
brought about by listening to the 
players and fixing some of the things 
people didn't like (lag, rankings 
glitches, etc.). Also, the patch isn’t 
intended for people without Xbox Live 
service, as it only addresses problems 
that come up in online play. Therefore, 
everybody who needs the patch (the 
online gamers) won’t have to worry 
about not being able to get it and 
being stuck with the flaws. People 
without Live will never miss it. If this 
were a case of the developer getting 
sloppy and botching the whole game, 
I think I’d be more concerned, but in 
this case, I think the patch is a good 
example of a company actually 
wanting to give their audience the best 
product they can. 
Eric Camper 

Meridith Braun, director, corporate 
communications for Digital Extreme, 
says, “This guy’s letter is dead-on . 
Providing updates for Xbox Live 
games does not mean people are 
getting an unfinished game out of 
the box. All online games require 
some sort of updating because of 
the very nature of the online 
environment. Many issues arise as 
soon as a game goes online 
because you suddenly have 
hundreds of thousands of people 
playing against each other trying to 
find every advantage they can to 
beat their opponents. These same 
issues would never arise in a single¬ 
player offline game, so therefore, it’s 
imperative to update online games, 
otherwise they become useless in a 
very short period of time. 

We want people to play and 
have fun with our games for as 
long as possible, so devoting time 
to updates is essential. We’ve been 
doing it with our online PC games 
for well over seven years, so this 
isn’t new territory; it just seems 
new to console gamers because 
they’re just now going online.” 

1 don’t understand this writing style. 
Do you think everybody out In 
the real world Is an atheist? 
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You guys are so mean on your reviews 
that I think that you should be 
reviewing Xbox games. That means 
you suck at reviewing. 
Kevin Cardwell 

In our defense, shut up. 

I recently borrowed your Xbox Nation 
#6 magazine with the Brute Force 
article from a friend, and I was 
impressed with the article. Then I went 
on to read the rest of the magazine 
and, well, I was very offended by the 
liberal use of blasphemy against God 
and Jesus you use in your magazine. 
On page 71 you describe one of The 
Collective’s employees as “a younger 
version of the Jesus seen in classical 
paintings." Why would you say that? 
The guy looks more like a rocker in 
bad need of a haircut. And on page 
86, the Superman article where it says, 
“Superman, if he wished, could 
probably give God a wedgie,” what is 
the point of that? You want to make 
him sound big and powerful? HE’S 
SUPERMAN! Everybody knows who 
Superman is and how big and 
powerful he is, but he is no immortal or 
a god. Another place is the SeaBlade 
review on page 87 where the article 
reads, “This game makes baby Jesus 
cry.” First of all, Jesus ain’t no baby, 
and there is no point to it. There are 
other ways to make your point that the 
game sucks. Yet another place is on 
page 88 with X-Men: Next Dimension, 
you don’t even get to the review yet 
and already it’s “Y, God, Y”? I don’t 
understand this kind of writing style. 
Do you think everybody out in the real 
world is an atheist? 

Some of us believe in God and 

Jesus as his son and will stick up for 
what we believe in. You people at 
XBN obviously know about God and 
Jesus and have ignored it, and that 
will be your undoing. If you are trying 
to say something like God doesn’t 
exist so it doesn’t matter, well, you 
are proving that he does exist. 
Nobody talks about Buddah or Allah 
like that, now do they? 

My final thought is that your 
magazine is a disgrace to the gaming 
community and I will not read it again. 
Phil Corduroy 

We regret, Phil, that you’ll miss this 
wonderful issue of Xbox Nation, 
which we’ve dubbed “The ‘Oh, God! 
The Hellfire Burns!’ Issue.” 

I’m Reginald S. Roberson, and I’m an 
avid Xbox Nation magazine reader and 
videogame enthusiast. I noticed in 
several of your issues that your 
magazine occasionally recommends 
sites for gamers to enhance their 
gaming experience. My site allows 
videogamers to download various 
edited rosters with real name players 
for several Xbox college sport games. 
These games include EA’s NCAA 
College Football 2003 and Sega’s 
NCAA College Basketball 2K3. My 
Web site offers Xbox gamers a roster 
download service. Many gamers have 
expressed an interest in playing with 
real college names versus playing with 
only numbers. Can you inform gamers 
of the site? 1 would like Xbox gamers 
to have access to this service to 
enhance their experience. 
Reginald S. Roberson 

Nice try, Reginald S. Roberson. Xbox 

prompting all to wonder why he couldn't have 

Nation isn't here for you to promote 
your pay-for-content Web site. Not 
even if we get a kickback, which we 
would like even though we’re not 
promoting your site. 

After reading a magazine article, I 
found out that Square Enix needs 
another developer to support its online 
components for Final Fantasy XI. I 
think if Bill Gates is smart, he should 
take advantage of this deal. I mean 
think about it for a second, please. 
Final Fantasy XI for the Japanese 

Internet provider while Microsoft’s 
Xbox does the same with Xbox Live. 
So Bill Gates’ Fantasy would be more 
user friendly than a PS2 version.Also, 
because so far Xbox is nowhere close 
to the sales that Playstation 2 is at, 
and it might give Xbox more of an 
extra edge in the console war as well 
as the online console wars too. I know 
my idea sounds too farfetched, but at 
least think about it. 
Steven E. 

Does this mean we have to stop 
thinking about living in a solid-gold 
house on top of Mount Chocolate? 

Mai! of the moment 

Have you heard of any of the Resident Evil games being ported to 
Xbox? There’s a rumor Resident Evil Online is being ported to Xbox 
Live. Another thing, in your latest mag you have a small picture of 
Steel Battalion and underneath it says [Capcom’s] making an add-on 
disc so we can play this awesome game on Live. Is there any way 
you can find any more info regarding both rumors? I read an interview 
stating the same thing but figure your magazine has the connections 
that can clear up both questions! 
Mike Egan 

According to Capcom, one of those rumors is true and the other 
one is not. Sadly, Capcom has no plans at the moment to bring 
Resident Evil Online to Xbox, but will make an all-new Steel 
Battalion title supporting Xbox Live. The intention, says the 
developer, was to give players a chance to familiarize themselves 
with the complex controls before stepping into the online arena. 

Outbox 
Thus spake the people.... 

“I am working 
much more on 
Xbox 2 at the time 
than Xbox 1... We 
are trying to make 
a machine that is 
going to find 
success not only in 
the United States, 
but in Japan as 
well.” 

ICONS show. 

“Actually, it would 
have been a great 
piece if the writer 
were, say, not 
human but rather a 
superintendent 
chimp.” 

fresh, Xbox Nation-stylo. 

“See, why would 
you want 
something really 
complex like this? 
You know, I liked 
Tetris, I was happy 
with it, I never 
wanted more than 
Tetris. That’s the 
beauty of Tetris, 
you can play it 
drunk.” 
Tim Schafer sounds off on Tetris, 

“It’s a combination 
of stupidity, 
ambition, wishful 
thinking, and what 
I hope is reality.” 

best RPG ever is wishful thinking or the 
real thing. 

“The poor have no 
leisure.” 
XBNs favorite videogame quote of ail 
time. This one is taken from the 
Dreamcast driving game Super 
Runabout The San Francisco Edition. 



Psychonauts: Hands-on playtest 
We don’t know what it is, but we know we’ve 
never seen it before. Xbox Nation visits Double 
Fine Productions to check up on Tim Schafer’s 
minaDenaingly quirky platformer Psychonauts. 
Prepare for equal doses of psychology and Xbox 
goodness as XBN gets inside this game’s skull. 

Sonic Adventure 3 
Sega’s blue bomber is coming to Xbox for what 
may well be his greatest adventure of all time. 
Xbox Nation drops the dime on Sega’s decision to 
bring Sonic the hedgehog to Xbox: misplaced 
effort or much-needed mascot? Get the full 

Reviews aplenty 
Star Wars: Knights of the Old 
Republic, Brute Force, Enter the 
Matrix, Pirates of the Carribean, 
Aquaman, Evil Dead: Fistful of 
Boomstick, Bloody Roar Extreme, V- 
Rally 3, and many, many more. 

Beyond Good & Evil 
Using an engine which allows for the 

game—mountains, cities, towns, 
planets and more—Michel Ancel, 
creator of Rayman, has big plans for his 
next epic title. Xbox Nation explores. 
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And a mailbox. And three fire hydrants. And a mime. And a pedestrian malt. And anything else that gets in your way. Because with 

Midtown Madness 3 you set the course. If grass seems faster, by all means drive on grass. If the sidewalk's to your liking, you definitely have the right of way. Race through Washington. 

DC, and Paris and leave your impression on both. 

: r: Just remember, there's no right way to get there, as long as you get there first. 


